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Introduction to “Blind step into India” (Anne) 
This is the story of the year spent in India by Howard Rawson, agricultural scientist, Anne Rawson, 

ex-librarian, wife and mother, and Jane Bryony Rawson, one-year old daughter. It is based chiefly on 

the weekly letters Anne wrote to her family in Adelaide, South Australia. Howard has now written 

about his experience of India and these pieces are inserted between the letters. His experience was 

very different from Anne’s. 

We, Howard and I, met at the Waite Agricultural Institute, University of Adelaide, in January 1967. I 

had just begun work there as a library assistant, after two years spent in the UK. Howard was 

finishing his PhD thesis in a carrel upstairs in the library. He had been in Adelaide for three years and 

was due to finish the thesis and go home to Yorkshire in April. One day this man in torn shorts and 

bare feet came down the staircase in the library and I fell for him instantly. I had three months to 

work on him. We became friends, and just before he left, we became lovers.  

At this point in his life Howard was looking for more adventure (coming to Australia had been a 

success) so he had applied to the Indian Agricultural Research Institute in New Delhi (IARI) for a one-

year post-doctoral position. I began looking for positions in India. Fortunately the Indians lost his 

application, and in August he returned to Australia to work for three years with CSIRO Plant Industry 

in Canberra, primarily in their Phytotron. We were married in November 1967 and Jane was born in 

September 1969. 

In those years Canberra was a small, quiet place and we spent many weekends visiting friends in 

Sydney and Newcastle. The idea of India reappeared. Another application was made to IARI, and 

accepted. Howard got a Commonwealth scholarship worth (we think) about Rs 1500 per month for a 

family, paid through the High Commission in Delhi. Once in India Howard applied for an Indian 

scholarship which paid us Rs 250 a month, later increased and backdated, to a Fellowship at Rs 450 a 

month. So we had a total of Rs 1950 a month. We thought we should be able to live on that in a 

third world country.  

We packed up our belongings which the removalists put in a 1 m3 crate and sent off to Calcutta by 

sea. There were some empty spaces in the crate which were filled, we found out later, with empty 

boxes. A few things went to my parents in Adelaide, but not very much. Our thinking then was that 

we would keep moving, so we had more or less everything we owned with us. 

In September 1970 we flew to India, via Jakarta, Singapore and Bangkok. We landed at Palam Airport 

New Delhi on 26 September and were met by Dr Asana, the soon-to-retire head of Howard’s new 

department, and his wife.

Preparing for India (Howard) 
It was clear from the outset we could only take small things and the most important small things 

were what an approaching-one-year-old baby would need. She had been OK on her mother’s milk 

but was allergic to other milk. A soybean powder preparation called ProSobee worked well and as it 

was a prescription item we needed lots of it. Nappies was essential because they weren’t used by 

Indian mothers; bare baby bottoms were normal and a shiny white might attract attention. And if 

we had nappies, we needed some sort of washing system. There was an effective soaking cleanser 

called Napisan, but that wasn’t available in Delhi where the hyper powerful ‘Vanish’ was used to 

remove carpet stains. Someone suggested we take a wringer washing machine with water heater 

and be ready for anything. That seemed excessive but it was listed near the bottom of the page. 
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As we had around two months before jumping on the plane our first priority was to sell or tip our 

current goods and chattels. Highest priority was my beautiful MGB that sold within days to a lady 

who had terminal cancer and wanted to enjoy her remaining time. This significant amount of money 

was to be a main backstop for the Delhi stay. We hadn’t expected such a rapid sale so bought a stop 

gap registered 1950 Ford Consul for $70. It went to the wrecker’s yard the day before we left 

Canberra. 

We got all our crockery and cutlery and sheets and blankets and jumpers and dresses and shorts in a 

pile in the spare room of our rented house in Curtin. It was a very small pile. A washing machine 

would help to fill our cubic metre packing crate. So we bought a very cheap old Servis, just like her 

mother had. It was so simple that I could probably fix it when it broke. It was mainly space so we 

could cram other goods into it. I added my table tennis bat and badminton rackets to the pile. HiFi 

things included my reel to reel Ferrograph tape recorder, critical for recording our future 

experiences in Delhi, an enormous Goodmans triple-cone loudspeaker cabinet, and the record 

player and short wave radio needed for listening to Radio Australia and John Gorton while we are 

away. Wrapped in blankets they all squeezed into the loudspeaker cabinet that was then screwed 

back together. Still we had too much space. She could just fit her little-worn and elegant white suit. 

She would stand out beautifully in a crowd. Especially in India. 

The shipping-packing agent came to pack the crate. You can’t insure your luggage if it is not 

packaged correctly they said. They wrapped everything in newspapers and then placed them into 

cardboard boxes, listing the items one by one. They weren’t aware of the loudspeaker box contents. 

They completed the packaging using six of their cardboard boxes stacked around the extremely 

heavy loudspeaker and the washing machine. Still there was space. After appropriate paperwork the 

crate disappeared. It will take two to three months before you receive it in Delhi they said. That’s 

great because that’s soon after we arrive, we thought. The house looked empty. We don’t have 

much stuff do we, she said? It was pretty much just the Ford Consul now and nappies. Oh and Jane.  

To Delhi 
She argued that to fly directly to Delhi was a wasted opportunity as we would miss visiting old 

friends on route. CSIRO were paying for our flight so cost was no concern. In Singapore she chose to 

visit one of her military related school friends. In Indonesia it was a diplomat. Just make yourselves 

at home, he said, after picking us up at the airport and depositing us in his palatial house. The maid 

can give you a snack and feel free to use the new shower. He went back to work. The maid turned on 

the shower while she prepared some food. Sadly she forgot to turn on the water and the gas heater 

melted the unit, dripping solder in the bath. We went out for a walk along a nearby canal and had 

our first experience of open sewers and of locals using the waters for everything. Our following two 

day visit to Bangkok was uneventful. 

 Our BOAC VC10 taxied smoothly into Palam airport. It was a small airport, especially for a large city, 

and looked tired. After the usual formalities of passports, luggage checks and so on we were 

approached by a tall Sikh man with a white turban who asked in excellent English if we were Dr and 

Mrs Rawson as Professor and Mrs Asana are waiting to greet you. There was a small, thin brown 

man with a perfectly bald head beaming over at us. He and his wife, who was somewhat less thin, 

looked quite old, maybe in their sixties. Welcome to Delhi he said with an athletic handshake. They 

were going to take us in their white Hindustan Ambassador car to our Hotel, The YMCA Guesthouse 

in town. Their presence transformed a busy foreign airport with its strange noises and smells into a 

relaxed normality, much like stepping into a warm family. 
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I knew Prof Asana through his published research work on cereals and that of his research 

colleagues. The research was sensible, reliable, very much targeted towards improving yields in the 

hot Indian environment, and with finding practical solutions for farmers. My Australian post-doc 

research over the previous three years had overlapped theirs, hence my enthusiasm to work with 

them. My specific interest was in the new strains of wheat they had recently generated within their 

nuclear breeding program. One strain grew quite differently from normal and I wanted to know how 

and why, and whether its seemingly good characteristics could be stabilised and reliably harnessed 

and bred into traditional wheats. One whole year to do that should be plenty. But then I didn’t know 

what it was like to work here. 

 

1 Canal scene in Jakarta Indonesia. Recycling everything 1970 

 

2 Bangkok temples: Anne carrying her hair and Jane 
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Letter 1 29.Sept 1970: New Delhi YMCA Tourist Hostel  
Dear Family 

As you can see we arrived. We’re all in good health and spirits, even Howard who went through a 

very trying time this morning getting the cot and fry pan through customs. He had to see about 20 

different men all of them ¼ mile away from each other and fill in and sign numerous forms with each 

of them. This afternoon he’s gone to see a bod about being moved from a scholarship to a fellowship 

which would mean an extra Rs200 a month. I’m waiting for a housing agent to appear to show me 

available flats and Jane is asleep upstairs. This place where we are staying is very good, clean and 

excellent food. We started off in an air conditioned room with bathroom attached at Rs70 per day 

bed and breakfast, but moved this morning to un-air conditioned room at Rs40. The communal 

showers and toilet work a darn sight better than the Rs70 ones. To translate, we’re paying $5 per 

day for all three of us and the meals are so good we’re just having tea and having bread and butter 

and fresh fruit for lunch-very cheap. The weather is hot, in 90s during day but cool at night. And 

even though hot, it is dry and pleasant after the humidity of Jakarta, Singapore and Bangkok. 

Yesterday we went to the Australian High Commission and I registered with them and we chatted to 

a bloke called David Rutter (used to be in Paris with Jan and he wrote to us re rise in cost of living 

here). A most helpful gent. He gave us the name of this house agent and when I asked about work 

he suggested trying UN, FAO or WHO here as I wouldn’t need a work permit then. He was also going 

to enquire if they could use me in the High Commission as they are buying lots of Indian stuff to send 

to the National Library and he feels that someone who knew something about it would be a help. 

The money would certainly be a help to us. 

The scholarship/fellowship bloke is away for a week, so we’ll have to wait. We’ve been to see two 

flats, one at Rs400 which we could manage in but it’s a long way from Howard’s work. It was in a 

lovely situation though with a park out the front. Had a large bedroom, bathroom, small dining-

sitting room, a minute kitchen and an enormous terrace area. It was on top of the house so would 

probably get hot. The other place was Rs1000 and way out of our range and class with four big 

rooms, plus kitchen bath, and a screened-in terrace thing. It turns out this agent doesn’t deal in the 

area near the Institute where Howard will work, so he is going to get in touch with a colleague to see 

if he can get us anything over there. It’s now Wednesday and we are waiting to hear from him. 

By now you will have received my cable and I hope some Sobee (that soy milk powder) is on its way 

for Jane. There doesn’t seem to be anything like it available here so while we are trying other things 

we need some more Sobee in case we have trouble. Neither do they have tinned baby food here 

which is presenting a few problems at the moment. It will be OK once we have our own 

establishment and I can cook things for her. Or the cook can. If we have to pay only Rs400-600 for 

rent we can probably afford a cook. John and Christine, can you ask Dad to pay you back out of our 

account when there’s some money in it for the Sobee and postage. There’s some delay in getting 

those rupees that were left here by those Czechs who we agreed to swop $A for back in Canberra. 

Our Canberra account can’t be closed until we receive the Rupees here and pay the dollars to them 

there. 

It appears that health coverage here is nil so we will continue with our G.U.O.O.F benefits. I will 

write to them as ask them to forward a quarterly account to you Father. 

Delhi itself is so far a delightful surprise, not too smelly or dirty and with enormous trees all over the 

place. From our balcony at the YMCA it’s just an expanse of green with a few exotic towers and 
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domes sticking out. We also look down on the local Dhobi establishment where they wash all the 

linen from here and the residents’ clothes. Most interesting. 

Better say something about Bangkok. We stayed at the flashest hotel in town (Erewan Hotel) for the 

flashest prices; $20 a day bed only. So we ate Thai in the back street restaurants for cheap. We 

walked a long way through temple complexes and markets and warehouses by the river. We bought 

bronze things; very beautiful. Your salad servers will be on the way soon Mum. I spent USD15 on a 

pair of brass candlesticks to later be converted into lampshades. So many beautiful things-here also. 

I can see we will be living in a hovel filled with lovely things. Bye for now. Love to all, Anne 

 

 

Figure 1 Jantar Mantar our first historical monument: near YMCA Hostel 

 

Figure 2 Chartered Bank: Somewhere we visited regularly. Near YMCA Hostel
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A Pre-work Sticky Beak (Howard) 
Though we had only been in Delhi for a few days we were now in our own rented accommodation 

quite close to the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) where I would work. I couldn’t resist 

walking over on my own to see what the work place looked like before I was officially exposed. I had 

a map of the area and of IARI. I reckoned I could be back to our place in an hour. I wandered to the 

top of our street, passed the taxi stand that smelt strongly of urine, then the potters display on the 

roadside verge, and reached a roundabout. It was going to take me a few minutes to weave through 

the continuously moving traffic. One hundred metres later there was the splendid entrance to IARI 

with closed gates policed by security men. Without any conversation one gate was opened and I was 

saluted through. I guessed it was my white face that gave me passage. Entering was like moving into 

a different world. From noisy busy traffic into fenced parklands with scarcely any people, narrow 

bitumen roads overhung by massive shady trees, and relative quiet apart from the many birds 

flittering around. The map didn’t show any Department called ‘Plant Physiology and Phytotronics’ 

but it did have a single storey building called ‘Agronomy’ and nearby was ‘Genetics’ and 

‘Entomology’. I could see an elegant clock tower in the distance. Neatly tended rose beds alongside 

the road directed me to it. It said library but there were also external displays behind glass panels 

detailing the history of the institute and how it came to be in New Delhi. Apparently the original 

institute, sited in Bihar, was called Pusa Institute. It was so badly damaged by an earthquake in 1934 

that it was decided to re-site the campus to New Delhi. Inauguration was in 1936.The title of Pusa 

Institute remained, though only to the locals. Taxi drivers knew that name but looked confused 

when I had asked for IARI. The old Bihar Institute eventually became Rajendra Agricultural 

University. The information told me much more but the only thing that stuck was the name of an 

early director of Pusa Institute, Sir Albert Howard. I was immediately at home. 

 

Figure 3 Genetics Division: like a picture postcard 

All the labelled department buildings were single storey, all similar in design with shady road-facing 

pergolas. A predominant external wall colour seemed to be dark pink. Lovely beds of mainly roses 

and shaped enclosures of other flowers separated by lawns provided an atmosphere of calm. The 

campus stretched much further than I could walk in the allocated time. But my first impressions 

were very positive. I could work there. I never found my department but Agronomy and Genetics 

seemed close enough. My official tour on the next day would doubtless expose the hidden ‘Plant 

Physiology and Phytotronics’. 
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Letter 2: 4 Oct 1970. Finding somewhere to live 
Dear Family  

We are now in our new abode and living in a somewhat inefficient muddled manner at the moment. 

I guess we’ll get sorted out in time though. On Friday morning (2 Oct) we wandered through the 

residential area closest to the Institute looking for property agents. We were directed to one bloke 

who had two flats available, one 3 room and one 2 room. We looked at the bigger first and it had 

distinct possibilities though stairs and kitchen were filthy dirty. The two room one had just been 

painted and looked more attractive. It also had a sit-down toilet instead of stand-up Indian variety 

and was on the ground floor so much cooler. There is a fan in the front room and we can hire one for 

the bedroom. As you will realise we took the 2-room one, at Rs350 per month, so we won’t be on 

the poverty line after all (HR this is about a quarter of our payments from the Commonwealth 

Scholarship and Fellowship Scheme). As well as the two main rooms there is a wide passage type 

thing that can serve as a dining room or Jane’s bedroom. 

 

Figure 4 9/6 East Patel Nagar: our part is the bottom floor. The owners live upstairs 

The place has recently been painted in the usual Indian slap-dash method, painting straight over the 

dirt and windows and splashing paint everywhere. The windows and floors are a bit of a sprayed 
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mess. The floors are concrete and yesterday (i.e. Sunday – it’s now Monday) Howard scrubbed the 

floor of the main room and so it’s now quite presentable.  

Figure 5 Kitchen with gas cooker 

In the kitchen there’s a big stone-type sink, just 

the right size for bathing Jane but we need to 

get a bowl for washing up. Today we bought a 2-

ring gas cooker and it and cylinder should be 

installed this week. This setup is standard for 

cooking. We have our electric frypan as 

supplementary but there’s no power point in 

the kitchen, which makes it a bit inconvenient. 

Kitchen has a work bench of terrazzo round two 

sides and a rickety set of wooden shelves on the 

pantry wall. Pantry has shelves on the back wall 

only leaving plenty of room for a fridge. These 

are rather expensive but we feel we will have to 

have one. There’s no hot water so it has to be 

heated up in a big kettle for everything and we 

have cold showers. Howard rigged up a clothes 

line in the courtyard. We are very lucky in our 

landlord who lives upstairs. He spent 5 years in 

England and speaks English well and is most 

helpful. He took us shopping on Saturday 

afternoon, lent us three chairs, a highchair, 2 

cots (wooden frame criss-crossed with woven 

twine, the standard Indian bed) and a big desk 

until we get some furniture of our own. He’s 

also letting us have two cupboards for the duration. His brother-in-law is in the furniture business so 

we might be able to get things from him. He, the landlord, has a pregnant wife and a son who is 18 

months old. Also the agent who lives opposite is very friendly and helpful. A mother and daughter 

come each day to clean the courtyard, toilet, bathroom and front yards and remove the garbage. 

Shops are very handy and there is a Super Bazaar about 10 minutes’ walk away. This place sells 

everything at fixed prices. We have seen Dr and Mrs Asana a few times. He’s head of Howard’s 

department. He met us at the airport (he has a white Ambassador car and his own driver) and they 

have taken us driving. We went to their bungalow which is on the Institute campus for tea one night. 

Tea is a cup of tea, cakes and sandwiches at 5:30 to 6:00 pm and their main meal is at 8 or later.  

Howard went to work for the first time today and met up with Dr Baghat who spent some months in 

Canberra and we are going to his place for dinner tomorrow night. We’re all still well except that 

Jane has a runny nose and a cough due to teeth being on the move again I think.  Jane really has 

been the centre of attention wherever we have been and she really laps it up, waving and smiling. I 

think we are already known throughout the neighbourhood. Haven’t laid eyes on another European 

since we moved in. 
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Figure 6 Jane attracting attention eating lunch at the Red Fort 

Did I tell you that on Thursday (1 Oct) we went to see the Red Fort, our only bit of sightseeing (It was 

a holiday here for Nasser’s funeral). We decided to give Jane her lunch when we arrived, so sat in 

some shade near a band playing. They stopped and everyone gathered round to watch us, at least 

30 people, moving in closer and then they started to sit down. But another man came along and 

shouted at them and they all moved away. The Red Fort is a Mogul effort and is so called because it 

has enormous walls of red sand stone around three sides. The other side was originally on the river 

but the river has moved. It contains magnificent marble and sandstone palaces, many pillared and all 

once inlaid in magnificent designs with gems and coloured marble. The craftsmanship is incredible. 

All the buildings were linked with ornamental waterways and in its day it must have looked amazing. 

They do a son et lumiere there so we must go some time. 

Some business: Our medical benefits run out on 8 Oct 1970 and we wish to continue them. I’ve 

written to G.U.O.O.F asking them to send quarterly accounts to you Father. I don’t have much faith 

in Indian mails so if you don’t hear from them could you please make enquiries of them at Garema 

Place Canberra, ACT 2600. Thanks. We received the Rs2500 today so when everything is fixed at 

Canberra end, our account will be closed and you’ll receive a check. Jane is still allergic to milk so we 

await the Sobee consignment eagerly. We haven’t quite run out yet. We are at present working on 

alternative diets minus Sobee to make sure she gets enough of the right things. Have written to the 

Sister in Canberra for advice. Hope holiday and neck good. 

Love Anne
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Howard’s first day at work (Monday 5 October 1970) 
Back in Canberra my routine was to cycle the 6km to the Phytotron to arrive at around 8am and 

return home at about 6pm. Following routine I was standing outside the Agronomy and Genetics 

buildings by 8:15am and asked a passer-by where I would find ‘Plant Physiology and Phytotronics’. 

He took me into the Agronomy building and told me to wait by a locked door in the shady corridor. 

This would be unlocked for Professor Asana at 8:30 precisely and the students and researchers could 

then enter. He arrived exactly on time, said good morning as the padlocks were opened, and we 

moved inside. The large ceiling fans were turned on to a very slow rotating speed by the room man 

(Mam Chand), a very old and bent gentleman dressed in loose fitting attire that was once white, and 

the windows were opened to freshen the air. It felt somewhat like a Charles Dickens scene, or at 

least something photographed in grainy black and white. Dr Asana called me into his section of the 

room which had a black telephone encased in a wooden box that was padlocked, a tall and long 

glass-fronted cupboard filled with piles of scientific papers and books that predated my birth, and his 

massive desk. The cupboard effectively annexed his part of the larger room. It was the hub of the 

Plant Physiology Division, while he, behind the desk, was its focus. He, as I later found, was the 

father of plant physiology in India, smiled me into a chair across his desk and called ‘Dr Bagga’.  

A well-groomed serious man in a white shirt and dark-grey long trousers and shiny black shoes put 

his head around the corner of the bookcase. ‘Sir?’ We were introduced. I was to work with him 

initially, share a male technician called Pouran, as well as share whatever equipment like a binocular 

dissecting microscope I might need. He would show me around, and the ropes. My small desk was 

on the other side of the bookcase about 1 metre from Dr Bagga’s. Bagga sat down at his desk and I 

at mine, Dr Asana started to sing softly as he opened his mail, and the room man brought each of us 

a cup of very sweet milky tea. Such nice people enjoying a relaxing environment. A year would pass 

very pleasantly. The trouble might be that I had a leaning towards hyper-activity. 

 

 

Figure 7 Dr SK Sinha, Dr JS Grewal, Prof RD Asana, Dr GS 
Sirohi and front, room carers Shushila and Mam Chand 
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The tour of Plant Physiology Division 
Our Phytotron is very small said Dr Bagga. Where do you do your crop 

work I asked? We all work on crops planted in the field or, for more 

detailed work like on fertiliser applications or pest control, in earthenware 

pots held in a large enclosed area. We also have shade houses and 

glasshouses. Do you want to see the field? We walked the one or so 

kilometres to the field, a location called Todapur, still within the IARI 

campus. The early crops were yet to be planted and as I wanted to 

examine rates of development of some of their new wheat strains I would 

need to plant early and each month thereafter to build up an environment 

(temperature, day length and rainfall) by genotype (strain) database. I 

wanted to include barley in the comparisons as that can develop very 

quickly. Bagga told me that I needed to plant these first crops in the next two to three weeks. 

Usually small field plots were planted by hand though I might get some help from the implements 

section (tractor ploughing and seeding). 

 

Figure 9 Part of the potting enclosure, with a Shade house covered in plant climbers in the left background 

The potting enclosure was just that, about 50 x 50 m. There were stacked brown earthenware pots 

everywhere ranging in size from maybe 40 litres down to half a litre. Porcelain pots were optional. 

Experiments in progress were in neat blocks with little tags. All operations seemed to be by hand. 

The shade houses were like something from the Victorian era using twining plants supported on a 

netting roof to provide shade. They were empty. Maybe they would be popular when the daily 

maximum temperatures were nudging 40C.The few glasshouses were clean. They had manually 

opened windows that were framed in painted iron. The dominant colour was white with rust stains. 

Temperature was cooled by the benches on which plants were placed. They were made from 

sparkling white marble slabs. I was encourage to feel the marble that was much cooler than the air 

and metal trays. It was still morning following a cool night. I had a lot of comments and questions 

but decided to hold back till much later as they might be interpreted as criticism. 

  

Figure 8 Dr AK Bagga 
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Letter 3: 9th October 1970. India E Patel Nagar  
Dear Family  

An urgent letter in case you are thinking of parcels for Christmas. The Post Office here is rather 

unreliable. We were told to make sure we saw the stamps being franked, otherwise the clerk might 

take them off to sell again and throw the letter away. Dr Bhagat, who was in Canberra, told us the 

other night to tell you to send only small parcels and by registered mail. Big parcels get held up in 

customs and to retrieve them takes a full day’s business. The one unregistered parcel he sent from 

Australia never arrived. I hope you haven’t sent us anything already. It would perhaps be best to give 

presents a miss for this year. However, there are a few things I would like straight away if you could 

send them by airmail please. Six pairs of plastic pants medium size white or plain for Jane and one 

pair of fancy ones. And a couple of pairs of rubber gloves for me. Same size as you take mum. My 

hands are falling to pieces with doing all the washing. Also we would like you to buy up the 

remainder of the Sobee on those prescriptions and send four by AIR FREIGHT and the rest by surface 

mail, both labelled as Food Parcels. I think they get through without problems. Perhaps you could 

also send some tins of baby food including Apricot Rice by sea mail. You can make that our Christmas 

present if you like. Could you also include some detergent which seems unknown here? We are 

using Lux Flakes at the moment. 

We have been wondering what happened to the Sobee that we asked John and Christine to send. 

We sent them a cable over a week ago and air freight takes only 2 days from Australia to here. 

BOAC/Qantas had nothing when we checked yesterday. It really will be great to get a letter from you 

sometime soon. I am feeling a bit cut off. I think it would be wise to register even the food parcels 

and then we can be fairly sure they will get here. Just take it all out of our account. Howard has 

written to the Bank in Canberra so there should be some money there soon. Could you let us know 

how much there is? 

We are slowly getting organised. The house is looking cleaner but still a long way to go. Once all the 

floors and windows are cleaned we’ll get some more furniture, beds, wardrobe and table and some 

sort of floor covering for the front room. I’ll think about making some curtains. The landlord said I 

could borrow their sewing machine. Our stove (2 gas rings and cylinder) came today delivered on a 

motorbike. So cooking will be easier. So far meals haven’t been madly successful cos of limited 

utensils and a limited variety of meat. Only chicken and mutton (i.e. goat) which comes in chunks, or 

chops which are minute and tough. Beef is available but not at our local meat shop. All meat is 

frozen. I’m going to have to learn to cook again a la Indian. All this sort of meat is fine for casseroles 

but I didn’t have one with me. We went to Dr Bhagat’s for tea the other night and it’s some festival 

when they don’t eat meat so it was a vegetarian meal. Really interesting vegetables too. I’m hoping 

Mrs Bhagat will be able to give me some cooking lessons. We went to the spice shop today. A bit 

different from the bottles in racks at DJ’s. Great tins full of all sorts of spices half of which we had 

never seen or heard of. Shopkeeper was a helpful gent who told us the Hindi names of all the things 

we bought. 

The water here is turned off in the middle of the day and during the night so you fill everything up to 

get you through the dry period. It generally goes off about 11 am so there’s enough time to get the 

washing done and it comes on again about 5pm.We store our boiled drinking water in big 

earthenware pitchers that keep it quite cool. The power goes off at random, about once a day, but 

not for very long. The loo works even when the water is off so it must have a reserve tank on the 

roof. 
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I’ve remembered something I could do with urgently, and that’s some more Napisan. I’m just about 

out and it makes things much easier just being able to rinse them out and not having to scrub them 

like everything else. Jane gets very dirty here and her clothes are going to wear out in no time what 

with her scraping around on the concrete floor all the time (the floor is rough in places) and me 

scrubbing them madly to get them clean. 

On the whole Jane has been very good but a bit wingey lately with teeth plus a slight temperature 

and recurrence of that cough, but nothing like it was before with her “two front teeth”. Howard is 

laid aside at the moment with a temperature and aches and pains. It’s some sort of flu that’s going 

the rounds. His back packed up at the same time due to a restless night. There were festival 

celebrations with much singing greatly amplified in the neighbouring streets and it went on all night 

till 6-7am. The Dr is coming to see some patients upstairs this afternoon so the landlord will ask her 

to drop in here too (It didn’t happen). 

A letter to Treleavens, carriers in Sydney who are fixing up our sea luggage, will be coming to you as 

we don’t know their address. Will you please forward it? The address should be in the Sydney phone 

book at any post office. I still have stacks to tell you about. All the exciting interesting things we’ve 

seen so will write again soon. 

PS Original Sobee has arrived. Don’t worry about sending any more nor the baby food. Just urgent 

things by registered air mail. Thanks.
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Letter 4. 18 October 1970. E Patel Nagar. Sick, goat meat and a wedding 
Dear Family 

It’s Sunday afternoon and we are listening to the Western music program on the All India Radio 

which lasts for about two hours, each afternoon. Howard is lying down resting. His temperature is 

back to normal but he is still fairly weak and tires easily. We finally got the Dr on Wed night when his 

temperature went up again. Nice old bloke the Dr, a Sikh, obviously well-known and highly 

respected. He’s also assistant Medical Advisor to the UK High Commission so must be OK. His 

surgery is about 5 minutes’ walk from here and his son runs a shop that I patronise just about every 

day. He also sells the drugs prescribed by his father. The treatment was very cheap: one home visit, 

three consultations, three injections and assorted capsules for Rs35 which is $4 and very cheap by 

Australian standards. So we have had a quiet week this week. 

While on the subject of health, Jane is fine but rather spotty. We hope it’s just heat rash and not a 

result of her egg a day (she loves it and it keeps the protein intake up) or the mosquito repellent. As 

well as the flu that Howard has had there’s some fever that’s going around that’s spread by mozzies. 

I’m fine but getting rather tired. I’m seriously thinking of getting someone to come in once a day to 

clean. It will cost about Rs20 a month. I told you that we have a girl who comes in every morning to 

sweep and wash the front yard and our courtyard plus shower and toilet. She also removes our 

garbage, but goes through it all first taking out what she wants. She really told me off the other 

morning for throwing out the insides of a chook. It’s all very well to say “Think of the starving 

millions” as you scrape the leftovers into the bin in Australia. Here they are on the doorstep acting as 

a permanent conscience. 

 

Figure 10 Our house and yard sweeper with her two children: through our back door 

There really are lots of people here and cows. I didn’t notice the people so much when we were at 

the YMCA because that’s near the heart of the city anyhow and you expect it to be busy. But here in 
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the suburbs you really notice it. There’s constant coming and going, the noise of blasting horns (they 

are the worst horn blowers I have ever come across) and the hawkers. Quite different from Curtin 

and Westbourne Park. 

 

Figure 11 outside the front door: a peanut vendor. One of many hawkers 

I went to the butcher’s this morning for the first time. Till now I have bought frozen meat from the 

General Store. The butcher only has goat. There is one butcher and two young lads. The butcher sits 

on a raised platform with the meat spread around him. He’s slightly raised on his board. Many shops 

are set up like this including material shops and vegetable sellers. He cuts each order into small bits 

ready for cooking so it takes quite a while. Much of the cutting he does with the knife held between 

his toes and brings the meat against the knife instead of vice versa. The boys help with this cutting 

up bit with mincing and in between times they chop up the goats’ heads, removing brains, eyes and 

skin first. There weren’t as many flies as I had expected. It cost Rs5.50 per kilo which is enough for 3 

meals I hope. We are trying to find out where we can buy beef. We know of one place but it’s a long 

way away in the Muslim area. We would have to buy a large amount to make it worthwhile so we 

would need a fridge. 

I had two outings this week to Customs. I went on Monday but the parcel hadn’t been brought up 

from the Airport so I returned on Thursday with Jane and after about two hours got the Sobee. 

Everything went smoothly and blokes were most helpful. Jane is quite an asset. It just takes ages 

anyway with all the rigmarole you have to go through. That’s why I changed my mind about you 

sending us food parcels. If we have to go through Customs to get them it’s just too much effort. I 

didn’t have to pay any duty thought (maybe the Jane effect). You should read the Introduction to V.S 

Naipul (?) “An area of darkness”. It tells of his trials with customs in Bombay, trying to clear two 

bottles of grog. You will think it’s incredible but it’s literally true. 
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Tuesday night I had another outing. Dr Bhagat had invited us to a Hindu wedding but Howard was 

too weak to go. Howard persuaded me to go even though I had told Bhagat I probably wouldn’t. 

There have been several weddings in this area lately. It must be a propitious time of year. A marquee 

is put up in the street outside the groom’s house and another outside the bride’s. The houses are 

bright with lights. The groom’s guests gather at his place and preceded by a band and acetylene 

lights in fancy holders they proceed to the bride’s place. The groom rides on a mare and wears a veil 

of flowers to protect him from the evil eye. Well, I was expecting a tent in the street. Instead there 

was an enormous closed off area in a park with rugs scattered and easy chairs arranged around the 

rugs. In the centre was an elaborate dias with a canopy where the bride gives the groom a garland to 

welcome him. This adjoined a huge roofed marquee with many laden tables each sitting 20. In the 

street leading to the large house was a long archway decorated with tinsel, lights and flowers. A 

band was playing and free coke, Fanta and coffee were flowing, but no grog. I was dumped in the 

midst of this and had no idea where or how to find Bhagat and when I asked for him realised I didn’t 

know his proper name. Anyhow, a bloke who turned out to be the bride’s brother was most kind and 

we located Bhagat without too much trouble. The men were rather motley but the women wore 

beautiful gold-encrusted sarees and much gold jewellery. There were some other Australians there, 

Mr and Mrs Hancock from the High Commission. It was good to speak to an English-speaking person 

for a change. 

After some time the groom arrived on his horse and the bride appeared and gave him an enormous 

garland. After some photos they went inside. We then ate a beautiful meal and after Mrs Bhagat had 

seen her relatives we left. The actual ceremony which takes about two hours was not till later and 

only to be witnessed by close family (there were 500 guests). So I didn’t get to see much of a Hindu 

wedding after all but it was rather interesting, especially to see how much money was spent. 

 

Figure 12 Sikh wedding next door. Band serenading the wedding car about to leave with the bride and groom 

I’m feeling rather weary so I’m having a cup of tea and then retiring. I drink gallons of black tea these 

days. Thanks for your letter in reply to the Singapore one mum. It’s the only one we have received so 
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far. Have there been others? Thanks for all the trouble you went to over Sobee Johnnie. Jane is really 

thankful though she only gets it for breakfast. No sign of other two tins yet. I haven’t much faith in 

India post. Can you please fix up the enclosed cheque Dad? Pleased to hear you neck is improving a 

bit Mum and that you had an enjoyable holiday. I was wondering if you had received all my letters, I 

think this is no 4 or 5 from New Delhi. 

Love to all  

Anne 
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Morning tea at work 
May I see the Phytotron Dr Bagga? Dr SK Sinha is in charge of that facility and he will show you. I 

don’t use it, Bagga remarked. We re-entered the lab/office area and joined the whole Plant 

Physiology Group that was enjoying communal morning tea. Shushila the room girl and Mam Chand 

the room man were busy serving. He approached me and said Sahib, Chai? Up to that stage I had not 

been addressed as Sahib by many but it became a common greeting wherever I went. It had been a 

standard address for the ruling whites back in the British era before Partition in 1947. I asked Bagga 

how old Mam Chand was and where did he come from. It seemed strange that such an apparently 

old person with a permanently crippled arm should still be employed. It turned out that he had been 

transferred from the Bihar Pusa Institute in 1936 and as all his accumulated records from there had 

been lost in a local earthquake, nobody knew his age, not even Mam Chand. Rumour was that he 

had forward-dated his birth year for the new IARI New Delhi records by 20 years which meant he 

could serve and draw salary till he was 80, not the usual 60. A cunning man. Bagga estimated he was 

already well into his 80s, 30 years beyond the average span for his ethnic group. He would be retired 

when Professor Asana left for his new appointment near Bombay in two weeks or so. Then there 

would be a new Head of Division to be politically fought over between Drs AB Sirohi and SK Sinha. 

Positions of power would then be reallocated as determined by the Head and scientific thrusts 

would be reassessed, moving towards the interests of the new leader. Dr Sirohi was the most likely 

new leader as he was high caste and had been mentioned in Parliament by one of his relatives for 

notable achievements. He was a gentle speaker and good looking. Dr Sinha was reputed to be rather 

direct in his comments about any topic 

Dr SK Sinha 
Dr SK Sinha came over and shook my hand. A short man with very bright and intelligent eyes and 

about my age. Pleased to meet you Dr Sinha I said. Call me Suresh he replied. Strange, Indians didn’t 

use their in-family name. Have you got time for a chat now and I can show you the Phytotron. You 

will not be impressed. He had done his PhD in Canada as a biochemist but had been raised as a 

practical man in a farming village some distance from Delhi. Will you come and visit my village he 

asked? We can go on my scooter. In New Delhi he lived with his immediate family only two streets 

away from our rented accommodation. We talked about using carbon isotopes to measure and 

compare photosynthesis rates and translocation patterns in the new strains of wheat. We had both 

worked in this area previously though at different scales, so could easily collaborate. He had 

available all the chemicals I would need but I would also need to somehow get the equipment for 

feeding the isotopes to plants. He suggested I should approach Mr Kiss, Head of the National 

Physical Laboratory, as they could make things. He suggested he could be a difficult person but it 

was worth the try since Plant Physiology funds were too limited to buy anything from overseas. He 

gave me Kiss’s contact phone number. Do you play table tennis? I’m not very good I admitted, but I 

have a nice bat. Let’s have a game soon then, I will enjoy beating you. He grinned. 

The Phytotron at last 
We walked over to the Phytotron. It was a brick building about the size of a three single toilet blocks 

stuck together. The heavy wooden door was bolted and secured by a large padlock. The sign over 

the door said “Phytotron”. Quite a contrast to the Canberra Phytotron that was the size of a factory 

with scores of rooms and with 15 large sealed heat-pump controlled glass houses on its northern 

side. A very high tech building that was globally the most advanced for its purpose. It even had its 

own in-house designed solar hot water system for heating glasshouses and growth chambers; in 

1963, the first to be installed on a Government facility in Australia. The facility was also entirely 

powered by the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme so used zero fossil fuels.  
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Sinha unlocked the padlock and we entered.  

Air temperature was controlled by a domestic wall air conditioner. Hanging from the ceiling was one 

3Kw mercury vapour lamp bathing a group of potted seedlings in light. “One of my PhD students is 

working on the biochemistry of chlorophyll types and their amounts in various species and this is a 

part of her study” he explained. I tried to look intelligent. “You can use the facility if you like”. Well, I 

suppose it was a mini Phytotron and a personal and generous offer. I liked him. 
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Letter 5. 26 October 1970. E Patel Nagar Two front teeth, Delhi flu hits 
Dear Family 

Thanks for your two letters mum which arrived today, the first to come to our new address. Thanks 

for fixing up the parcel for me and please take all costs out of our bank account. The money should 

arrive from Canberra soon, in fact it should already have arrived. We’ve also received both your 

letters to the Institute. 

Sorry to hear of your ill health during your holiday parents and I was slightly surprised to hear you 

waited 2 hours for the doctor, Father. I think I would have decided I wasn’t so sick after all. Pity the 

good days with the neck aren’t more frequent. I also hope the specialist can suggest something less 

drastic than surgery for you Mum. Sorry I forgot your birthday Father and trust it was a happy day. 

Hope Rigby’s can find you something on the right lines. The delays with Sobee were all at this end. 

We could tell from the documents that it had arrived two days after being sent, but there’s so much 

paper work at this end and then there were holidays. Any notifications go to the YMCA Hostel so we 

have to get in contact with them to track activities. 

Re the parcel mum, don’t send any more Napisan or detergent. I have loads of the former in one of 

the trunks and they should arrive soon as they should be in Calcutta now. If you send just the pants 

they should come straight through but I am very much afraid the other parcel will go through 

Customs. About the surface parcel, the cake will be most acceptable as it will probably be our only 

touch of a home Christmas. 

I haven’t very much to say for this week as I’ve had flu since last Monday. Today is the first day I 

have felt human again. My temperature never got as high as Howard’s, nor did I have the excessive 

sweating he had. I went to the doctor straight away which probably helped. I felt very tired all week 

though. Really bone tired, and slept a lot. And then on Saturday Jane got a temperature and was 

very listless and slept all day so I got a Dr to her. She (a different Dr) prescribed some antibiotic and 

next day her temperature was down and she was more her old self. In the evening (yesterday, 

Sunday) we went out with Dr and Mrs Asana to a fete for U.N. celebrations at India International 

Centre. Various Embassies had supplied samples of their national foods which were available for 

sale. I wasn’t feeling magnificent so didn’t really appreciated them. Later we saw some Indian 

dancing. Then just before we got home Jane was very sick all over Howard and me in the car, mainly 

Howard. She was sick again after breakfast this morning. The doctor came after lunch and said it was 

probably the medicine and to cut that down, particularly as her temperature was OK. We cut it right 

out tonight so hope her tea stays put. She’s been quite happy through it all and not at all bothered 

about being sick. Jane is standing up quite well now though she still can’t pull herself up on things 

but she can if we hold her hands. Her hair has grown quite a lot since we left Australia; I think it grew 

inches in the tropics. It is still curly round the back and wavy on top of her head. She wrinkles her 

nose when she smiles showing her two front teeth and looks quite charming. All the little girls in the 

neighbourhood think she’s marvellous and used to come calling every night. They have given up 

lately. I meant to say before that Dr Asana retires at the end of this week when they are returning to 

Bombay. They are a lovely old couple and have been very kind to us calling in most nights when we 

have been sick to see how we were and to bring us some fruit. 

It is now approaching Diwali, the Festival of Lights and the biggest festival of the year. Everything is 

lit up to welcome Rama home from exile. It is linked to that other festival a few weeks back and ever 

since there have been fireworks. All the buildings In Connaught Place, the main shops, are decorated 

and lanterns are hanging in the trees. We hope to go to some sort of do run by the Indian Council for 
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Cultural relations that looks after all foreign students. Haven’t received an invite yet though and it’s 

on 29th. Hope exam went OK for you Pip-one more along the way. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 13 Jane with 2 front teeth sitting in our front yard: fully recovered 

 

Figure 14 Operating the hand water pump in the front yard: it doesn't work
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The National Physical Laboratory 
I rang Mr Kiss on Dr Asana’s un-locked phone with his permission. Mr Kiss told me to come the 

following Monday at 10:30 am to his room and we could discuss what I required. He sounded quite 

curt so that I was prepared for rejection. It was now lab closing time so I could go home. My 

associations and consumables were steadily aggregating. I had a desk, a technician with no English, a 

few colleague scientists I could potentially collaborate with, a promised loan of a binocular 

dissecting microscope for the coming season, and most importantly access to seed collections of the 

branched and unbranched eared lines of wheat along with the latest and best yet-to-be released 

strain of Indian wheat available (Kalyansona; i.e. Kalyan gold). That would be my control wheat for 

all experiments. These were from Dr Asana. I was making good progress. 

The following Monday I wandered over to the famed National Physical Laboratory to see Mr Kiss and 

talk him into building a titration-based machine for measuring wheat leaf photosynthesis in the field. 

I also needed a clear-gas-tight Perspex box, the top half of which clipped-on to the bottom. Leaves 

still attached to their plants would be clamped inside stretched flat across the two halves. There 

would be inlets to expose the sandwiched leaves to a radioactive isotope of carbon (C14). This C14 

feeding had the dual purpose of determining an instantaneous relative rate of photosynthesis, and 

after 24 hours, the pattern of distribution of that carbon within the plant. The activity of the wheat 

strains could be compared. 

Mr Kiss was a large man with a shock of unruly grey hair. We sat down on a lounge to share a coffee, 

not tea, brought into his office by one of his young female assistants. He wanted to talk about 

Australia and it was after a second coffee that the conversation drifted to equipment. No problems 

he said. Come back in a week or so for the box (isotope feeding chamber). The titration unit will take 

three to four weeks because of the glass-blowing involved and general complexity. But in the 

meantime, how are you and your wife fixed for beef/buffalo? Why don’t you come over to our 

house some time for a meal? He was nice. I had another friend. 
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Letter 6. 31 October 1970. E Patel Nagar Fridge, Buying Muslim Beef, Divali 
Dear Family (Saturday) 

Just after I had written my last letter to you, your third letter came Mum, and it was the long newsy 

one written before the other two. Thanks for fixing up with John for Sobee. Hope our money now 

reaches Adelaide so you’re not out of pocket for too long. We also received a copy of that letter 

from the bank re Howard’s insurance and Howard posted off a reply this morning. When that’s fixed 

up the account in Curtin will be closed. I’ve also fixed up the Child Endowment business and have 

asked for it to be continued on the grounds that we are being paid here by the Australian 

Government; it’s just a non-taxable scholarship. If they approve, the payments will be made direct 

into our account in Adelaide. 

Pleased to hear that our goods to you arrived safely. There’s only a few clothes in the trunk, mainly 

used as packing, but they haven’t been moth-balled. The sewing machine is in the tea chest with the 

baby car seat. Instructions for the sewing machine are somewhere in the trunk. Also a soldier tin and 

Agee jar in the trunk for you. 

There is very little Australian or overseas news in the paper we get at the moment, but the bridge 

collapse did get a small bit on the front page. I thought it was a finished bridge from the report. 

Rather a bad business altogether. Melbourne doesn’t seem to have much luck with bridges. Howard 

doesn’t want the stamp news. I cancelled my membership with the Library Association so technically 

no publications should be sent out. The parcel came yesterday but I didn’t have enough money to 

pay the customs (Rs60), more than the value of the contents, so sent it back with the postie. When 

he returns next week I will pay him but query the valuation and see about getting some money back. 

The second lot of Sobee has appeared at long last. According to the documents it arrived here on 7th 

October but nothing was forwarded to us until the 22nd. This time I have to go to Palam airport to 

pick it up which is a drag. They made a mistake because normally it would be sent to Customs House 

in town. They messed up rather badly. 

Main event this week was the acquisition of a fridge and some beef. It is a very small fridge and cost 

us Rs1900 so was quite expensive (HR a whole month’s allowance plus from our Commonwealth 

Scheme grant). Still it makes life so much simpler. During the week Howard went to see a Hungarian 

bloke called Mr Kiss who is a Departmental Head in the National Physical Laboratory. Howard went 

there to find out if they could build some equipment for him to measure photosynthesis in the field. 

They spent all morning talking about all and sundry. Mr Kiss has been here some 20 years and is now 

an Indian National. Anyhow, he offered to take us to the beef shop in the Moslem quarter of town 

which is a long way away. It was very cheap at Rs3 a kilo and beautiful, tender tasty meat (buffalo). 

We went back to his place for a drink and ended up staying for tea. Mrs Kiss, Hungarian-German, 

seemed very pleased to have us, especially Jane, and fussed around. I think she is rather lonely and 

unhappy. They talked of going to Australia but there are difficulties. They have two daughters, one 

working for Air India in Germany and the other just finishing school here. A delightful friendly family. 

We bought 3kg of meat and supplemented with a chicken and sausages it should keep us going for 

two weeks. Standard of cooking has gone up dramatically since we bought it. Howard will have to 

get the meat in future since apparently women are not safe or welcome in the Moslem quarter. 

Thursday was a holiday here for Diwali to celebrate the return of Rama from exile. Rama is one of 

the incarnations of Vishnu and one of the Hindu Trinity. Thursday night was cracker night with a 

vengeance. Old Guy Fawkes was very weak in comparison. There was a constant roar in the 

background much like the ‘roar of the guns’ must have sounded in Europe. And then there were all 
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the local whizzes and bangs, mainly bangs and much bigger than any you get in Australia. Everyone 

sends cards wishing Happy Diwali and goes visiting carrying gifts of fruit and sweets. Asanas came to 

visit us and gave us some sweets. Most of them are very sweet and too sweet for me. They are more 

the size of little cakes but varying shapes and varieties. We spent the holiday doing more cleaning 

and in the afternoon went to the furniture shops to order two beds which were meant to come 

yesterday but didn’t. They were cheap at Rs50 each or $6. They arrived later on a small trailer pulled 

by a running boy. 

 

Figure 15  Local Bed (charpoy) factory and shop 

I had my first try at making chapattis the other night after having asked Mrs Asana for instructions. 

They were reasonable but not quite right. We had just finished tea when the Asana’s driver came 

round bearing a small parcel of chapattis that Mrs Asana had made for us. Hers were lovely. So I 

think I’ll walk down next week and ask for a demonstration. Chapattis look like pancakes and are 

made from plain wholemeal flour and water and you eat them in place of rice with a meal. The 

Asanas leave for near Bombay in two weeks where Dr Asana will be working at a new Research 

Institute. They suggested we go there during the summer to escape the unbearable heat here. 

Apparently they have a guest house where we could stay. Howard also has an invitation to travel 

round the countryside with a wheat man from Rockefeller Organisation. That will be a marvellous 

opportunity. 

We are all well again now. Jane was sick a few more times after last Sunday’s fiasco and then 

became well again. She’s learnt how to crawl at last but still prefers her bottom and upright mobility. 

She likes shaking hands and says ‘water’ which stuff she loves and makes a big mess with. I’m having 

some more denim-type long pants made for her as they are ideal. Weather is now cooling down to 

88F during the day and the stone floors must be a bit cooler for her, so long pants better. Material 

cost Rs8 for 1.5 m and they will be Rs6 to make up. Howard had some shorts made for Rs12. 

All for now 

Love from Anne.
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Letter 7. 7 November 1970. Aus High Commission friends. Mrs Asana, Eating with the 

Sinhas, Local Bus to Qtub Minar, Jane dancing in the aisle 
Dear Family 

Your letter again received on Monday Mum, just after mine posted, so this week I will write and post 

this on Tuesday so I can answer your next letter if it arrives at the same time. The second parcel 

arrived this week, many thanks. And guess what, no duty at all. I tried to find out why from the 

postman but didn’t have much success. I think it’s something to do with the value or weight. I will 

get more info so we can keep costs down. Second lot of Sobee also collected today. Each tin is 

lasting a month as Jane only has it for breakfast so we now have enough for four more months. 

Sorry to hear that your neck showed no immediate improvement after the day in hospital but let’s 

hope there has been some long term benefit. We are inclined to think you should give the 

chiropractor a go but I know you probably won’t agree as Dr Marj warned you off. But she and her 

cronies don’t seem to be able to do the trick and the chiropractor certainly fixes Howard up. When 

his back was bad the other week he got me to bash him about a bit and I gather it helped in his swift 

improvement. Interesting sounding assortment of books received from England. Howard thinks The 

Olgas mountains look like enormous fingers lying flat on the earth, and no, he doesn’t say “Any 

road” but Mr Rawson did. Pleased to hear the cheque has arrived. You should also receive our tax 

rebate some time. G.U.O.O.F form has been filled in and will be returned to them. Having paid them 

the money we had better get a bill and receipt from the doctor and make a claim. Don’t go in for 

that sort of thing here really cutting down on the paperwork overheads. Mum can you please send 

me the recipe for that biscuit cake thing made from Weetabix and marshmallow. I could make that 

as no oven cooking required. Any other non-bake recipes of similar sort would be appreciated. I 

think Mrs Denley makes quite a few so you could ring her and ask. 

 

Figure 16 The Olgas in our central Australia trip with Jane and Rawson’s senior a few months before we moved to India 

Main event this week was going out to lunch with Pam Hancock (Australian High Commission. I met 

her at that wedding). She came to collect us in the D.C Mercedes. Also present, Jan Smith, another 

H.C. wife and young son Iain, 9 months. Of course it was a lovely house with servants and a delicious 

meal of pizza and fresh pawpaw and coffee and biscuits and cheese. Cheese was most important as 
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no decent local cheese is available, only tasteless processed. Their cook kindly went and bought me 

some beef as the Muslim quarter is very close to them – some genuine mutton chops, not goat. I 

also bought from Pam a large block of cheese, box of tissues, and packet of Softly. She can also get 

me Vegemite, decent bacon and various other goodies when needed and Weetabix, necessary for 

the above recipe. Also plastic pants from a friend in the US embassy. So things are really looking up. 

Besides being such an important source of goodies, Pam is a very friendly and nice person. Thursday 

turned out to be a holiday but no one had told Howard so he toddled off to work as usual only to 

return 3/4 of the way through the morning. In the afternoon we went into the city to Central 

Cottage Industries which is a very large shop with beautiful things. It’s hard to believe such beautiful 

things can come out of such a dirty country. Pam warned me against sending parcels out of the 

country by mail so we will only be sending little light presents for Christmas. The goods ranged 

through toys, shoes, furs, brass, pottery, sandalwood, ivory, papier-mâché, bags, clothes, 

furnishings, carpets, and the most exquisite collection of materials. We’ve just about decided our 

main souvenir will be an oriental rug, some which are magnificent but most are too intricate for my 

liking. 

As well at the Central Cottage Industries we saw carving, brass inlay, polishing, lacquering. June 

Matthews drove us home. She used to be a Phys Ed teacher and later became a teacher and 

librarian. They have a rice farm near Griffith which apparently isn’t doing as well as it might. She’s 

also older with a daughter who is 21 due to be married next year. A very nice person. 

Friday I had a visit from a Mrs Katy Gandhi, a friend of the Asanas who has just moved in down the 

street. Mrs Asana had asked her to show me how to make chapattis and she is going to bring her 

cook because he is a star maker. Friday night we went out to tea. Indians have tea at 5:30 and then 

dinner later at 8 or as late as 10-11 pm. Tea at home is just a cuppa and a biscuit but when people 

are invited it’s a real spread. This one was really good and we didn’t bother with our evening meal 

that night. It was at the home of Dr SK Sinha from the Institute and a number of Institute colleagues 

were there. One of the offerings was Chowla, a delicious dish made from pulses and spices. I was 

told how to make it so will have a go some time. Monday night we did our first entertaining. The 

previous Thursday I had gone to the shop over the road and a young white couple were there buying 

Cokes, so we got to talking and they came over to our place for an hour or two. Called Pat and Dave 

from Nottingham. They had driven here and were staying with an Indian family in East Patel Nagar. It 

was getting them down a bit so they were pleased to chat to some fellow English speaking bods. 

They called in again on Monday and I went into town with them in the afternoon and then they 

stayed for tea. Howard and I had to eat the main course out of sweets plates with spoons, and the 

sweets (banana custard which is all we ever have) were eaten off plates using forks. We are a bit 

light on for cutlery so hoping our stuff from Aus will turn up soon. On this topic we wrote to 

Wridgeway-Stephens in Canberra who did the original packing of our stuff and asked them to get in 

contact with Treleavens to update us on the current state of our effects. Where are they? 

Thursday morning I was really organised and had meat cooked and vegies peeled all ready for tea 

and then in the afternoon Jane and I took a walk to the Institute to visit Mrs Asana. We had 

afternoon tea and sat out on their extensive lawns in the sun and later I had my chapatti-making 

lesson from her servant. She gave us the chapattis plus a wooden board and tiny rolling pin for 

rolling them out. I still haven’t had a try myself. I was intending to do it today but this morning one 

of Asana’s servants came with lettuce, radishes, chapattis and a tin full of curry which we had for 

tea. 

Friday was a holiday. In the morning we went with Asanas to the home of the big chief of 

Rockefeller-Ford Foundation here, Dr Guy Baird and his wife. Asanas were only going to say goodbye 
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to them but Dr Asana thought it would be a good idea for Howard to meet Dr Baird. They had 

already asked Rockefeller for some equipment and Howard will probably ask for more. Needless to 

say, they lived in a beautiful house, surrounded by beautiful things, but they were the nicest, 

friendliest and most unpretentious people. We really enjoyed our morning coffee with them.  

In the afternoon we went into town and looked at the handicraft shops of the various states of India. 

Rather scungy shops compared with Central Cottage Industries, but still some beautiful things, 

especially materials. We bought a few odds and ends like a big coffee mug for Howard and also a 

handloom green and blue check tablecloth (Rs8) for our desk cum dining table. Makes dining room 

look quite presentable now. Also did local food shopping and bought mattresses for our beds. Thin 

cotton stuffed ones for Rs13 each. So now we sleep on our sheet covered by a single thickness 

sleeping bag. It was too hot inside the bag. While on sleeping must tell you about our night 

watchman who turned up last week after holidays. He walks around the streets at night banging his 

big stick on the pavement and blowing his whistle. When we enquired of the landlord what this 

noisy bloke was, he told us, Watchman, and we should be grateful as he’s looking after us, and not 

complaining that he’s always waking us up. Actually I think he defeats his own purpose because any 

criminal type knows exactly where he is and can hide when he approaches and get on with the job 

when he has gone. 

Saturday we did more local shopping and in the afternoon went for a walk to the Institute. Sunday 

was rather more hectic. We bought two Rs1 tickets for the local buses. These are available only on 

holidays and Sundays and you can go anywhere on them. We had decided to go to Qutb Minar 

(pronounced Kutub). I had thought that this was just an enormous tower. I forget how many vertical 

sections it has (5 in the modern incarnation after a lightning strike, but 4 in the original). It’s made of 

stone decorated with Islamic texts in bands round it every now and then. Visitors are only allowed to 

the first balcony but this still gives a magnificent view. Anyhow, beside this tower are extensive ruins 

of a beautiful mosque and other buildings built in the late 12th and early 13C by the Moghuls. Lawns 

and gardens have been planted round the ruins and there are plenty of shady trees. A most pleasant 

spot. I guess Minar means minaret and that’s what the tower is, an oversize minaret.  

 

Figure 17 A rare articulated bus: They tended to roll over on roundabouts 
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Figure 18 Qutb Minar 1193 with high-up tourists 

enjoying the view 

The bus travel was rather an adventure, not 

always pleasant and very tiring. We had no 

route map so had to ask all along the way where 

we were. We got into town OK but then had 

trouble locating the No17 bus to Qutb Minar. 

We were advised by one bloke to get a 30 to a 

certain place and change there as the direct bus 

would be very crowded. We followed his advice 

but when we changed the pickup bus was still 

the original No17. It by this point was very, very 

crowded. There is no such thing here as a queue 

and it’s every man, woman and child for 

themselves. Even when there’s stacks of room 

they don’t embark in an orderly fashion, still 

have to push and shove. And there’s incredible 

congestion around the back door because 

people don’t move forward into spaces. 

Anyhow, we managed and squeezed our way 

down to the front. At the Qutb we wandered 

around, went up the tower, had our lunch under 

a tree, and Howard went off photographing 

while I tried to get Jane to sleep, unsuccessfully, so we all went for a wander. Before we go exploring 

again we need to get lots more info because in Delhi region there are lots of interesting and ancient 

buildings. We decided to leave early before the rush, but there was a dearth of buses. After about an 

hour and a fight we managed to get on a bus and get a seat. Unfortunately it didn’t go into town and 

dropped us off at Red Fort so we had to flag down a put-put to take us home from there. We all then 

had a sleep, gave Jane her tea, and went out again to a dance and drama program at the Institute 

auditorium. We sat near the front. Jane was full of beans and during some dancing she bounced 

around in the aisle, waved her arms about, made the bells on her shoes ring and gabbled away and 

entertained half the audience. The dancing was done by two small girls at the end of a short play 

done by children. We couldn’t understand it but enjoyed it greatly. A nine year old boy then played a 

sitar which was also good. This was followed by a play in Hindi by adults. Jane became very restless 

so we left at interval and walked back home. 

Jane is most entertaining at the moment. She is learning lots of things quickly. Today I gave her a tea 

towel and she dried the plastic colander for me. It hadn’t been used or washed but no matter. She 

points at her hands when dirty and says “Ooh dir”- can’t get the “ty” bit. She points at the bucket 

and says “ater” meaning water. Her standing up is improving all the time and she sometimes walks 

quite well when her hands are held and she’s urged on.  

Recommended reading: EM Forster’s “Passage to India” set in British India but the feeling is right. I 

am reading it at the moment and SEGAL Ronald “Crisis of India” in Penguin. 1965. 

Mum can you please send me nappy liners – packet of 90 minus the packet if you like. Call it printed 

matter and NCV or some such. Send air mail. Thanks. 

Love to all.  Anne
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Dr Ruwali, Todapur site and fortuitous delays, normal in India 
My first trial of barley, and the experimental wheats was planted 

at Todapur, mainly by hand, though the farm staff came good 

with a tractor and planter for the barley. I also needed a small 

field plot, about 40x30 m, in which all wheats would be planted, 

that would be close to the Plant Physiology and Phytotronics 

Department. Closeness meant the plot would be continuously 

guarded by a scarer of birds, unwanted humans and animals. The 

guard would sit within a simple shelter on a raised platform to 

keep watch over my work and several adjacent experiments. 

Closeness also meant that the plots would be flood irrigated by 

farm management on a schedule required by the particular 

experiment and the weather. After negotiations and support 

from Dr Asana, a plot was allocated. It was right beside a road, 

which was fine, but it was overshadowed for 3 hours a day by a 

large road-side tree. The tree roots spread into the plot. It 

wouldn’t do as farmers don’t usually grow wheat under trees. 

After further negotiation by Dr Ruwali on my behalf I was 

allocated a nearby but more suitable plot. He usually got his way as could be guessed from the 

adjacent photograph. He was nice. Dr Ruwali was a post doc under Dr Asana and after helping with 

the Todapur work suggested we work together on all my experiments. He was a Kashmiri in his late 

twenties, just recently married to a 14 year old from his village. The arrangement had been made 

several years earlier by their parents. The idea was to make babies. He never mentioned his wife or 

children the whole time we worked together. That was family business, quite separate from work. 

Ruwali organised the planting of the new plots and somehow found others to help placing the 

precious seeds one by one into their neatly arranged beds. The others were PhD students who were 

interested to use me as their tutor. Slowly I was being integrated into Dr Asana’s group. 

 

Figure 20 Bird scarer floating above the millet crop neighbouring my wheat 

Figure 19 Dr KN Ruwali 
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Letter 8. 9 November 1970. E Patel Nagar. Our routines. Old Delhi Jama Masjid  
Dear Family 

Here is the continuation. Could you please post on the enclosed to G.U.O.O.F for me? And while I 

remember could you please buy and send us 2 dozen ordinary Australian postage stamps? Paul 

Hancock’s mother in law is coming here for a holiday and returning to Australia a bit before 

Christmas. Pam said she could take some cards for us and post them in Australia, which would be a 

big saving on postage. I think we will take advantage of the offer. 

Yesterday afternoon we had our weekly excursion and went to an exhibition of master craftsmen at 

work. We saw metal work, ivory carving, embroidery, doll making, bamboo work, pith work, carving 

figures out of one grain of rice, weaving and folk painting. It was all very interesting and beautiful 

work but to really appreciate it you wold have to watch each bloke for days to see one piece from 

start to finish. Howard was most impressed by the lathe used by a furniture maker – a very simple 

device. He thought lathes were a modern invention and very complicated but it seems they’ve been 

going for centuries. 

I don’t think I told you that last Sunday we went to the largest Mosque in Delhi (Jama Masjid) which 

is in Old Delhi opposite the Red Fort. New Delhi was very quiet but this place is really buzzing. The 

Mosque is surrounded by little lean too shops selling tools and electrical bits and pieces of every 

imaginable sort and the road leading to it was unbelievably congested because the pavement had 

been taken over by bods selling all the junk in the world. We weren’t suitably dressed for Mosque 

visiting as I had on a dress and Howard his shorts. Both of us had to cover our legs with garments 

provided. Mine was a sleeveless wrap around thing in a hideous red colour and Howard’s was a sort 

of tablecloth which was wrapped around his middle. After Mosque visiting we wandered through 

the local streets which is always an interesting exercise for both parties. They got as much out of 

seeing Jane on Howard’s back as we do out of seeing them. There were some most interesting 

houses in this area, when one remembered to look up from all the activity at street level. Most un-

Indian they were. Only two stories with delicate iron-work balconies and much lighter-looking 

altogether than the usual solid Indian houses.  

 

 

Figure 21 Delhi main Mosque in Old Delhi. Rear view with beggars and shanti houses 
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I thought I would tell you about what I do every day so you have some idea of how we are living. We 

get up at about 7:30 I guess and have breakfast. Jane has her one Sobee drink for the day, cereal, 

(two sorts available here, Farex and Nestium, made by Nestles). I make this up with a diluted 

powdered milk solution in an effort to get her used to milk. Howard and I have cornflakes and bread 

and jam. I’m looking forward to toaster’s arrival. We are now using powdered milk which is rather 

expensive but reliable. We did buy the local stuff for a while until one lot separated into curds and 

whey while I was bringing it to the boil. It also had a funny taste- don’t even know if it was 

pasteurised. The butter we use and the brand we get is reliable according to all reports. Jane also 

has her bread and vegemite for breakfast. Then I start the washing about 8:30. I wash every day 

except Sunday. Saturday is a work day for Howard so it’s just like all the rest of the week. Sunday is 

our only day off except for the second Saturday in the month. That’s a holiday and this week Friday 

is a holiday too, so we’ve got a long weekend. After washing I do the dishes, sweep the floors and 

wash the kitchen floor. Wash all the other floors once a week. Sweeping is done with a broom which 

looks like a witches broom minus the handle- a stiff one for the yard and softer hairy branches for 

inside. Jane has a sleep then and I sit down and read the paper or write letter as I am doing now. For 

lunch we have eggs which are very nice, or toasted sandwiches done in frypan or ordinary 

sandwiches if we have fresh bread. We can get ham, salami, sardines, tuna, tomatoes, cucumber, 

tinned pineapple and now some good cheese too, so we have a wide selection. Howard comes home 

for lunch mostly. He’s hoping to borrow the bike which a bod is meant to bring today and then he’ll 

always come home for lunch. 

 Forgot to say that I have my shower when I have finished my jobs, just before the water goes off. It 

doesn’t feel as cold if I have been working hard. We go shopping just about every afternoon. Other 

than that I can’t think what I do to fill in the time. Read, write, play with Jane, and then time to cook 

tea. There’s a playground near the market and I keep planning to take Jane there but haven’t made 

it yet – maybe this afternoon. By the time Jane is fed and we’ve had tea and bathed Jane and done 

the dishes, it’s eight at the earliest and I usually feel sleepy and never achieve much in the evenings. 

We are still keeping to Australian hours more or less in the evenings so that we have some time after 

tea, with Jane in bed. Have now got my shopping a bit organised and do most of it on a Friday at the 

Super Bazaar, which is close by. This is a cooperative store that sells all sorts of things like materials, 

household linen, chemist’s lines, pots and pans, crockery, cutlery, toys clothing, suitcases, fruit and 

veg and groceries, in a sort of supermarket. Of course it has about 10% of what is available in 

Australian supermarkets, but what it has is all that’s available anywhere and it’s cheaper there. Meat 

buying is going to be the biggest problem. There’s a Methodist Church over near the Muslim quarter 

so we think we might make an excursion every other Sunday to church and the butcher’s. Churches 

are so far away we can’t afford to go regularly, having to pay taxi fares. I have now found a local 

bread shop that sells unsliced bread and then slices it for you (we don’t have a bread knife) and it’s 

much nicer than regulation bread. He (Mr Grande) also sells very nice yeast buns and chewy 

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes with the free plastic toys somehow removed from the box. 

Later: We did go to the playground today and Jane loved the slippery dip. Quite wore me out 

catching her at the bottom and putting her back at the top. We had a swing too but not as keen on 

that. She has at long last learnt to rollover from back to front and vice versa and she now pulls 

herself up on the furniture to standing position. She first learnt to do it inside her cot and now walks 

around it examining everything minutely. She also waves goodbye when the word is mentioned and 

says “ta-ta”. She’s been rather restless at night lately and we haven’t had an unbroken night’s sleep 

for ages. We had moved her into our room when she was sick and I think she expected too much 

attention knowing I was right there so she’s gone back into the front room now with the fridge and 

the brass candlesticks from Bangkok. It’s rather a bare room, but that will change when our luggage 
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comes. As requested in your letter a photo of Jane + hair has been taken. It will be forwarded in due 

course along with ones of our flat. I’m afraid there will be no black and white snaps from here as no 

dark-room facilities. They were telling me last Wednesday at Hancock’s all these disaster stories 

about trying to get black and white film developed here. Kodak are apparently quite reliable so the 

slides should be OK. Kodak are in Bombay. 

Our beds arrived, after some delay, last Wednesday and they are much more comfortable than the 

string ones. They are just frames with wide webbing-type tape over them. At the moment we are 

sleeping straight on top of our sleeping bags. We intend to buy mattresses which are only Rs13 

($1.50), but money is a bit thin at the moment due to all sorts of difficulties, so we have to save it for 

food. We’re not in dire distress, it’s just that it’s taking the Institute two weeks to process a cheque 

before they can pay Howard.  

Your letters came this afternoon. The post may be slow (8 days) but it’s consistent. Thanks again for 

both the parcels. I forgot to say that the gloves are just right, and as you say easy to get on and off. 

Detergent will last a while and I can now get some through Pam when it runs out. The tea towel was 

most welcome as my two get to look a bit sorry on it so now we have a reserve. I don’t know about 

overalls for Jane. If corduroy is available here I can get some made, so I’ll have to do some enquiring. 

If not I think at least one more pair would be useful, but leave it for now. 

Winter is late coming this year. It has never been like this before. Day temperatures are in the high 

80s now and the weather is really lovely. Every day we get up and say “It’s a lovely day today”. Not 

like Canberra. 

Most impressed to hear about the thesis being published Johnnie. Rather different kettle of fish to 

Howard’s which he feels is better forgotten. Hope all goes smoothly and somebody comes forward 

with the cash. Can we call you Dr yet? Also interested to hear of Cathy’s maps and her problems with 

Press (??). Hope that by the time you get this letter Mum the neck muscles are functioning rather 

better. Rather annoying to think the collar might have been on too long. If there is no improvement 

you should seriously think about the chiropractor. Glad you like your birthday present Father. It 

sounds like an interesting tome. And hope you are not worrying too much about the farmers. 

Though I do hope they last long enough to see you to 65 and a long, happy retirement. I suppose I 

should spare a thought for the farmers’ financial position too. Howard says there are more frost 

tolerant varieties of wheat. It guess they just didn’t plant them in that area because they didn’t 

expect to get a frost. In many ways it must be a heart breaking business trying to get a living from 

the land in these unpredictable countries like Australia and India. Or is at the same everywhere for 

the farmer, even in well-ordered countries like The Netherlands and the UK? 

Please don’t worry about us too much, or feel too sorry for us over here. We really are quite 

comfortable in our little flat and wonder why we needed all that room at 15 Wilson Street in Curtin. 

We are now in good health and eating well to keep our strength up. Jane has had a cold this past 

week but I think it’s probably associated with teeth. We are very glad we came, frustrations not-

withstanding, because, even so far, after such a short time, and only in Delhi, we’ve seen and 

experienced so much that is so different. Howard is fortunate in that he has opportunity to talk to 

intelligent people at work about all sorts of things, not just work, and I get it second hand. But I hope 

I will have opportunity sometime to talk to Indian women about their life. I guess I’ll have to go 

visiting. Remaining space is for Howard to tell you about his work. Re-above, it will be better when 

we can entertain – greater chance for talking. 
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Howard: Your question about Phytotrons is a very sore point here because, as you perhaps know, 

the Australian Government was to provide a small version of the Canberra Phytotron some five 

years ago, but the whole deal fell through*. In expectation of this deal, my department here is called 

“The Division of Plant Physiology and Phytotronics” but there is no Phytotron. Rather an interesting 

situation. The Institute is very large with many divisions and the main emphasis is on plant breeding, 

pure agronomy and farming practice. Radiation breeding work is important and amongst other 

things has produced a branched-ear wheat type that has twice the potential yield of normal wheats 

under certain conditions. Also a rice variety has been produced which far out-yields even the 

Japanese “Miracle rice”. Both these are in the experimental stage and will take a few years to reach 

farmers. What I am doing is a physiological study on this branched-eared wheat which aims to find 

out how much further its yield potential can be increased, and by what means. I am doing other 

work on use of chemical applications to wheat to increase grain number with a view to its early use 

by farmers. I hope it will give increases of up to 30% for very little outlay. Most of my time seems to 

be spent talking to researchers about cereals. All in all I am impressed with the work here. 

Anne: Howard forgot to tell you that there is virtually no fancy equipment at all and that most of 

experiments are out in the field. Wheat was planted today, by hand! Howard thinks this letter 

should go on to his parents so they know what I do with myself each day. Could you post it to them 

after it’s been to Melbourne? I’d like you to get it back to me again to keep just like you did with the 

England letters. Do you keep these? *I much later heard rumours from SK Sinha that Sir Otto Frankel 

had scotched the deal arguing that Indians did not have the skills to maintain and run such a facility. 

 

Figure 22 My field assistant in front of Branched-eared wheat. The one with the droopy leaves

Trials of doing trials 
The wheat plants in the Todapur work emerged haphazardly and the plots were far from uniform so 

I could only use the plants to compare the different strains for their rates of development. I tagged 
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all the plants on the date they emerged so could always compare plants of equivalent days after 

emergence. Messy but acceptable. Every few days I dissected samples of each strain under the 

microscope. 

The hand sown plants in the plots close to the office came up beautifully (photos above and below 

show vegetative and heading stages) so these too joined in the dissection work. They were planted 

three weeks later than the Todapur plots. By using comparisons between sites, those three weeks 

allowed me to assess environmental effects on development. The delay was fortuitous but 

scientifically very useful. When I published the work it would appear that the delay was planned and 

there would be no mention it was fortuitous. 

 

 

Figure 23 Mature Branched ears (supernumery spikelet ears; one coloured pink), standard ears at right and back left 
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Letter 09. 16 November 1970. E Patel Nagar. Parcel duty, Customs, local park 
Fairly eventful this past week so I will write small. Am sitting out the front on the terrace seat under 

our front window at the moment. Jane is exploring the plants and the wildlife. Then the postie 

brought your letter and an hour later another postie brought one from the Rawsons. Haven’t 

worked out how many deliveries a day we get but maybe three. That answers your question about 

the parcel Father. The parcel postie had to come back next week because I wouldn’t have any 

money till then. Howard had to make a trip into town to change the traveller’s cheque because none 

of the local banks could do it. 

I still haven’t found out the secret to avoiding paying duty on parcels. Will keep on it so some more 

baby food and Sobee can come on the next surface mail. AJ’s sweets will still be most useful. Jane 

has gone off fresh fruit a bit so I’ll stew up some pears and apples. We did try her on paw-paw the 

other night and she loves that. Also those tinned custard things are acceptable for some reason. 

Hope you neck is getting better Mother. The sewing of Jane’s pants was done by a local tailor. There 

must be about 12 of them at least in our local market. Most of them sit on the floor with sewing 

machines in front of them. Most awkward it looks. They power them by hand, not electricity. About 

going to church, we have been only once so far because the excursion cost us Rs11 and we can’t 

afford that every week. And we didn’t like the minister at that church anyway. We’ll send you a small 

map of India and one of Delhi in our Christmas parcel in case you have trouble getting one. We 

bought a very large cloth road map of India the other day and that now covers one of our dining 

room walls. 

You suggest NCV for parcels Father. We think that’s an excellent idea, or else value them very low. 

Bit different for things like baby food that have quite a high commercial value here. As to inefficiency 

here, it is rampant. For example, registering a parcel at the Post Office. You first get on the 

registering queue to find out how much it will cost. Then you move to the end of the stamp queue to 

buy the stamps and then you return to the end of the registering queue to register it. The queues 

are usually long so it really is a time consuming business. No one seems to mind. Customs is a better 

example. I can’t remember exactly but I think it was at least six times that I had to walk between the 

assessment room and the examining room. This is a minimum number. And the amount of paper 

work is almost unbelievable. The Atlas lies about temperatures here according to an Australian I was 

talking to on Wednesday. She said it gets well into the 120s. It was in the high 90s every day when 

we arrived and that was autumn. Everyone said how pleasant it was and it wasn’t too bad either. 

Now it’s magnificent, cool in the mornings and evenings so a cardigan is required and rising to the 

mid-80s during the day. There’s always a blue sky. The language problem is minimal. There is always 

someone who can speak English. 

The thing that upsets me most, and I do get angry now and then, ask Howard who remains calm 

throughout, is when people try to swindle us. There have been two significant occasions so far, 

though not involving large sums of money. When we went to the airport to collect a parcel the other 

Saturday, it cost us just Rs6 to get there. The meter on the taxi coming back on exactly the same 

route showed Rs10 and was obviously turning over much faster than usual. So we had a big 

argument, took his number and threatened to report him and handed him Rs7. And last Sunday, 

yesterday, we went to the Qutb Minar, one of the local sights, and I got on the end of the queue to 

buy a ticket. The man behind the counter summoned me up ignoring all the Indians, said the fare 

was Rs1.50 each and gave me Rs2 change from a Rs5 note. I moved away only to see 20np (new 

paise) printed on the ticket. So I returned to the counter and found the price had increased to 50np 

and another argument ensued. But I got my extra Rs2 back. Howard told me a large crowd had 
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gathered during the course of this argument (100 np=Rs1. There used to be old paise and Anas too 

that still circulate). 

We did receive your telegram Johnnie. It was the first indication the Sobee had come, or at least had 

been sent. But we do know of at least two letters that never arrived. One was from Howard (in 

Australia) to Dr Asana and the other was from Treleavans telling who the agents in India were for 

our baggage (crate). We had a letter from them this weekend with this info and the agent’s name so 

we have written to the agents in Calcutta to find out what is happening. Re photos, Howard has 

taken one of the front of the residence without residents and a few of the interior with Jane 

standing in the dining room and Anne in the kitchen. These have just been posted to Bombay for 

processing. When the pictures return we will toss up to see which place they go to first, England or 

Australia. There are two films so one can go to each place. There will be more interior shots and 

several of local colour will be on the next film. That maybe covers all your queries so I will move on 

to our latest activities. Hope you got the two letters last week. 

Monday was/is stay-at-home day because there is more than usual washing, Sunday’s plus the 

sheets. It’s hair washing day and writing home day too. Tuesday I got organised in time and took 

Jane down to the playground. Maybe I told you about that already. Anyhow, she loved the slides 

that are quite different from the Westbourne Park variety, being made entirely from concrete, steps 

and slides. The sides are filled in and painted to look like a kneeling Elephant. At the top on the flat 

bit there’s a little canopy like there would be on an elephant’s back. Jane was keen to have lots of 

slides but I got worn out catching her at the bottom and putting her up at the top again. The bit of 

greenery there is very popular as no one around here has lawn. All yards are cement. 

 

Figure 24 Local kids at the local park 

Wednesday I went out to lunch again at Pam Hancock’s and met two more Australian women, June 

Matthews, whose husband is in charge of a project bringing a few thousand sheep out here to go on 

a special farm about 100 miles away, and Judy McGee whose husband works for Union Carbide. 

Lunch was again very pleasant and afterwards we went to see some furniture Judy had ordered, 

actually a bed. We went to the showrooms first and there really was some beautiful stuff, all hand 

made. Then we went to the factory and saw some more master craftsmen at work. A number were 

working the same sort of primitive hand operated lathe we had seen before. Here the chisel is held 

by the toes, or the big toe on the right foot, which is twice normal size. Because these bods always 

sit on the floor their feet can be and are used, like at the butcher’s. 
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 Plant analysis and side-stepping electrical hazards 
Part of the sampling routine was that after dissection the plants were put into paper bags and into 

an oven for 24 hours so their weight when dry could be measured. I needed an oven so asked Dr 

Bagga for advice. He pointed to an oven on a bench, about twice the volume of a floor-standing 

kitchen oven. You need to be careful because it gives electric shocks, he warned. Wear rubber gloves 

as you open the door. Sometimes it causes all power in the lab to fail. I asked why it hadn’t been 

repaired. The electrician came and could not find a fault he replied. Dr Asana had given me a key for 

the lab so I came in before official hours next morning with my screwdriver and cutting pliers and 

checked the oven over. The wiring in the plug was etched carbon black from frequent shorting. Five 

minutes later I had rewired it and all was well. I took off the ‘Danger Electric Shock’ sign that was on 

the oven door and replaced it with an ‘Oven Repaired’ sign. It was ready for my dissection samples 

for that day though competition for oven space might now be greater. Totally confident about my 

repairs I loaded my precious samples into the oven.  

Who cleans the lab? Problems understanding the caste system 
The following day one of the PhD students offered to weigh my dried samples. I told him how to do 

it and where to write the numbers in my work book and took off for the field. At morning tea time I 

came back. Morning tea was always a social event, everyone standing around chatting while they 

sipped their condensed-milk flavoured brew. The numbers were neatly written in the work book and 

made sense but my small desk was covered and surrounded by screwed up paper bags. Bits of dried 

plant littered the floor. I was annoyed by the mess and asked the student why he hadn’t put the 

rubbish in a bin; I told him I couldn’t work in a mess. Because the room man cleans up, he said. It’s 

his job Sahib. He is employed to do this. I asked the room man Mam Chand for a bin and with his 

help cleaned up the mess. He helped but the student had disappeared. This was one occasion when I 

had difficulty accepting local customs though I did understand their reasoning. Mr Pal, a Czech 

exchange student, watched with amusement earning himself a meal voucher back at our place. I was 

interested to know what was behind this blond-haired silent person who never seemed to do much. 

Why was he here? 
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Letter 10. 22 Nov 1970. E Patel Nagar. Luggage delays. House painting 
Dear Family 

I’m writing this by candle light. They are having a bad night tonight as this is the third time the lights 

have gone off. Firstly, I hope you had a happy birthday on Tuesday Nance. We’ll think kind thoughts 

of you. The gift went on its way. It will come in the Christmas parcel but if you want you can open it 

early. We were thinking of going out to dinner for our anniversary but decided the exchequer can’t 

stand it. I’ll cook up something a bit special. No grog though which is a poor do. Asanas were happy 

to look after Jane and are a bit disappointed we aren’t going. They leave here for their new home 

north of Bombay on 2nd December and they are very kindly giving us three chairs and an occasional 

table which will just about complete our furnishing. Tomorrow we have to return the high chair to 

our landlord as wife, son and new daughter are coming home. We thought we would have to buy a 

replacement high chair but Howard has devised a clever thing using part of the desk and one of our 

present chairs so no expenditure is required. While on goods and chattels, yesterday we had a letter 

from the clearing agent in Calcutta saying they had never received any letter of documents from 

Treleavens so they had never heard of us or our luggage. Calcutta has been shut for the last month 

due to strikes so it wouldn’t have been unloaded anyhow. Chances are it has gone on to Madras. 

Anyhow, we will write to Treleavens and get them to send all the guff again and hope for the best. 

Even so I imagine it will be ages before we ever see our stuff so we are borrowing things. Jan Smith 

(Australian HC) has lent us another sheet and blanket so we are sleeping between sheets again for 

the first time in weeks. I am going to her place on Thursday for lunch and she’s arranging the 

procurement of a few pots and pans, crockery and cutlery, from other Australians. That should make 

things a bit easier but also more washing up. 

This week was a stay at home painting week. Shelves in the cupboard in the dining room were pretty 

scungy so the landlord gave us some white paint and now they are quite presentable. The painting in 

this house is really disgusting. They don’t prepare surfaces at all, just paint over everything. The 

painters got fed up and did only one coat and missed the shelves. I think we did a better job than 

they would have done. We went one day to the park and Jane remembered the slippery dip and 

enjoyed it just as much as the first time. I put her out in the front yard to play while I painted and the 

local girls (10 year olds) came and played with her. She likes sitting on the front gatepost best where 

she can get a good view of the world. She’s developed a new trick of putting hand over mouth with 

fingers spread and looking all coy. It’s very fetching. Her standing ability continues to improve and 

she chatters in a really conversational tone when the mood takes her. She’s sleeping better at night 

now and as a consequence stays up all morning and has a sleep straight after lunch. 

Last night we went to a barbecue held in aid of the British School here and in a very flash house. We 

got some free tickets through Pam Hancock and went with Jan and Richard Smith. We left Jane at 

their place in the care of their Aliyah. Met more Australians and had some lovely Tandoori chicken 

and kebabs. This is the local speciality, spiced meat barbecued over coals, and very nice. Today being 

Sunday we had another big outing, this time to the zoo which is better than Taronga and Adelaide, 

these being the only zoos I have visited. There are some conventional cages but many large areas 

surrounded by moats with animals on the other side. Also there’s lots of grass and trees in between. 

Afterwards we went to Nizamuddin which is quite close and bought some meat. Which reminds me, 

can you send me the recipe for your vegetable soup that you put tomato soup in please? Assume I 

know nothing and give details of stock-making too. Also pea soup. That brew of yours Christine that 

we had at Barrett’s place was delicious. Perhaps you could send Nance the recipe and she can 

forward it. 
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Received your letter and recipes on Friday (PO speeding up) and have tried the lemon cheese slice. 

There’s no copha here so used Ghee but this is strong smelling and I didn’t use enough to set it hard 

so next time I might add a bit of gelatine. It tasted fine though. I have made chapattis twice now and 

think I am reasonably successful for a foreigner and a beginner. Oh, power has just turned on. 

Howard walks to work and back but now borrows a bike at lunchtime and comes home. Loan of a 

bike was promised on a permanent basis but it never appears. It will always come tomorrow. So we 

think we will buy a second hand one. There’s lots of very erratic traffic on the road, many cars, more 

scooters and even more bikes plus small three wheel trucks, enormous trucks, scooter taxis known 

as put-puts, and buses. Many of these churn out incredibly foul exhaust so the air is extremely 

polluted. It is very hazy in the mornings and evening. Also cows, as you mention, horses and carts, 

buffalo, goats, and white oxen pulling all manner of heavy loads. We will have to get a picture of a 

typical street scene. 

 

Figure 25 Pan mender and forge working out our back 

Sunday is a day off for most people but shops have different closing days in different areas. They are 

closed on Monday at our market. I hope you received the second part of my last letter with a G.U. 

O.O.F questionnaire and news of Jane. Your map reading is correct Mum. We live very close to the 

junction of Patel, Pusa and Shankar Roads, the next street north of Patel Rd, and about eight houses 

down from the junction end. I carry Jane on my back when on a big shopping excursion otherwise I 

just carry her. She continues to grow so might have to buy a pusher sometime though they are not 

common here. Most people carry their kids in arms or straddling one shoulder. 

Nance please use the sewing machine. It’s silly for it to just sit in that tea chest for a year or more. 

Besides I didn’t clean it up properly for such a long storage. Interesting to hear of John’s librarian 

lady and your gay wardrobe Pip and active social life. Work still pretty horrible is it? 

Love to all 

Anne 
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Figure 26 Where Jane likes to sit to survey the passing traffic and an ancient car that never moves 

 

Figure 27 Howard's bike and Jane's taxi: carrier just attached and ready for trial
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Transport. 
I wanted a bike. With a bike I could always go home for lunch and enjoy some day time with Anne 

and Jane. And cycling had always been an important part of my life. Walking between work and 

home and to the field were taking too much time. I sought advice from Mr Pal, whose bike I had 

occasionally borrowed, and from Dr Bagga who had earlier offered to negotiate a bike loan for me. 

The prospective bike loan had never happened.  

Can I buy a second hand bike I asked Bagga? Remarkably the previously offered loan bike appeared 

in the office bike rack after lunch, delivered by the unknown loaner. It was Rs100. After a short test 

drive and a few adjustments with my screwdriver and spanners I bought it. Dr Bagga agreed to 

transfer the notes to the previous owner. Of course it was black with a chain guard, three hub gears, 

rod brakes and a rear carrier, strong enough to take the whole family, and looked like a pre-war 

Raleigh. With Anne on the handlebars and Jane on the rear carrier we could now go and explore 

Delhi on Sundays, cost and hassle free. 

And I could explore the massive IARI campus more thoroughly.
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Letter 11. 28 Nov 1970. E Patel Nagar. Eating with Baggas. Church outing 
Dear Family 

While I have space and remember them, I have a list of things I would like you to send straight away 

by air mail, insured, please Mum. Barrier cream (tube large), Senokot tablets, largest size, grated 

parmesan cheese preferably in a tin (Kraft put out a model I think). Also could you buy me a pattern 

for hipster slacks and send just relevant pattern pieces and instructions. Hip measurement 36”, waist 

to my horror is 28” but I’m rather bloated at the moment hence need for Senokot (I’m going through 

them rapidly without result unfortunately). I think same size pattern will do as all my clothes still fit 

me. I’ve seen some nice lungis with matching tops. Lungis are full length wrap around skirts and I 

want to see if I can convert lungis into pants to make a rather different slack suit. Pants to have slight 

bell bottoms like my jeans. Could you also buy up the remaining prescription Sobee and send off by 

surface mail, insured. Also please include Barrier cream as my hands are all cracked and the dirt is 

ingrained, so they look rather beautiful! One more request. Remember I bought some contraceptive 

pills from Mr Fischer and they were slightly different from my usual, being 28 tablets instead of 21. 

To facilitate packing I threw out the box and instruction leaflets so now I don’t know when to take 

the plain sugar ones and when to take the real ones. Name is NORDIOL-28. Could you please ask Mr 

Fischer for an instruction leaflet?  A six month pack contains 6 leaflets so maybe he could extract 

one. Situation is not desperate as I still have a few months’ supply of 21-variety.Please mark the 

parcel value as $3 or less as one of your earlier ones marked as such came through without duty. 

Your letters came today and were read with much pleasure as usual. Your social life sounds most gay 

Pip, and while I remember, your communication re Christmas presents arrived. I should have told 

you that last week. Can you provide further details of Christmas arrangements when available? 

Howard was puzzled by the Tunical men in your letter but I soon enlightened him. Jane’s foot is still 

rather skew-wiff but I still hope it will right itself. I turn it round every now and then. The red writing 

on the aerogramme is Jane’s. She has some paper of her own but prefers writing on mine. Your 

talking of hot weather and rests Mum, and Father with his nervous cough, made us think it would be 

a good time for you to retire. Father and you could come over here for your summer. The weather is 

perfect now with a run of 50F at night and 70F during the day with a slight breeze. And there’s all 

sorts of exciting things to see here and we’ve stacks of room as we are really only using two of our 

rooms at present. I just remembered a clever thing Jane did, she got two new teeth, not up the top 

where we’ve been watching but down the bottom, one next to her middle two and the other on the 

same side but further back. Hope they’re OK as they have come at all the wrong time. One chance of 

coming back to Australia vanished this week when Howard heard he had missed out on the 

Townsville job. There’s still options in Canberra, Adelaide and Perth but he’s not mad keen on any of 

those and neither am I. Main interest seems to be England now where Howard is searching for jobs 

in Nature. Howard’s work seeds, like the sower’s, didn’t all fall on good ground; well they didn’t all 

come up. There’s all sorts of hazard: black ants move them, other ants eat them, cows and rabbits 

trample and eat the seedlings when they come up, and when the seeds are forming in the head, the 

birds take their share. A bird scarer is employed for Rs5 per month. 

Have been doing rather well on Indian food just lately. Friday we had fish from one of the local 

eating houses. It’s pomfret and you select a whole fish from the display table. It’s all coated in spices, 

a sort of marinate. The cook them weighs it, chops it up, fries it then pepper and lemon are 

administered. As well as the fish you get a paper bag of raw onion with some really powerful chilli 

sauce. Fish was delicious. Saturday I had two lunches, the second upstairs, consisting of chapattis 

stuffed with onion, radish and chillies with curd and rice and dahl mixture and some peculiar milk-

cheese dish. Yesterday, Sunday (it’s now 30th November) we went for tea to Dr Bagga’s. He is in the 
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same room as Howard at work, a bachelor who lives with his mother. It turned out that we were 

staying for the evening meal too which was all vegetarian; parathas and curries of potato and 

eggplant and potato and cauliflower and a curd with chillies in it. It was delicious and very filling. Dr 

Bagga cooks a lot for himself so he has promised to teach me how to cook vegetables the Indian 

way. Both these meals we ate with fingers only. On Saturday at lunch I met the girl from across the 

lane who has just finished University and is home all the time. She asked me to come over anytime 

so I might do that. 

For our outing yesterday we went to Church at 8:45, a big effort. A fairly friendly crowd and we are 

invited to a progressive dinner on the 19th. We have also had an invite from some Australians to a 

cocktail part but I don’t know if we will go yet. From church we walked to Humayun’s tomb, more 

Moghul architecture and a forerunner of the Taj Mahal. It is a red sandstone building with an 

exquisite white dome all set in symmetrical gardens with waterworks that weren’t functioning. Very 

peaceful and shady and few people there. There was another garden with a less pretentious tomb in 

it and less well preserved. The garden was smaller and totally enclosed and the peace and quiet here 

was very real. An ideal place to spend a day doing nothing except resting and recuperating. Ideal for 

mothers with necks and fathers with coughs! 

 

Figure 28 Humayun’s Tomb. Anne and Jane negotiating hedge on left 

The Pakistan cyclone and subsequent mess has had much coverage here of course. I guess you also 

are getting reports of the lack of action by officials, dreadful stories of negligence and callousness. 

It’s all believable. Pakistan is probably like India, as corrupt as hell, where people in high official 

posts seem to be inferior persons. And Pakistan, keeping up its anti-India attitudes regardless, 

turned down the offer from here of helicopters and two field hospitals, and refused to grant visas to 

pilots flying in supplies. It’s disgusting. Actually it’s horrifying. 

Your second letter with stamps arrived today Mum. Many thanks. We think we will write 

aerogrammes to most people now, and cards to a few, so unused stamps will be returned. Our 
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processed slides have returned from Bombay and we have decided to send them to the UK first and 

get them to mail them on to you by Christmas.  

Our luggage is in Calcutta so apparently things are on the move, but even so it will all take time, six 

weeks or more yet they say. 

Here’s some more things for the to-send list. Quickies and some of your indigestion tablets too Mum 

by air mail and some more main-course baby food by sea mail. Will probably need more Napisan by 

the time our luggage arrives so could you send another $1.39 packet but there’s no urgent hurry. 

Also a jar of Panadol for Jane. Perhaps small parcels sent at intervals would be best. Many thanks. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 29 Tomb in gardens near Humayuns tomb. Photo taken in 2013 after extensive renovation
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Mr Kiss says come and pick up your new equipment 
The chemicals for the titration unit were already in the lab, generously and quickly provided by the 

Ford/Rockefeller organisation at their expense. We could test the basic ‘photosynthesis’ system 

straight away. Mr Kiss told me over the phone that they hadn’t been able to make it exactly as we 

had discussed. I was excited and walked quickly over to the National Physical Laboratory with 

Pouran to see the product. It was in the foyer on the ground floor. A magnificent cart with a vertical 

polished wooden board holding the titration glassware and neatly placed glass pipes allowing 

attachment via plastic hoses to the clear-Perspex sandwich leaf chamber. There was a car battery in 

the base of the cart that was there to power the magnetically driven titration stirrer and a tiny 

squirrel-cage fan mounted in the leaf chamber. It was all mounted on wheels that could be steered 

as it was dragged behind the operator. It was something like ten times the size I had imagined. I 

guessed it weighed about 30 kg. I stood and gaped. What do you think asked Mr Kiss? It’s amazing I 

said.  

Pouran, my half owned technician trundled it back to the lab while Mr Kiss and I climbed up the 

stairs to his office for a coffee. As we were by now friends having consumed meals and a couple of 

bottles of armed-services rum together, we could speak plainly. I will first try it out in the lab and 

then take it to the field tomorrow I said. He offered to make any modifications required except not 

to make it smaller. Normally The National Physical Laboratory made massive things that were 

hoisted on to big trucks for delivery around the country. This cart was tiny by contrast. Can I have 

the bill I asked? It’s on the house he replied. That’s simpler. We had a bit of petty cash put aside for 

minor jobs like yours. Just let me know how it goes.  

In the field 
The C14 Perspex sandwich feeding chamber worked beautifully providing estimates of instantaneous 

leaf photosynthesis and showed patterns of where that leaf photosynthesis went to in the plant. But 

the titration part of the system on the cart was hopeless. It gave results but the results were crude in 

Figure 30 Pouran setting up the ear photosynthesis 14C feeding chamber in our 
experimental plots of Branched Eared Wheats at IARI 
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that the changes in colour of the solutions as they mixed were not crisp enough. If they had been 

traffic lights, ever vehicle would crash on the amber. Mr Kiss’s lovely work was wasted and I looked a 

bit silly. The splendid glassware of the system was kept as an artwork in the Plant Physiology and 

Phytotronics redundant-equipment store. Years later eminent scientists would look at it and marvel 

and discuss its purpose though would be unable to draw conclusions. We decided to keep the 14C 

study going right through the season which would end February to very early March. As the 

radioactive samples needed pretty fancy analysis to produce the required data we also decided to 

deep-freeze the samples as they were collected and I would analyse all of them when I returned 

from a conference in Shimla in May. The project was allocated its own stand-alone freezer for the 

duration.  We would then know whether the branched- eared wheat strains had special plumbing 

systems that enabled them to make such large ears, or whether they achieved their structures by 

being more photosynthetically active. Analysis would take me at least a month. 
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Letter 12. 07 Dec 1970. E Patel Nagar. Exploring The Old Fort and Tombs 
Dear Family 

Another week gone, the time is just flying by and now it’s close to Christmas. I’m afraid the slides 

won’t get to you for Xmas as I have only posted the Rawson parcel today. However, we have a 

snapshot of Jane taken at the Smith’s place on the night of the barbecue. While on Jane she’s 

producing teeth all over this week a double tooth up the top and number three of the top incisors. 

She’s rather off her food at the moment, tends to get tired and grumpy and has messy nappies, so 

we’ll be glad when she gets through this bit. Her newest trick is climbing which is really a nuisance as 

she climbs the stairs to the upstairs flat; the stairs open right onto the front yard. I used to leave her 

playing out the front and continue working inside, and just check on her every ten minutes or so. 

Now this is impossible as I have to drag her away from the stairs every 30 seconds. I’ve just thought 

of one more thing I need urgently and that’s fluoride tablets for Jane. Are they readily available? 

We think you should listen to the radio in the evening. There’s all sorts of interesting programmes 

that we would like to be able to listen to. We are rather missing them as well as music, that is, non-

Indian music. Oh for our luggage to come. Sorry to hear that Kathy and Lincoln won’t be coming to 

see us. Nappy liners arrived safely on Friday with no duty to be paid. Many thanks. Thanks for the 

gen on the oranges Johnnie. We hadn’t heard that one before and as the oranges here are very nice 

we will continue to eat them regardless. I’ve heard of injecting water melon which sounds more 

feasible. So far we have been fairly healthy anyhow. I was sick during the night on Friday but nothing 

developed thank goodness. We are really careless compared to the High Commission people who 

soak all fruit and salad vegie in iodine before using. We just peel all our fruit and wash veg in boiled 

water before using. We think you can be too careful because when you go out for a meal you can’t 

turn down everything because it might not have been sterilised or boiled long enough. 

 

Figure 31 Purana Quila Old Fort main entrance 
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Last Tuesday was a holiday so after lunch we set off for Purana Quila as our excursion. This is an old 

and Muslim fort built 1530-1541. It now consists of a huge ruined wall with three tower gates 

enclosing an enormous area. The only buildings remaining inside are a mosque and a squat tower 

called Sher Mandel. Apparently it was used as a library by Humayun (we saw his massive tomb on 

the Sunday). He fell to his death by slipping down the steps of the library. That doesn’t surprise me 

in the least. They are shocking, each step being about 18” high and 6” wide. From the top of the 

stairs looking down it seemed just a straight drop. Nearby there is excavation going on at present, 

unearthing a number of layers down the side of an embankment. They believe the ancient city of 

Indraprastha is there. It features in ancient Hindu stories. It was most interesting to see the exposed 

layers. We had a lovely wander then explored through a part of the wall in amongst the brambles 

and felt quite like the famous five (three).The ruin was pretty much deserted apart from us.  

 

 

Figure 32 Jane and Anne exploring Inside the Old Fort, Purana Quila. They are on the first deck heading to the top. 

Afterwards we went around to the Kiss’s place (remember the Hungarians except she’d German) 

and had afternoon tea and were intending to leave when an English bloke, ex major, old friend of 

theirs arrived so we stayed a bit longer and ended up staying to dinner. We got home about 10 pm 

and poor Jane was shattered. Anyhow, this English bloke, Peter Cracknell, has been here since the 

war and farms about 20 miles east of Delhi and lives in a veritable castle, so the Kiss’s say. He 

married a colonel’s daughter who brought with her much land so he’s a wealthy man. Anyhow, we 

are going to stay at his farm this Wednesday and Thursday. This will be our first trip into rural India. 

He grows wheat so Howard is rather interested. 
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Figure 33 Sher Mandal, Humayun's Library with mosque in the background. 

 

Figure 34 Modern librarian sitting in Humayun's Sher Mandal library overlooking Qala-I-Khuna Mosque (1541) and Delhi 

Friday I went out to lunch at Jan Smith’s place. I was meant to go the week before but she got Delhi 

Belly. Her son Iain is 9 months but much the same size as Jane and I think it’s good for her to see and 

play with another person of the same size rather that always with big people. After a pleasant day 

we came home with two more plates, sets of cutlery, bowls, a pan and a mixing bowl. I’m fairly well 
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set up now. Saturday afternoon we went shopping in town and on Sunday we had another big 

outing to church and meat buying and looked around another tomb. Safdarjang’s tomb is nowhere 

near as flash or attractive as Humayun’s and really rather worn but had lots of stairs leading ever 

upwards until we were eventually standing in the space between the inner and outer domes. We 

had a picnic lunch very closely watched by about 9 small boys who had been playing freely within 

the fallen rubble. Jane got very tired. It’s too long for her leaving home at 8:15 for the 8:45 church 

service and then staying out for lunch. We think we we’ll try the Anglicans next week as they are a 

bit closer.   

I’ve been offered a job for a month or so in the High Commission but no decision has yet been taken. 

Am finding out tomorrow about salary and if official transport can be arranged. After the New Year 

Smiths will be living in the compound and Jan has offered to have their ayah look after Jane. But if it 

doesn’t work out to be fairly lucrative I don’t think it will be worth the bother. 

Mum I think you may have forgotten about the soup instructions. Could you please tell me how to 

make ordinary vegetable soup? Thanks.  

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 35 Section of Purana Quila occupied by brambles and waifs and strays in the 'rooms' 
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Figure 36 facially stripped Tomb of Khan-i-Khanan (1626/7) we wrongly thought was Safdarjang’s Tomb (1753-4) that got 
the bits removed from here: as usual Jane collected fascinated children 

 

Figure 37 Safdarjang’s Tomb that we liked even though it is considered unattractive by experts. Safdarjang and Khan-i-
Khanan are walking distance apart, so not hard to transfer the stonework in 1753 or so.
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The wheat strains start to develop differently 
It is seven weeks since we sowed the seeds in the plots nearby the Plant Physiology Division and 

three to four weeks after the first seedling leaves appeared above ground. All the wheat strains look 

the same from the outside but it is the hidden growing tip where differences show first. Dissection is 

like an ultrasound scan for a pregnant woman. From the outside she just has a bulge but the scan 

shows the details of the child inside the bulge. Today’s dissections show that the growing tip has 

started to elongate like a slender pillar leaving behind the rosette of microscopic and expanding 

leaves. This is the first sign that the plant now has the correct environmental trigger to go ahead to 

start forming its ear that eventually will carry the grains. Previously the apex was just making leaves 

as it accumulated signals about day length and summed up daily temperatures towards that trigger. 

Surprisingly, for me anyway, all normal and branched-eared strains had an 

elongating apex. They had all decided to progress towards making an ear 

on the same day. This meant that these very different strains 

had all responded the same to the environmental triggers, at 

least up to now. The divisional photographer came and took 

some snaps down the microscope to prove the point. A new 

experience for him and more challenging than taking photos of 

people and equipment. Back in Canberra I had a dissecting 

microscope permanently set up with a camera. All I had to do 

there was press a button. But the IARI photographer was more 

interesting. From today on, these strains must surely develop 

differently. 

Figure 38 Wheat growing 
point elongating and at the 
early Double Ridge stage 
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Letter 13. 15 December 1970. E Patel Nagar. Living in a country mansion 
Dear Family 

No letter has arrived yet this week. I guess the Indian PO has decided to do something else with it. I 

have just finished sewing up your parcel and hope to post it today. I’m going out to lunch at Pam 

Hancock’s but will try to be home before PO shuts. You will note the sewing up bit but I took the 

Rawsons’ parcel down to the PO the other day wrapped in brown paper and string in the normal 

fashion, only to be told it was no good as anyone could open it at any time. It must be sewn in cloth. 

It’s a great country. Could you please preserve the stamps and send them back to us? The parcel also 

contains presents for Lessa and Marg Hooper. Could you please ring Lessa Mum and post on Marg’s 

to Port Lincoln? I’ve put the address on her parcel. You will note there’s no present for you Mum. 

Don’t be distressed as I believe something is being arranged by your other offspring. Hope you like 

your belated birthday present. I hope you all have a happy Christmas Day. I’ll be thinking of you. We 

will have a quiet day. I‘ll cook a chook, and if your food parcel hasn’t arrived by then I’ll go and buy a 

small Christmas cake to double as pudding. No nice grog to go with it unfortunately so we will have 

to do with Indian beer. 

We had our trip into the countryside last week. We caught the bus which was full and it cost us 

Rs2.40 to go 20 miles, really dirt cheap. Peter lives in a veritable stately built by some Brit in the 

1850s. It’s full of incredibly ugly Victoriana, dressers and China which must be worth a mint. There 

were also beautiful enormous mirrors and some very elegant wardrobes also with flawless mirrors 

on the doors, also worth a mint. We had an enormous guest suite of bedroom, bathroom and sitting 

room. Everything is very much threadbare and a bit dilapidated but in its heyday it must have been 

magnificent. We slept in 2 three-quarter beds with brass bedsteads. Actually Jane slept in one and 

Howard and I in the other. These were placed in the centre of the room with other furniture around 

the walls and still plenty of room to move. You can see they were big rooms. We ate very well, 

waited on of course by an ancient and correctly dressed manservant. The evening meals were by the 

fire in the drawing room, off trays and waited on. Rather different from crumpets and toast by the 

fire on Sunday night. After lunch on Wednesday we looked over the property and on Thursday 

morning Howard went with Peter to sow his last lot of wheat and then we spent some of the 

morning driving around the nearby Mussourie Village in his large car. This was most interesting. We 

saw spaghetti being made and hung on bushes to dry. Jane and I stayed at home then and wandered 

around the home estates and over to a nearby Indigo factory that’s now in ruins. In the afternoon 

Peter went off on his tractor to finish the sowing and we went for a walk to the local village which is 

entirely Muslim. Very primitive dwellings with enclosed yards for the oxen and buffalo, with dung 

cakes stacked on top of the walls. The dwellings, strangely had beautifully decorated doors and 

frames in wood and metal. It was smoko time and all the men were out smoking their hookahs. It 

wasn’t altogether a successful venture as we soon picked up 20-30 kids who followed us. As we were 

creating such a disturbance we didn’t feel like exploring too far. Still we had a glimpse of village life.  

We had intended to come home on Thursday but stayed that night as well and came into Delhi with 

Peter by car on Friday morning. We had a quiet weekend. Howard went and played table tennis on 

Saturday morning and did his back, so he was out of action. I had planned to go to the 

Chrysanthemum Show and Fete in the afternoon but changed my mind. Sunday we stayed home and 

Howard went and did some work in the afternoon. 

Yesterday we went to a sale of oriental carpets at the YMCA and we bought two Kashmiri rugs for 

Rs100. We had been thinking about buying the usual sorts of rug for something for like Rs1000 but 

now we are happy with these and will maybe buy some other souvenirs as well. But not till after our 
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luggage arrives. We are still waiting for Treleavens to forward all the documents so the luggage can 

be cleared from the dock in Calcutta. It’s going to cost us nearly $1000 (demurrage etc.) by the time 

we are finished and we hope to make Treleavens pay some of this as it is their negligence and 

inefficiency that has caused all this delay. It’s rather sickening to think of our savings going in such a 

way. Dad, could you please find out what formalities there are for sending money here and if there 

is any limit on the amount because I think we will be asking you to send some soon. Jane news: no 

more teeth this week but she has a cold poor child. She says ‘le’ for light and points at every light she 

sees. She’s a real chatterbox on occasions telling us some long story and laughing at the funny bits. 

She always gives herself a clap when she thinks she’s done anything clever. Snapshot and a few 

slides coming in the next letter. Please send some Napisan ASAP. Happy Christmas. 

Love from Anne 

 

Figure 39 Viceroys Mansion, Mussourie, owned by Peter Cracknell: our residence for a few days 
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Figure 40 Local children on the bridge of the Indigo Factory at Mussourie Village 

 

Figure 41 Cowpats for fuel
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Picking the Padlock and the phone 
I had a few wheat plants in pots growing in the tiny Phytotron under an artificial light, switched on 

for 12 hours each day. They needed watering and as it was a holiday the technician who did that job 

maybe wouldn’t remember. I also wanted to dissect a few of them to check their development. 

Were they developing differently from the field plants as they were growing under a different day 

length to outside? I got on my bike and within 10 minutes was standing in front of the massive 

padlocked door. The waterer hadn’t been and IARI generally was pretty much deserted. What a pain. 

I looked at the padlock again. Could I pick the lock? I always kept a few tools and odds and ends with 

my bike. No was the answer. But while playing I noticed that the metal back plate that attached the 

padlock to the door and frame was screwed on from the outside. A few minutes later I had the 

screws out, the padlock was free and I was inside with my plants. They were too dry, clearly from a 

few days of none attention. I watered them, reattached the padlock and let myself into the Plant 

Physiology lab with my official key to do the dissections. 

Afterwards I needed to do one phone call and the phone was locked into its specially-designed 

wooden box. Maybe not surprisingly from my padlock learnings, the key-operated box lid was held 

down by two screws, screwed from the outside. No glue. I unscrewed them, made my short call, 

replaced the screws and cycled back home. No one would ever know, and the call was about work.  

What a strange place. Cycling back home I remembered how at the University in North Wales we 

used to get free phone calls by tapping out the number on the phone handpiece up-down rest. It 

was laborious but worked providing you tapped at the speed used by the rotating finger dial. I must 

try it here in the phone booths. 
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Letter 14. 21 December 1970. E Patel Nagar. Money trouble. Not pregnant 
Dear Family 

Two lots of letters to answer this week. The one with the cheque arrived last Thursday. Many thanks 

for this and we’ve thought of lots of lovely things to spend it on. We thought over your suggestion of 

a pusher for Jane but decided against it as Howard says he has no trouble carrying Jane all day in the 

back-carrier as long as his back is OK. I can’t carry her for long, but long enough to do the shopping. 

We were a bit worried about the cheque and thought it would be take a long time to get the money. 

Howard is paid by cheque into our bank by the High Commission and they send us a copy of the 

covering letter. We were rather short of money and I shot down to the bank to withdraw it only to 

be told that it would not be available till the following day. It takes two days to process a Delhi 

cheque. The man had to go and collect the actual money. Despite our fears over the Australian 

cheque, we got the Rs300 from the Chartered Bank over the counter without any delay. We had to 

spend all that money on our luggage. Rs1400 for wharf demurrage and Rs400 to the agents for other 

costs. But now the luggage can be cleared from the Calcutta wharf. We had Rs1600 in traveller’s 

cheques to make up the difference. We have also had to take out another insurance policy because 

customs won’t move anything without one and the copy of our original policy still hasn’t arrived 

from Australia. We additionally have to pay railway charges and further customs charges. So Father, 

could you please arrange to send us another $150 to cover this and anything that is bound to arise?  

The first parcel of medicines arrived last week, Panadol, Senokot, and indigestion tablets. When I 

asked for these I was having some sort of lump in my throat that I had while pregnant that made me 

burpy and sick feeling. The indigestion tablets fixed it. Anyhow, it’s gone away again. And just for the 

record, I’m not pregnant. 

Thanks for soup recipe Nance and for being explicit. I made the marshmallow thing without success 

this week. I used Mrs Denley’s base recipe as it needed no cooking but put in too much ghee and it 

tastes. The marshmallow was a disaster as most of it finished up as gelatine water-I obviously didn’t 

beat it enough. How much do you cool it before beating and what does it look like when done? 

Chocolate top was also a failure as too much ghee again. My measurements are all guess work. 

A surprising number of people own cars which is amazing as they are very expensive and there’s a 

long waiting list and no credit. Cash only. Also a limited choice. Ambassadors based on a 1950s 

English Austin/Morris, one sort of old Fiat and a Triumph Herald. All using original body presses from 

the source company I believe. Those people with foreign exchange or influence import their cars. 

Howard will be able to tell you more. I guess if you consider the wealthiest haves to the poorest 

have nots there’s an enormous gap between them. Someday I must tell you about the extreme class 

consciousness here, a result of the caste system which is still very much alive though officially dead. 

And India calls itself a socialist country. It’s laughable. To me socialism as its starting point has 

everyone equal and with equal opportunity. I don’t think there’s a person in India who thinks all men 

are equal. They are very conscious of those above them in power, in position and in wealth. They 

talk of ‘Big men’. They never talk of ‘Small men’ because they never even think of those below them. 

Pip we are very pleased and proud to hear you passed your exam. Congratulations and always 

interested to hear of your social doings. Projected trip sounds good and worth saving hard for. Do 

you plan to go out to Ayers Rock as well? I’d give Darwin a miss and go to The Rock. Apart from 

Katherine Gorge I didn’t think it worth driving all the way to Darwin because it really is a long way. I 

would just turn right at Tennant Creek. When Howard went on the Ghan there was some way of 

getting it cheaper. I’ll ask him. I can’t remember the cost of our Darwin trip but when we went from 
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Canberra to Cairns and back in the MGB it cost us $200 food and petrol. We averaged about 32 miles 

per gallon. Howard should be able to supply more information and suggestions if needed. 

Re Sobee Nance, we have been using powder ever since we left Australia, because of course it is 

lighter. I had two prescriptions when I was staying with you, one liquid and one powder, but I threw 

the liquid one out when I left. Hope you didn’t confuse Mr Fischer too much. A tin lasts a month and 

I still have tins for January and February. However, no sea mail has arrived yet and we posted off a 

book from Adelaide to here in September, so that’s three months. Maybe you could send two tins by 

air mail. 

How does our bank account stand? Postage must have depleted it rather. There has been no 

mention of a tax rebate cheque being received. If it hasn’t come to you, perhaps you could write an 

enquiring letter to the Tax people at West Row, Canberra City, ACT 2601 Father? Hope this new 

physio bod can make life a bit easier for you mum. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

 

Figure 42 Our local greengrocer just opposite the spices shop (a sweet smelling cave). There’s a chair if you want to chat.
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Letter 15. 23 December 1970. E Patel Nagar. Hindu Temple. Napisan arrives 
Dear Family 

This is a continuation of the aerogramme. Hope you like the enclosed snapshots and slides in this 

one. Am having trouble remembering what I did last week. On Tuesday I went to Pam Hancock’s for 

lunch. As usual I came home laden with things including this time some flowers, magazines and 

about a dozen tins of baby food. She had asked a friend with a small child in the British High 

Commission to get them for me. So I don’t think you will have to get any more for me. A saving in 

postage. The magazines were mainly Bulletins so we had a lovely time catching up on things in 

Australia since we left. The Rawson’s are going to send us a subscription for the airmail Sunday 

Observer and then we will know what’s happening in the big wide world. Indian papers are rather 

hopeless in this respect. We are now on our third paper. We change each month. 

Today, the 24th, has been a good mail day. The third parcel arrived, the one containing Napisan, 

Barrier cream and so on, for which many thanks. I thought I was going to have a Napisan free week 

or two. I should have enough when the luggage comes through. It should be off the wharf by now, 

but has to wait for a suitable custom’s railway van to bring it to Delhi in ‘Customs Bond’. We 

received a telegram from Treleavens at 5:30 this morning asking if we had received the documents, 

including insurance forwarded by them on the eighth of December. That’s two weeks and we 

haven’t. That’s the fourth bit of correspondence sent by them that hasn’t appeared. All very peculiar 

and annoying. They even gave us a reply paid but there’s only one place you can send overseas 

cables from in Delhi so it will have to wait till we go into town tomorrow. Today also received a letter 

from Johnnie with a very generous enclosure. Thanks very much and we’ll enjoy spending it. We 

were amused by your Indian anecdote which is fairly typical. It’s vaguely like the way they give you 

very explicit but entirely wrong directions. They don’t like to admit they don’t know. C.f. Aziz saying 

he knew all about the caves in ‘Passage to India’. Pleased to know Nance that the physio is more 

interested in your condition and hope he achieves something for you. 

I only asked about fluoride tablets locally so perhaps I should try in town. Thanks for information on 

Christmas cards. Don’t bother to send them on. I’ve already written to the Sintons (?) she was in CJB 

library with me and I will drop a line to the Deacons. The other cards you forwarded arrived and 

thanks. I’ll fill in the endowment form again and send it off. 

In one of the Bulletins we got (August edition) there was mention of the Economist review of 

Australia. I saw a copy of this in one of the second hand book stores and bought it. Most interesting 

and recommended. Also read with interest the government’s plans for Primary Industry or rather for 

the farmers themselves in a copy of the Bulletin. 

Back to the events of moment in Delhi. For our Sunday excursion we decided it was time to visit a 

Hindu place so we went to the main temple (Lakshmi Narayan Mandir) built here in 1939. The guide 

book tends to rhapsodise over it but to our eyes it is a pink and yellow monstrosity with few 

redeeming features. It is gross and ungraceful and the statues are stylised and without character. 

Much Egyptian stuff is the same but clearly done by craftsmen. At the back was an enormous 

pleasure garden with hideous features. Blokes were taking photos of people with those antiquated 

cameras complete with black cloth. The atmosphere was not religious to us, just foreign, heathen 

and grating. Back to the Muslims. 

In the same street as this edifice is the C of E church and the notice bard said there was a carol 

service at 6pm. So we toddled along only to find the place deserted and in darkness. We went to the 

manse and were informed by the Indian minister that they had the kids’ party that afternoon and 
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everyone was tired so they called the service off not expecting any foreigners. However, there was 

to be a carol service and parish dinner the next night and would we like to come? So we went. Jane 

got rather restless during the service but we managed and then we went to the dinner sitting round 

the Sunday school tables eating rice and curry (delicious) with our fingers. We were the only 

Europeans and I think the locals were a bit wary of us.  Only one or two interacted with us. Anyhow, 

we liked the atmosphere in the community and plan to go there tomorrow and on any Sundays 

when we don’t have to buy meat. 

So our plan for the morrow are to go to church at 8:30 and then go into town to buy ourselves a few 

small presents. It’s a holiday but most shops will be open. Then we will return to cook dinner to 

which we are joined by one guest, a Hungarian called Mr Pal who is on a scholarship to IARI Plant 

Physiology too. He left his wife and kids behind. There’s a stamp exhibition on in the afternoon so 

we might go to that and then at 7pm we go to Jan and Richard Smith’s for tea. 

Re the job, I will still have the housework to do but think I will send the sheets and towels to a dhobi 

as long as he can do them in a day; we don’t have any spare ones to use. I’ll have to make sure it’s 

OK for Jan to have Jane and fix up money for food and ayah before I finalise the job business. Hope 

to sort it so I can start as soon as possible as we have visitors coming to stay in early February. 

Howard’s previous assistant in CSIRO, Marilyn, is getting married in January and they are going to 

the UK via here. In April we are expecting Chris and Gill Marshall and their two kids on their way 

back to the UK. He’s a lecturer at Bangor UCNW University where Howard was a student. 

Jane has just woken up so will go now. 

Love to All 

Anne 
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Figure 43 Lakshmi Narayan Mandir Hindu Temple (1939) 

 

Figure 44 Lakshmi Narayan Hindu Temple gardens: a quiet oasis for many families
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Letter 16. 05 January 1971. E Patel Nagar. Christmas and a job offer. Jane news 
Dear Family 

Good to hear you received your parcel safely. Sorry about your present Pip which was coming 

separately in an envelope. It’s a temple rubbing from Bangkok. Do hope it’s arrived and glad other 

presents met with approval. A word of warning about the egg cups Christine. The eggs stick in them 

as you have probably already found out. If you cool the eggs a little in water they don’t stick. Jane 

says “thank you for the $2” Pip. There was one request in a recent letter of mine to send us $150 if 

possible Father. Hope that one arrived. I’m afraid we used J and C’s Christmas gift on living expenses 

as our High Commission cheque was delayed because of Christmas and we were broke. On our last 

Rs2 I went into town to change a cheque but it was to both of us and Howard hadn’t signed. So I 

went home again and had to borrow Rs1 from the man across the road to pay for the scooter taxi. I 

then went to the second hand book shop and sold ‘Hotel’ and ‘Airport’ and some English Women’s 

weekly’s for Rs6 which fed us and got me back into town again the next day to change the cheque. 

Phew. 

Interested to hear news of Neville and Bernice. Rawsons senior also told us something of their 

activities. We are a bit disgusted they haven’t written to us in reply to our two communications. 

Father, Howard says you should give up accountancy and take up crop physiology! 

Our Christmas day was rather long but followed the plan. Church at 8:30 and then into town for 

presents. I got an Indian cookery book, Jane a xylophone but we couldn’t find a nice papier Mache 

ash tray for Howard so he’s still waiting. For all of us we bought an obviously Indian cow carved out 

of ivory to use up our last sterling. We had seen this carving weeks ago and been impressed but 

hadn’t expected it to still be there. It is a bit different. It was 11:30 by the time we got home so I got 

the dinner on, fed Jane her usual egg and put her to bed. Mr Pal arrived and we had a pleasant lunch 

marred only by the poorness of the chook which was rather tough and carried only just enough meat 

for three. I was rather cranky about this as I had asked the shop man to save a nice big chicken for 

me for Christmas. He assured me he would. I told him it was a lousy chook and I don’t go to his shop 

any more. We went to the playground in the afternoon but this was a disaster as we were soon 

surrounded by 20-30 gawking people, not just the usual kids. So we left. Had a nice tea at the 

Smith’s place accompanied by some pleasant grog. 

A few days before Christmas Howard received a letter from Land Research CSIRO in Canberra 

offering him the position for which he had applied before we left Australia. We had since decided we 

didn’t want to go back to Canberra and we really preferred to go to England. However, when the 

letter came we were thrown into great indecision which lasted some days. There were two other 

temporary jobs on offer in other countries. We tossed a coin and to our dismay it fell in favour of 

Canberra. So finally Howard wrote and accepted but only on the condition that CSIRO paid our 

airfares and removal costs from India. Strictly speaking they didn’t have to pay because Howard had 

applied from Canberra. The whole thing has to be approved by Head Office before it’s definite. So 

rather reluctantly we will probably be returning to Canberra in October. We decided that if we go we 

will look for a house to rent or buy outside Canberra, in Hall or one of the nearer villages in NSW like 

Gundaroo or Bungendore. The prospect of ‘settling down’ in suburban Canberra is rather appalling. 

I’m afraid that doing the sensible thing is going against the grain for both of us. Will you still go to 

England if we don’t go? We probably won’t be going for at least three years now. You had better 

come to India instead, but hurry because it will soon be warming up again! 

We received a cardigan for Jane from Net last week, the first thing to arrive by sea. Jane now has 10 

teeth, can read one of her animal books, making the right noises for most of the animals. She says 
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‘le’ for light and ‘wer’ for flower which includes any plant. She waves her motions ‘ta ta’ down the 

loo when she is with me as I dispose of them and says ‘Hello’ beautifully. We have bought her a baby 

walker in the hope she will be encouraged to walk. She can now get down steps so I have to keep all 

the doors shut. She initiates all sorts of things like sniffing with my inhaler and wiping down the 

shelves with her hanky (By the way I don’t use a hanky for wiping shelves). She’s very affectionate, 

gives me loves which means rubbing noses and going cross-eyed at each other, and she pats me on 

the back. And she’s full of smiles for just about everyone and just about all the time. 

Love to all  

Anne
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Letter 17. 09 January 1971. E Patel Nagar. Work and what to wear. Tombs 
Dear Family 

We were interested to hear of the Hick’s decision to return to Adelaide. It must have been reached 

with some regrets. Also secretly amused at their move into suburbia. Neville seemed to harbour 

some fears of what suburbia does to people. He used to hold forth when he came to see us and find 

us toiling in the garden of 15 Wilson Street. Needless to say this wasn’t very often (The toiling?). 

No more Napisan is needed. I’m hopeful that the last lot you sent will keep me going till the luggage 

arrives. Ever hopeful. Thanks for passing on the things to Less and Marg. 

There’s really not much to tell as it’s been the usual quiet week. I’ve been doing quite a bit of 

reading in the afternoons outside in the sun, while Jane plays with various neighbourhood kids, and 

also in the evenings when I knit as well trying to finish the jumper that was to be for Jane for 

Christmas. The books we get on loan from a little shop cum library just down the road. No 

registration fee, just 20 paise per day per book. It’s not a great selection being mainly light romances 

but there are a few more worthwhile things and so far have read a Neville Shute and “Magnificent 

Obsession”. 

My job probably starts Wednesday this week. It depends on Jan Smith as they move into their house 

on the compound tomorrow and will need some time to get organised before being landed with 

Jane. It doesn’t seem to bother the High Commission much. My boss, Rex Scambury, just says ‘You 

decide when it’s most convenient to start and come then. I’m a bit worried about my wardrobe 

which isn’t really adequate for work. There are three summer dresses I can wear and two of these 

are rather warn and strained from three months washing and scrubbing floors. As long as they don’t 

give out on me. I have only one winter dress, that red viyella and that doesn’t seem very work 

appropriate. 

Today was the one Saturday of the month off and we went to see Safdarjang’s Tomb this afternoon. 

A fairly late bit of Mughal architecture, in fact the last in Delhi, built in the 1750s. The building was 

not as good as Humayun’s but the gardens were as lovely, and quiet and peaceful with very few 

people. Can’t understand why so many Indians crowd into the hideous gardens at the Hindu temple 

when such as this is on offer. Guess it was because it was built by those hated Muslims and they like 

the temple gardens anyhow. We then walked up to Lodi Gardens and inspected the Lodi Tombs, 

rather quickly unfortunately as time was moving on. These are much older, all built in the 1400s. The 

Lodi lot were superseded by the Mughals. For those with maps Safdarjang Tomb is by the airport of 

the same name and Lodi Gardens are quite close by. 

With my new recipe books I have been doing quite a bit of Indian cooking, mainly vegetables. 

Everything so far has been edible but there is plenty of room for improvement. I need a pestle and 

mortar and a masala stone to grind the spices before I can do lots of the recipes. And there are many 

that use curds which I guess are the same a yoghurt. I don’t know what method you use father but 

the locals just heat some milk to blood temperature and then add a spoonful of curd and leave it to 

stand and go off. Still I hope to be able to produce a few dishes with reasonable confidence before 

we leave. Still nothing definite about the Canberra job. 

Howard says I should tell you more about Jane and himself, as he never gets a mention. He’s still 

here and well, apart from a cold (we are all suffering from colds). Last week he gave two lectures to 

PhD students and his work seems to be progressing, but slowly and not without hurdles. Jane still 

isn’t walking unaided, though she goes quite well in her walker. Today she added another word to 

her vocab; TEE for tree. She has the most devilish laugh and smile when she’s doing what she knows 
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she shouldn’t like going up the outside stairs to the upstairs flat or shooting out the gate when it 

happens to be open. She is very good at opening zips and is always extracting the rubbish from my 

purse and is now showing increasing interest in feeding herself. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 45 Safdarjang’s tomb 

 

Figure 46 Neville Hicks: in a serious mood
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Letter 18. 11 January 1971. E Patel Nagar. India is fascinatingly different 
Dear Net 

Many thanks for the lovely little cardigan for Jane. Perhaps little isn’t quite the right word and it’s a 

bit big for her yet. She’s still rather an undersized child. She’s worn it and it suits her very well. Your 

parcel had the distinction of being the only piece of sea-mail to reach us. We posted ourselves a 

book before we left Adelaide in September and mum has sent off a Christmas cake and baby food, 

but I fear these things will never be seen again, at least not by us. 

One could write a book about the incredible things that happen in this country. There was a bit in 

the paper about some teachers from Patna University who had been on leave from anything up to 

19 years. Nobody had sighted them in that time but they were still on the staff. In another example, 

the luggage of a family of Australians in the High Commission was put on a train in Bombay and for 

weeks the authorities couldn’t find that train. They lost the whole train. At least they eventually 

found that again, unlike a whole railway truckload of wheat that just vanished. Corruption is 

widespread from politicians down. It is freely admitted and you can read about it in the papers every 

day. It is accepted as part of the Indian way of life. Our landlord, well-educated, middle class, says 

there is no point in voting because one politician is as bad as any other. 

 

Figure 47 Polling booth for local elections: seems like there is no secrecy. Outside Montessori School 

But they are bad things about India and there’s plenty more, but there are good things too. The 

variety of life here is tremendous, so many things going on in just an ordinary suburban street. 

Hawkers selling fruit and veg, pots and pans, kid’s toys, sweets carpets, kerosene, men who buy old 

papers and empty tins and bottles, others who mend chairs, shoes, pots or re-fluff the cotton 

stuffing of mattresses, and quilts. Occasionally we get performing monkeys and once there was a 

bear and on Sunday a red-headed bloke with an enormous snake came by. We just have to walk up 

our street and there’s mechanics messing in the insides of a taxi; barbers cutting hair on the 
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pavement, an astrologer with his little books of wisdom sitting under a tree. And oxen and horses, 

cows and buffalos are quite common and at least once o week we get some goats. Suburban life in 

Australia is by contrast very quiet. 

 

Figure 48 Cobbler at our East Patel Nagar market 

We are very lucky in our landlord. He speaks excellent English and is generally very helpful. His wife 

also speaks English and is very nice. They have an 18 month old boy and a little girl about three 

months. All the kids in the neighbourhood know Jane and call out to her and many come to play. 

They call me ‘aunty’ and Howard ‘uncle’. They take great interest in our few possessions which are 

different from theirs and will occasionally bring in a new child and show them everything.  

We are still waiting for our luggage which due to all sorts of complications has been sitting on the 

docks at Calcutta for two months. If the Naxalites haven’t made off with everything it will be a 

miracle. Still it wouldn’t be altogether a bad thing as we could use the insurance money to buy up 

much nicer Indian things. You wouldn’t believe so many beautiful things come out of such a poor 

dirty country. We’ve bought two Kashmir rugs and hope to get some materials and clothes and a 

batik painting to add to our local goodies. 

We’ve been seeing the sights on Sundays, which is Howard’s only day off, and are most impressed 

with the Muslim buildings from the 1400s up to the time of the Brits. We thought we should see 

some Hindu stuff so went to the main temple here. It’s a large pink ugly building that to our eyes 

was very foreign so we are sticking to the Muslim architecture for now. We plan to go to Shimla in 

May as Howard has a conference, and then on to Kashmir for a bit. There is a good chance we will be 

going back to Canberra in October so we plan to go and see Southern India on our way, and maybe 

go to Ceylon and fly out from Colombo.  
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We are all keeping very well though we all have colds right now. Jane is thriving but doesn’t seem 

keen on the walking business yet. She keeps wearing through the seat of her pants.  

 

Figure 49 Ancient Kirkhi Mosque inside: there's lots of light because parts of the roof have fallen in: great atmosphere. 

Hope you are keeping well Net. Best wishes. 

Love from Anne 

 

 

Figure 50 Local barber, haircut or shave. Their corner when the polling booth has gone. Top of our street.
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Letter 19. 15 January 1971. E Patel Nagar. It’s cold now at 70F. Toothpaste 
Dear Family 

Thanks for the letter Mum which arrived today. It certainly makes a difference when you write on 

Saturday. We also received Father’s letter earlier this week and have cashed the cheque and amazed 

the bank by putting some money in instead of taking it out. It’s better if you do send money as 

foreign currency instead of rupees because it might mean we can take that much more foreign 

currency out when we leave. The bank man didn’t sound too hopeful. Some more surface mail 

arrived today; the books for Jane and a card and note from Rosemary. I’m afraid Jane doesn’t 

recognise many of the things in “My Home” but she loves “Fluffy Duck” and strokes him and carried 

him around for ages chatting away madly. Thanks for the soup recipe. I still haven’t made the veg 

soup as carrots and onions are the only veg available of the ones you use and I’m not sure of the 

availability of pearl barley, split peas and bacon bones but I will see what I can find when I am next at 

Empire Stores which is a fairly westernised shop. I bought a very cheap egg beater for the 

marshmallow so probably didn’t beat it well enough. Re the snapshot of Jane; she was very tired 

that night, it was way past her bedtime and was rather amazed and bemused by young Iain who was 

very energetic. Hence the rather un-Jane like expression. The Rawsons have now received their 

parcel from us with one item strangely missing (a bronze cake server). The slides that were enclosed 

will soon be coming to you. 

The locals tell us it is cold. And they act like it is with balaclavas and scarves wrapped around their 

heads and jumpers and coats on. Many have bare feet though or sandals. Admittedly it is pretty 

chilly at night and in the mornings, in fact a bit cooler than usual with minimums around 38-39F but 

maximums in the daytime are in the low 70s and very pleasant. There’s been no rain since we got 

here which is unusual since it’s meant to rain a bit in winter. Delhi suffers badly from pollution. 

Many mornings and evenings there is a ‘mist’ but it’s the sort that stings the eyes and makes you 

cough. Howard says it reminds him of the smogs in England in the 1940-50s before they introduced 

their clean air acts. 

Absence of news on progress of Jane walking is because her progress is nil. She can walk quite well if 

you hold both of her hands and she can stagger along a little if you hold only one, but she doesn’t 

like it. We bought her one of those baby-walker things but it broke after a few days. Howard has 

mended it tonight so she can get going in that again. She walks well in that especially if she sees the 

gate is open and she is heading for the great outside. No more teeth but Howard maintains she said 

‘dish’ the other night. She has days like today when she really chatters on and it all sounds really 

interesting and exciting. She’s learnt to unscrew the tops off tubes as long as they are not on too 

tight. I’ve been putting lanolin on her head because her scalp is a bit scaly and the other day we 

found her looking very pleased with herself having treated her scalp with toothpaste. She now has a 

squeezed out tube of her very own. After the toothpaste incident Howard showed her that that was 

the stuff that went on toothbrushes to clean her teeth. So at the next opportunity she got hold of 

Howard’s toothbrush and slobbered all over it. She has a winning way with the shopkeepers and 

collects biscuits from four shops that we go to fairly regularly. 

I didn’t start work this Wednesday after all. They were very busy this week and couldn’t spare the 

time to show me what to do, so I’m starting on Monday. So instead of earning money I spent some 

and have ordered myself an evening-type pant suit. We’d seen a very attractive top a few weeks 

back and of course when I returned it had been sold, but the shop is a tailor’s as well, so I ordered 

what I wanted. It is navy blue (some flimsy synthetic stuff, very nice) with bright orange embroidery, 

three big flowers across bottom front of the top, one on each sleeve, and one on each pant leg. 
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That’s costing us Rs65 of our Christmas money. Yesterday I did decide I really did need another dress 

for work, so today I bought some Cots wool which is sort of like viyella and am having it made into a 

shirt dress, flat collar, button right through, and cuffed short sleeves. It was the only style I could 

think of that was easy enough for me to draw for the tailor. 

When Rawsons heard about us going back to Australia probably, they decided they had better come 

and see us this year. They had planned to drive here with George if we were still here. So now they 

are making enquiries about joining an overland party or flying. We received our first airmail issue of 

‘The Guardian Weekly including Le Monde’ this week, Rawson’s Christmas present to us. It was great 

to read some decent English and news of other places besides India. The papers here are full of 

rubbish on the elections about which party is joining with which where. They have magnificent 

coalitions here with anything up to eight parties. One state has had six governments in three years. 

The politicians keep changing sides which makes things tricky. There’s a big front to oppose Mrs 

Gandhi and their sole platform is to get rid of her. S they have no other policy, goodness knows what 

will happen after they get in, if they do. We also received a magazine review of Earl’s Court motor 

show and had a lovely time choosing which cars we would like to buy. Pip could you please find out 

the prices in Australia of the following: Range Rover 4-wheel drive, Triumph Stag and Lotus Elan+2S 

and Triumph TR6. Don’t worry we will finish up buying a 1955 Ford Consul or worse, a Holden 

Station sedan. Mum when sending the next lot of letters in an envelope could you please use stamps 

other than 20c. Lots of people here want Australian stamps but have got the 20c and would like 

others. No more news, it’s been a rather uneventful week but next week should be different. 

Love to all 

Anne
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Letter 20. 24 January 1971. E Patel Nagar. Anne starts work. Republic Day practice 
Dear Family 

Don’t get too excited about your parcels yet Mum. AJs one of baby food turned up last week so 

there’s still hope for yours. Now that I’m away during the day it might make it hard for them to 

deliver. Perhaps it would be best to send the Sobee, airmail, in dribs and drabs. Also need another 

lot of Napisan as still don’t know when the luggage is going to appear? And some stockings. I was 

well off for those till I started work because I never wore them. I wrecked one of my two presentable 

pairs on the first day and am continuing to wear them wrecked so that I have got a good pair for 

flash dos. Any sort of panty-hose, non-run, 91/2 to 10 (if stretch or average in some innocuous 

colour, two pairs). Many thanks. 

Well we’ve had one week with me at work and managed very well. We rise at seven which gives 

ample time to have breakfast and cut lunch and leave by about 8:20. We get to Smiths at about a 

quarter to nine. I have lunch from 12-1 and give Jane her lunch to get her settled down for a sleep 

and am gone before Rick gets home for his lunch at 1.  I knock off at 3:30 and get home about 4:15. 

Howard helps with dressing Jane in the morning and putting her to bed at night. If needed he does 

the dishes while I do the washing. Most nights we have finished the lot by our usual time because 

we don’t sit around. Saturday is a fairly busy day because I have to wash the sheets, do all the 

cleaning and shopping too. But that leaves Sunday a relatively free day. The work is fairly routine. 

The idea is that they want to trace as many of the ex- Colombo Plan students as possible and put 

them on a distribution list of an Education and Sci. publication called ‘Hemisphere’. There are 1000 

bods and last week I found out that at present only 300 of them are receiving the publication, so 

only 700 to find. We will send reply-paid things to most of the addresses we have but I have to try 

ringing the Delhi ones. This is a great lesson in patience because Indians have a great deal of trouble 

understanding me on the phone. Jane really seems to be enjoying and profiting from the extra 

company. Her walking is improving and she is quite keen to try these days and goes quite well 

holding on with only one hand. She’s teaching Iain to talk. Monday and Tuesday were lovely days 

and they spent most of them outside so her arms and face have developed quite a bit of colour. 

She’s also learnt to crawl properly at last and does so quite often these days. She loves to play 

catchy but isn’t very good at it, at least not the catching bit, but she throws with great vigour 

laughing all the time. The scaly skin on her head is now all gone, cleaned off by Milie the ayah on 

Monday.  

Last Sunday we walked to Buddha Jayanti Park in the morning. It’s about 2 miles from here. The 

gardens are still being developed but what has been done is lovely so we just lazed while Jane 

explored. We were just leaving when the air force staged a display for us practising for the fly-over 

on Republic Day this Tuesday. We saw Hunters, Vampires, MIGs and Iroquois flying very low and 

fast, most exciting. We walked home again and turned into our street to find an elephant advancing 

towards us very slowly, attended by saffron-robed monks. We’ve seen the lot now. We plan to go to 

the park again on Tuesday to see the real fly-past of 92 planes. Friday night we went to a cocktail 

party at Smiths and quite enjoyed it. They improve as you know more people. 

This morning we to see the practice march for Republic Day. It’s quite a big do with all the forces 

represented plus tanks and guns and missiles and ends with floats of folk dancers from all the states 

(they weren’t in the practice). The best thing was the camel corps and the leading camel was the 

most superior looking beast you’ve ever seen. I have never seen a nose stuck up so far in the air. 

There were a couple of groups of Ghurkhas. Very short, stocky and Asiatic looking wearing hats 

much like Digger’s hats. Also of interest was a small alpine unit clothed all in white and even their 
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skis were white. There were three elephants too. I have collected my new outfits and am pleased 

with both despite initial reservations. I am wearing the dress tomorrow to the Australia Day 

reception. They have it a day early because it’s pointless having it on Republic Day as no one would 

come. We have to go to work in the morning. The Reception is 12-2pm and then we’re off. I really 

need another cocktail party to launch my pantsuit. 

 

Figure 51 The Alpine Unit marching along Connaught Place on Republic Day preview 

I now have a cycle, on loan from Sue Hancock, daughter of Pam who gives me the goodies (we got a 

tin of Golden Syrup last week much to Howard’s delight; GS dumplings every night). Sue has gone to 

Kathmandu to work. We are trying to get a bike baby seat for Jane then we’ll be all set. I might even 

try riding to work if we can have a practice run just to see how far it is. 

Very pleased to hear that you feel there is some improvement in the neck Mum and hope it 

continues. Re money, we’ll wait and see how we go and send a telegram if we’re desperate. The 

fewer rupees we have the better. If we get too many, which doesn’t seem likely, we can’t get rid of 

them. Photo was taken at Smith’s place. Re watch father, take out whatever’s necessary, presumably 

$18 unless you were counting Jane in too. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 52 Republic Day preview with elephants at Connaught Place New Delhi
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Letter 21. 03 February 1971. E Patel Nagar. Flat doorbell. IARI increase Howard’s pay 

Rs250 to 450/month and we are a bike-mobile family 
Dear Family 

Sorry this is so late. Your letter didn’t come till Monday again and I was too busy to write Monday 

night. Tuesday I discovered I had no aerogrammes so here it is now Wednesday night. The job 

continues the same as before but we are not so prompt with the housework in the evenings. 

Sometimes by the time I have finished the washing it is time to go to bed. 

Monday last week was the Australia Day Reception and it rained steadily all day and was very cold. 

Howard didn’t bother to go at all and I stayed for only 15 minutes. Jan Smith introduced me to the 

High Commissioner who said he recognised me from seeing me at the HC (only once so that was 

either diplomacy or a very good memory). I had one drink and a few things to eat and left in my old 

raincoat and scarf pushing through the nobs at the door all waiting for their cars, and walked back to 

the Smiths. 

Tuesday was Republic Day and it rained and was cold so we were very glad we had been to the 

rehearsal on sunny Sunday. There was no flyover either. In the morning we went to the Institute and 

found a radiator and Jane played, I knitted and Howard played with his apparatus in a bit of warmth. 

In the afternoon it had stopped raining so we got the cycles out and went riding in the Institute’s 

grounds and looked at some of Howard’s wheat. Howard carried Jane on his back. Then back to work 

on Wednesday in the sunshine though it was still cold with the wind coming straight off the 

Himalayas. It warmed up again though and today was really lovely. Wednesday night we had 

Christins and Gill Macdonald to tea. He’s doing his PhD at Uni of WA on some aspect of Indian 

history and is here for a year researching. We met them on Christmas Day at the Smiths and had 

been meaning to ask them over ever since. They are living in a boarding house and have to eat out 

every night. This was their first home-cooked meal since Christmas. Wish I had got around to asking 

them earlier. A really nice couple. She’s Austrian naturalised Australian and he’s a scot. 

Our Sunday outing was another cycle ride. Delhi is really good for cycling being very flat. There’s one 

real hill that’s between us and everything else unfortunately. But it’s not a very big hill. We went to 

Rashtrapati Bhavan which is the President’s and was the Viceroy’s residence. Enormous great place. 

I’m sure there were pictures of the Mountbattens on the steps there on the TV. The Secretariat 

buildings flanking the road leading to it are also rather good and very British. And there’s a fabulous 

view down Janpath to India Gate (I hope you are consulting your map). Then we went to 

Chanakyapuri or the diplomatic enclave and home via Upper Ridge Road on the route that I would 

take to cycle to work. We had planned to do something in the afternoon but the electrician came to 

install a door buzzer which the landlord seemed to think we needed. It took him four hours and then 

it didn’t work so we sent him away and cycled over to Karol Bagh to buy a bike seat for Jane. It’s a 

cane affair which doubles as an ordinary basket and is meant to be attached to the handlebars but 

ours is now lashed to the carrier. So Jane travels with her back to the engine. I’d been um-ming and 

ah-ring about riding to work so on Tuesday Howard decided he’d come with me and carry Jane. We 

did the trip of approximately four and a half miles in less than half an hour which wasn’t bad. Jane 

sang all the way. Howard then had to transfer the seat to my bike and go back to work. It was a head 

wind all the way home but we made it without getting too tired and Jane sang all the way again. 

Returned to the scooter taxi today as I felt tired after a restless night. Some of the locals decided to 

have another all night do and there were speeches and singing, all amplified and broadcast to a 

rather annoyed listening public, unless Indians are better sleepers than I am. 
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There’s some excitement in the village at the moment over hijacking of the Indian Airlines plane to 

Pakistan and its subsequent destruction. The Pakistani High Commission is next door to the 

Australian HC and there were demonstrations last night and today and probably still going on. 

Mainly students are there this afternoon and when we were leaving the police were throwing tear 

gas canisters around and people were running in all directions. We had no trouble getting a scooter 

home as there were three or four queued up waiting for fed up demonstrators I suppose. The whole 

incident seems very provocative on Pakistan’s part. Rather looking for trouble like the confrontation 

in 1965. 

I forgot to mention our other bit of entertaining. Mr Pal, the Hungarian in Howard’s lab, came to tea 

on Friday night to have his first beef since coming to India. Our luggage, believe it or not, is now on 

its way from Calcutta to Delhi. It has been enroute since the 23rd in fact. There are some very slow 

trains here. Only the last hurdle now and that is Customs. More good news, the Indians have 

bumped up Howard’s award from Rs250 to Rs450 per month and with back pay to September when 

we arrived, so that will cover the rest of our luggage costs nicely without importing any more 

money. Hope my two previous letters turned up. They were aerogrammes with stamps stuck on 

them so were tempting to the pinchers of stamps. In case you didn’t get them, Jane’s book and AJ’s 

baby food have come so you can start enquiries about the others. I’ve been looking forward to that 

cake too. I have been sympathising with you lately mum. I had a headache and sore neck for three 

days but am OK now. Hope Maitland’s hopeful forecasts work out. Thanks for Sobee donation. 

Gratefully received. And for sewing offer, but I think it’s easier and cheap to get it done here. Might 

get you to send some patterns. Jan Smith has a Simplicity Pattern Book so I can get numbers. Sorry 

no space for special Jane news and thanks for your letter Christine. I will try to answer it some time. 

Love 

Anne 
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Letter 22. 19 February 1971. E Patel Nagar. Job offers in Oz. Local Elections 
The Australian and Indian POs broke all records this week in that your letter arrived Wednesday 

even though it wasn’t posted till Sunday. Also received a long newsy letter from Bernice on 

Wednesday. It was a good day. We have received her sea mail effort; it came the same day as 

Christine’s so we were well up on Blue Hills that day. 

Two main bits of news this week. Our luggage hasn’t come and we’re going to CSIRO Land Research 

Canberra provided Howard passes his medical which he no doubt will. They made a mistake when 

they told us the luggage was in Delhi and we are assured it is somebody else’s. We are inclined to 

think ours was on that train but it has somehow been spirited away. There doesn’t seem to be 

anything we can do. The agent assures us that all is being done that can be to expedite the delivery 

but we are now rather sceptical about Indian promises. You have to be Indian to understand Indians. 

You can understand what the words say but not necessarily what they mean. It is accepted there are 

two sorts of tomorrows, the English one which means tomorrow and the Hindustan one which 

means give me a bribe and you will get it tomorrow. Or else it can mean give, as you will never get it. 

Like when I was trying to get a fridge from the local electrical shop. I went about four days in a row 

and then gave up. Needless to say there’s some disappointment in the camp that we have to 

continue to wait more weeks. 

The letter about Howard’s job came today. We were beginning to thing they were going to scrap the 

position and I guess we were half hoping they might. However, it is settled now. We will come and 

see you on the way through. Howard also received a letter from the prof of Agronomy at UWA 

asking if he was interested in either of two possible jobs. Positively inundated by job offers now. 

Pleased to hear that you feel as though something has done some good for your neck, Nance. Hope 

it continues to improve or at least stays in the improved state. I was going to send you a map but 

didn’t because you said you had one. But as yours is rather small I’ll get one and send it to you. The 

papers are full of elections and have been since the Lok Sabha was dissolved. There are posters up 

all over the place and things written on every bit of available wall, and taxis and scooter-taxis drive 

round with flags flying and amplified voices exhorting the populace to do one thing or another. But 

the man upstairs says “What’s the point of voting for anyone, they’re all as bad as each other”. He 

says this is a common feeling amongst middle class well-educated people. And I think I would feel 

much the same way. And as you say Father, Australia seems to be going down the drain too. We 

were somewhat unhappy about Rolls Royce and have been waiting to get our Guardian Weekly to 

read all about it but it seems the paper has succumbed to the postal strike too. We received two 

copies after the postal strike began but that was it. Of course we have heard nothing from the 

Rawsons for ages. Last news they were enquiring about coming here late February, so they might be 

on the doorstep any day now. Weather here is warming up, a bit earlier than usual they say. It’s 

been in the 80s this past week. Winds coming up too unfortunately, so there’s plenty of dust 

blowing around. Jane and I went visiting one afternoon to Malla’s house. She is one of the girls who 

plays with Jane, aged about 10 and she lives four houses up. Her mother speaks reasonable English 

and her elder sister Renu was there and we had tea and chatted about weddings mainly. They are 

Punjabis who came here in 1947 after partition as did everybody else in East Patel Nagar. They were 

all refugees and were given the land and Rs1000 as well, so we are told. Most of them are doing very 

well for themselves now. Malla’s mother’s brothers are both in the USA with Air India. One is 

married to a German and the family own a restaurant in Washington called, guess what, The Taj 

Mahal.  
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Now that I am home again I am reading again. Borrowed some books from Jan Smith and have just 

finished “Clean straw for nothing”, sequel to “My brother Jack”. Very good and highly 

recommended. I found it quite disturbing. It’s so self-analytical and started me off on the same 

stunt. Am now in “Bhowan Junction” by John Masters set in an Indian community. And Father we 

recommend you spend an hour in the bookshop browsing through “India” by Martin Hurliman, a 

Thames and Hudson glossy with many brilliant photos of things to see in India besides the Taj Mahal. 

Be good if you could borrow a copy as there are photos of some places we have been to in Delhi. We 

bought ourselves a copy last week with some of our Christmas money. Many thanks. Jane still isn’t 

walking by herself but is keen to do it holding on to one hand of either me or Howard. She continues 

to try words, her counting is improving, and she now says ‘light’ properly. Local Indians are worried 

about her legs being weak and suggest we rub olive oil into them to make them strong. We reckon 

there’s nothing wrong with her legs, it’s her head, and lack of confidence. Her foot is turning around 

the right way now but still not perfect. 

Love to all 

Anne 
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Letter 23. 26 February 1971. E Patel Nagar. Wedding costs. Khirkhi Mosque great 
Dear Family 

P.S. You can stop grieving as both lost parcels arrived today. The Indian P.O. moves in a mysterious 

way. 

I have intending to thank you for a bit now for the variety of stamps you put on letters etc. as 

requested. They are much appreciated by the local kids. Sorry to hear you have been sweltering. 

Hope it’s better now. Here it’s warming up but we have two to three weeks more grace before the 

heat really sets in. We are not looking forward to it but think it will be a valuable experience as we 

will be able to say in years to come “Ah, but this is nothing like in India in 1971 etc.”. It might even 

put ’39 in the shade a bit, what. I think the LA earthquake was reported but I hardly look at the local 

paper these days as I am fed up with all the election stuff. Christine, when I read about your problem 

with trouser-suited Mums in Nance’s letter, I was ready to jump in and say we trouser-suited mums 

are really quite human and approachable, but on reading in John’s letter about the makeup, I can 

sympathise. Much makeup especially in the mornings is a bit suspicious. The mums at the clinic in 

Curtin weren’t this sort of class. Most were as scruffy as me (I was) and always ready for a bit of a 

chat about the virtues of their children. Nance just the thought of going to the PO to find out if I can 

make enquiries about the missing parcels is thoroughly appalling. I don’t honestly think it is worth 

the effort. I would just lose my temper and scream at them like I did when posting the Christmas 

parcels. I’m sorry about the parcels too, especially the dress and jacket as you put so much time and 

effort into them, but not so sorry. We are much more annoyed about our missing luggage; it’s now 

six months since we sent it from Australia. The authorities are now making enquiries at every railway 

station from Calcutta to here to see if anyone has seen our stuff. Actually it would make things a 

darn sight easier if it was really lost. No further worries about customs and no worries about getting 

it back to Australia in a few months. There’s a few things we would miss though like the painting and 

the family jewellery, but most other things are replaceable. Bit maddening though after paying all 

that demurrage just to have the railways lose it. We have written to the Calcutta Port Authorities 

asking for all or some of the demurrage costs to be reimbursed because it wasn’t our fault. 

The cost of that wedding rather staggered me too and I thought he must have it wrong even though 

he is brother to the bride, so we did our own sums. There were at least 400 guests and main items 

on the menu were chicken curry and fish both of which cost about Rs8 per kilo and at half a kilo for 

each per person that’s Rs 3200. There were four other dishes served besides plus rice and a bread 

thing, a sweet dish, fresh fruit and coffee plus cokes and Fanta. The total must have been Rs 9-

10,000. They also served breakfast and lunch the next day though to a smaller number of guests. The 

tents were large and up for two days. They redecorated the house for Rs700. The invitations were 

large and flashy, the bride’s outfit was at least Rs1000 and she was loaded with jewellery and 

perhaps the overall cost includes the dowry too. Anyhow, I can see how they could spend Rs 80,000. 

And she was the third daughter to get married. I think you did quite well in the daughter marrying 

business! Howard is impressed with your planned experiment Father, in fact he was going to suggest 

you count grains. Perhaps you could keep the main stem and each tiller (they are the other stems) 

count separate. It show how the late tillers don’t do so well. I think that’s right. Anyhow he will 

correct when he reads this through. 

Last Sunday we went on a big excursion to Khirkhi village which is down south, down the road to 

Qutb Minar then turn left. This whole area is full of bits of buildings, remains of four cities all built by 

early Moslem rulers 1200 AD on. We really feel the need for transport of our own to explore 

properly at our own pace. Incidentally I have got a map for you and will send it off this week with a 
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list of things required by us. Anyhow, in the middle of Khirkhi village is Khirkhi Mosque, an enormous 

fortress-like building and most un-mosque-like. It’s just an enormous pillared hall with no focal point 

at all though perhaps there was once. It has not been used for donkey’s years. The village surrounds 

it about three houses deep. When we arrived in our scooter taxi a crowd gathered and one bloke 

spoke English and interpreted for us and the driver, with much laughing and encouragement from 

the crowd, but when we set off, much to our amazement they didn’t follow us. It was marvellous. A 

couple of hundred yards further on, along the ruined wall of one of these cities was a less ruined bit 

which wasn’t really wall but a dam built into the wall (there was a bit of a creek there) and across 

the very dry paddocks was another walled bit of the city proper, now containing a maze of winding 

narrow streets (no motor vehicles) and all sorts of houses crowding in. The kids did follow us here 

despite being told not to by many adults. It’s rather embarrassing as they make so much noise and 

we don’t know what they are saying but mostly it doesn’t sound friendly. We think we might go back 

to this area in a taxi with our bikes in the boot so we can see more.

 

Figure 53 Khirkhi Masjid (The Fort) showing the front entrance 

Yesterday it was Iain Smith’s first birthday and we went to their place in the afternoon for the party. 

There were four kids there and Jane was the only one without an ayah, the poor under privileged 

child. She’s still not walking but I think this week she’ll be on her way. She can open our front gate 

now so I really have to keep an eye on her. Her counting continues to improve and she also says Oh 

dear, Oh gosh, eyes, ladies, teeth, Oh wet, and Oh dirty referring to the state of her pants. She says 

something vaguely like banana, in fact she tries lots of words all the time. She reads her animal 

books giving the right sounds and names to just about all of them. She continues to be very 

affectionate giving loves to all and sundry including people in her books and is also very generous, 

usually willing to share her drink and biscuit with us or her toys with other kids. Just in case you think 

she’s perfect she’s rather short tempered and throws things when they don’t do what she wants. 

She takes after her mother there. 

Love to all         Anne 
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Figure 54 Khirkhi Masjid on the roof. Jane wants to explore alone 

 

 

Figure 55 Khirkhi Masjid one of the internal open courtyards
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Letter 24. 07 March 1971. E Patel Nagar. Jane has a dress, a girl at last 
Dear Family 

Some good news this week: two of your parcels arrived Mum and one from Rawsons which was for 

our birthdays last year and had been forwarded from Canberra and Jane can now walk and drink 

milk. The parcels were rather battered but were complete. We now have enough baby food for our 

Kashmiri trip in May/June; the dress and jacket fit perfectly and she looks lovely in them and rather 

different as a little girl. She wore them and her frilly plastic pants and her new shoes when we went 

to town and to visit Iain the other day. I think she knew she was different too. She kept patting her 

new dress and bending down to touch her new shoes. We will take a photo of her all dressed up for 

you. The cake is now half eaten and proving very nice, a little dried on the outside but otherwise 

delectable. From the Rawsons we received a lovely Marks and Spencers jumper for Howard (most 

welcome as he has been wearing the same one every day for months and I’ve only had one 

opportunity to wash it), a M&S white knitted shirt thing for me which is long and meant to be worn 

outside jeans but I’m going to cut it off and wear it inside; Heber’s Bible stories for Jane for when she 

is older and a book on legendary beasts from George. Jane finds this most interesting. Unfortunately 

we had to pay a total of Rs200 to get these parcels. The only things we haven’t received now are 

that book given to Howard by CSIRO colleagues and posted by us in Adelaide before we departed for 

here, and a parcel from AJ to Jane. There’s still no sign or sound of our luggage. 

Jane finally took off by herself on Tuesday and can walk up to about 20 steps unaided. She can’t get 

back on to her feet without help and she won’t take off by herself when standing up against chairs 

etc. Still I guess this will come. Her right foot still turns out rather alarmingly but we’ll wait until we 

are back in Australia before we have anything done if it needs to be done. One night this week I 

consulted Dr Spock and got to reading about meals and diet and concluded that Jane is dreadfully 

undernourished and that I had been a most neglectful mother and decided that if she could drink 

milk we’d be OK. So next morning we tried with powdered milk made at 2/3 strength and it stayed 

down. So now she has milk or Sobee every meal. So I don’t think there’s any point sending any more 

Sobee, Mum, not at present anyhow. We’ll see how she goes and if she doesn’t relapse she can have 

milk every meal and I’ll work it up to full strength. 

A request while I still have room. The boy next door and his mate want new table tennis bats and 

good ones aren’t available in India so they asked if we could get them from Australia or UK. So could 

you please price Riversdale bats (made in Aus) with butterfly rubber facing type soft-D13 on both 

sides. Handle can be leather or cloth bound and as thick a handle as possible and please price for 

both. Could you please estimate postage costs for two by registered airmail? Then the boys can 

decide if they can afford it. 

Thanks for the wheat and the newspaper cutting. Howard thinks it was Gabo or Heron and we 

counted the grains at 20! We are thinking of planting them in Mr Ahuja’s garden. The heat will 

probably kill them though. We found the article interesting and very pro Mrs Gandhi. It left out a few 

interesting points like when she nationalised the banks she had to sack her finance minister because 

he didn’t agree and it was done in a hurry two days before Parliament was to meet and it was never 

debated in the house. And the Princes bit has been declared invalid by the Supreme Court. So now 

they talk of a committed judiciary as well as a committed public service as being desirable things. 

And it talks of local corruption and never mentions that there is corruption in high places too. Nor 

does it cast any doubt on the wisdom of calling a mid-term election when there was no new crisis 

(there’s always Bengal) to warrant it. Most commentators seem to think it was unnecessary. It was 

that Mrs G thought she had a better chance now rather than later. Some of the State Assemblies 
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dissolved or disintegrated to have concurrent elections but the others will have theirs at the 

appointed time next year at further expense. And it’s expensive and disgusting the amount of money 

spent by the parties and candidates themselves. There’s some limit by Law on what can be spent but 

everyone goes over it and nothing is done about it. No we don’t think the Brits should come back. I 

would leave them to rot in their own mess. I’ll enlarge on this view at some other time. 

 

 

Figure 56 Mutiny Memorial 

 

Last Sunday we went for a bike ride to see the Mutiny Memorial, a very Victorian edifice on a hill 

with a good view over the village. Interesting plaques giving tables with numbers of British and 

numbers of natives killed, wounded, lost etc. These natives were on the Queen’s side. No mention of 
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the natives on the other side except in general terms as ‘the enemy’. This morning we rode to the 

zoo cos we thought Jane might appreciate the animals more as she knows so many now. She likes 

the cats best, magnificent tigers. Rather worried by the elephants but soothed by her Father by 

pointing out their new shoes, eyes, ears, nose etc. so that she learnt that they have the same sorts of 

parts as she’s got. Friday was a holiday for voting but Howard went to work in the morning. In the 

afternoon we went to the park between east and west Patel Nagar where Jane explored and 

entertained the locals. She now says ‘give us a kiss’ and knows what it means, she can count to five 

in Hindi but not in English and says Oh dear, Oh gosh and when we say let’s go, she says OK. And all 

the time she says look at that as when she saw a little boy without his pants on. Favourite 

occupation is looking at books. She can now push the bolt across our back door out to the courtyard 

and locked me out on Friday. With the help of Mr Ahuja and various sweepers we broke in again. A 

small panic for a while. Hope neck improves and hip doesn’t recur. 

Love to all  

Anne 

 

Figure 57 Village maybe 1 km from us where the local sweepers live. All dwellings are temporary. We cycled over one day. 
Fascinated with Jane (so blonde) and insisted on feeding her an orange even though they had so little for themselves. 
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Letter 25. 14 March 1971. E Patel Nagar. Holi, Hauz Khas and Lodi Gardens 
Dear Family 

Letter hasn’t come yet but thought I’d better get a start on this as we are going out to tea tomorrow 

night. We are going to the Kiss’s, the Hungarians. Their elder daughter is home on leave and they 

want us to meet her. She works for Air India in Germany. We have met her briefly. On Monday 

afternoon we went to Lodhi Gardens then popped around to see the Kiss’s but they were just 

leaving. Monday was a holiday because of a Muslim festival. Friday was a holiday too because it was 

Holi, a Hindu festival marking the beginning of summer. It’s celebrated by throwing water and 

colours at each other. Many people stay indoors. Howard went to work and escaped unscathed, but 

I opened the door to the girl upstairs and her friends and they put colour on my face and hands and 

some in my hair. It’s only watercolour and washes off very easily. Many people old and young had 

colour on the faces. I felt rather self-conscious and washed it all off straight away. The main means 

of throwing water is in small balloons specially made for the purpose. The people over the road had 

a marvellous time throwing bucket loads of colour water from their balcony. All most amusing. 

Those who went outside really entered into the spirit of things and were saturated in different 

colours and seemed to be enjoying themselves immensely. It only happens in the morning and when 

we went out for a walk after lunch it was like the grave. When everyone reappeared in the evening 

they were all spick and span again. Actually we have never seen the streets so quiet as they were on 

Friday afternoon and all the shops were shut which they weren’t for other holidays. Shopkeepers 

don’t want their stock all covered in coloured water I guess. Saturday was also a holiday being the 

second in the month so we cycled into Connaught Place to do some shopping. We only bought some 

cutlery so we can return what we have borrowed. We have just about given up on our luggage as 

well and truly lost, so have decided to buy a few required basics. We think we will go to the 

Insurance people this week to lodge a claim as they won’t be too keen on paying us straight off. They 

will probably hound the railways a good bit and they might then manage to locate the stuff. 

 

Figure 58 Ancient Athpula bridge in Lodhi Gardens built during Akbar’s reign 
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For our Sunday excursion we went to Hauz Khas cycling as far as Safdarjang’s tomb and then taking a 

scooter taxi. The main building was a school that is very extensive and also the tomb of the gent who 

built it. One Firoz Shah Tuglag, mid 14th C. He was a very keen builder and has left bits and pieces all 

over Delhi. He was emperor and one of the Tuglag dynasty. This afternoon we did local shopping and 

at 5:30 went upstairs for birthday tea for Bantu. He was two on Thursday. A large gathering and 

plenty to eat so I didn’t have to make any tea. Jane wore your dress again Mum and looked a real 

little girl walking about. She stood up a couple of times today without aid of any furniture and then 

set off walking. She now has her canine teeth down the bottom and her vocabulary is growing at a 

great rate. She’s willing to try just about anything. 

Well, Mrs Gandhi won in no uncertain manner. We only hope this signifies an improvement; she has 

no excuses about being hindered by reactionaries. Nor does she have to be chums with the 

Communist Party or lean so heavily on Moscow any more. Mr Kiss says though that the country will 

be communist within a year. He’s heard all this socialist talk before and it sounds just the same as in 

Hungary. Here’s hoping he’s wrong. Last week to my amazement and delight we heard of the Frazer-

Gorton business but only that the former had resigned and the latter was no longer PM. So I rushed 

off to High Commission to read the Australian only to find the relevant ones were missing. So I’ll go 

again this week in the hope that there will be a Bulletin with the whole story. At the moment we are 

in the dark. 

 

Figure 59 Lodhi-Gardens tomb and mosque, scratched and mildewed film strip 

Monday: Still no letter so I have to think of something to fill the space. We are now receiving mail 

from England and got five issues of The Guardian Weekly today so plenty to read. For some reason 

the Rawsons have decided against coming to India. Just as well as it’s already warming up; 95F on 

Saturday. Today I ‘m doing the big changeover, putting away winter things and getting out the 

summer things. Can’t think of anything exciting to say and Jane is whingeing. She’s been a bit that 

way all day so we’ll go for a walk to post this. 
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Figure 60 Lodhi Gardens late in the day from our colour slide 

Love to all Anne
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Letter 26. 20 March 1971. E Patel Nagar. Eating with friends. Conferences and round 

India trip planned 
Dear Family  

Today is a red letter day. That’s Howard’s joke. All the blue pens are bust. Your letter of 7th arrived 

today at long last. Thanks for the Townsville article. It inspired Howard to pen the enclosed. Could 

you please forward it to the appropriate bod at the Royal Automobile Association? Also enclosed are 

signed driving licence and covering letter to be sent to Canberra. Many thanks. Howard says he 

definitely did pay that dentist’s bill in cash at the time to the offsider dentist. He remembers he was 

horrified at the price. I have written to AJ, very belatedly I’m afraid. Still no signs of our luggage. 

Today we bought two more towels and priced sheets. If I have these extras I can send them to the 

dhobi to be washed. We are having Chris and Gill Marshall and their two kids to stay next Sunday 

and Monday nights so needed extra household things. We are borrowing beds and mattresses from 

the landlord and it’s warming up so not much bedding is required. In the 90s every day now. I keep 

the house closed all day and it remains quite cool. 

As usual we had a most pleasant time at the Kiss house on Monday night and as usual ate far too 

much. These European types seem to have an enormous capacity and expect us to have the same. 

We were planning on having a dinner party on Wednesday night for Jan and Rick Smith but Jan is in a 

very delicate condition and ordered by the doctor to stay at home for five days including 

Wednesday. So that was that. Jane and I went to visit them on Friday to help relieve the boredom.  

Another request, Father, could you please find out, from Champions I guess, the price of the Range 

Rover in Australia and how much duty we would have to pay if we imported one from England. From 

Guardian reviews it sounds an excellent vehicle. We are contemplating going to England for a month 

before we return to Australia. Howard’s work is going to finish earlier than expected because his 

photosynthesis apparatus, fabricated by Mr Kiss’s department, doesn’t have the required precision. 

The branched eared wheat lines provided to him by the genetics department have variable 

branching under field conditions and his carbon 14 work has been stymied by his deep-frozen 

specimens, sampled and collected over the full wheat season, defrosting when the painters at the 

Department turned off the freezer power without mentioning it to anyone. The samples were in a 

queue for analysis. He’s not required to start work at his new CSIRO job till October hence the free 

time to visit England. 

Please add to the list some Napisan. I’m using it only on Sundays now, my day of rest, from 

housework anyhow, but it’s nearly all gone. I also need a new bra: Formfit crepe romance size 34A. 

Can’t read the style number anymore. I haven’t seen any suitable Indian bras. They don’t go in for 

flat-chested women here. In black if available, if not flesh coloured. 

Monday: Received another letter today and thanks for buying all the other things, they sound fine. I 

don’t know what you are going to do with your time Nance when we return to civilisation and you 

no longer have to go on shopping sprees for us. Sorry I didn’t mention our holiday plans to you. 

Howard is going to a conference in Shimla at the end of May, 17-22nd Jane and I are going as well of 

course. And from there we are all going on to Kashmir. We go by train as far as Pathankot, just this 

side of the Jammu-Kashmir border and then a bus trip of one and a half days to Srinagar. We are 

staying there for about 3 days and then going to Gulmarg in the mountains to the left of Srinagar, 

then back to Srinagar for a day, then on to Pahalgam on the other side of the valley. We have hired a 

tent plus bits of furniture for a week and hope to go walking and pony trekking. We’ll be back in 

Delhi on the 9th June and still in the middle of the stinking hot. Jane wore her dress twice but I am 

afraid it has now been put away for the summer.  
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Election Day in Delhi, in our part of suburbia anyway, was very quiet. It was a holiday. There weren’t 

great numbers of people at any of the booths we saw. These are just tents in the street. And they 

were hiding the ballot boxes somewhere, at least we didn’t see any. There were pictures in the 

paper of enormous great queues in other parts of the city. When you have voted you get a dob of 

indelible ink on one fingernail so you can’t have another go. Presume the party symbols are used on 

the ballot papers- I didn’t see any. There’s been a big fight over the last year over the symbol of 

yoked bullocks which was the Congress symbol before the split. Mr Sen Varma, the Election 

Commissioner acted as Judge and jury and finally wrote 400 pages awarding it to the New Congress 

i.e. Mrs Gandhi, on grounds of numerical supremacy it seems. The old Congress appealed to the 

Supreme Court which decided that neither of them should use it for this election at least. There was 

a scathing editorial in our paper on this point saying Mr Varma spent far too much time on it and not 

ensuring that rolls were up to date. Apparently many people rolled up to vote and couldn’t because 

they weren’t listed even though they had been living in the same place for years. 

Yesterday we rode to Kotla Firoz Shah (marked on the map and near the creek), the remains of a city 

built by the said Firoz Shah Tuglak who ruled 1351-1388. Like many other places there were lawns 

and big shady trees between the buildings. Its exam time here now and there were many student s 

poring over books sitting on the lawns and in nooks and crannies in the ruins. It occurred to me it 

might be useful for you to have some background on these various cities and bits and pieces we go 

to see. So here follows the potted history. 

It seems there have been people living in the Delhi area for at least 3000 years. Under Purana Quila 

they are been excavating artefacts dated about 1000BC from the ancient city of Indraprastha, one of 

the places in the Mahabharata, and one of the two major Hindu epics. This site was occupied until 

the 3rd century AD and next proof of occupation is in the eighth century after which the area was 

occupied continuously. The eighth century stuff was still Hindu and there are only bits and pieces 

left, most of them incorporated into later Muslim buildings. There is a large reservoir Suraj Kund 

south of Tuglakabad ascribed to these bods, the Rajputs. They also built a fortress at LalKot including 

numerous Hindu temples. This is now the site of Qutb Minar. In 1193 Delhi was captured by the 

Muslims and 1206 the Delhi Sultanate came into being. The first dynasty ran 1205-1290 and was 

called Slave or Maniluk dynasty because they were slaves who became rulers and there was no 

automatic succession. The first Mosque in India, the ‘Might of Islam’ was built at Lal Kot with bits 

from 27 demolished Hindu temples and the foundations of Qtub MInar were laid. It was to double as 

a victory tower and a minaret for the mosque. This area became Qala Raipithora, the first city. It was 

completed some years later. 

 

This goes on for pages not included
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Letter 27. 28 March 1971. E Patel Nagar. A bribed party needed to open our luggage.  
Dear Family 

Most important item of information is of course the arrival of our luggage. The agent rang Howard 

on Thursday morning to say it had come so we went to meet him at customs and then went to the 

railways to view the damage. One plank was missing from one side and there seemed to be a lot of 

space inside with packing materials and slides floating around. After, much umming and ahing and 

consultation with the insurance people we decided to take open delivery of the van at the railways. 

This meant that the railways representative had to be present, a customs man, because it was still in 

customs bond and a police inspector. It took our agent all day Friday to arrange this as everyone was 

reluctant to come out as it was outside the bounds of their normal duty. The agent had to bribe all 

three of them, we found out later, the customs guy to the extent of Rs100. This is all added to our 

bill. Howard spent a good deal of Friday with him writing letters. I started off with him but gave up. 

We had left Jane with Smiths so I went back to collect her and was invited to stay to lunch. We 

wanted an insurance representative to be present at the great unveiling too but they refused to 

send anyone. They say we have to claim from railways and if they won’t pay we won’t get anything. 

This makes me wonder why we are insured at all.  

Anyway everyone was to be present at 11 am on Saturday. By 2:30 they all managed to get there. It 

also turned out that the customs bod was also going to inspect the goods for customs, which was 

great. We thought we would have to unpack it all again for customs inspection. In theory I disagree 

very strongly with bribing but in practice it made everything a darn sight easier for us. As he’d got his 

Rs100 he was only too anxious to get the job over and get out of the hot sun and back to his office. 

There must have been 15 people there altogether when the labourers took the side off the box and 

took everything out. The most important things like stamps, painting and jewellery were all present 

and OK. There were four cardboard cartons present but empty apart from packing material. The 

trunk with all our clothing in it had gone. We had lost virtually all our slides, our big red blankets, 

loudspeaker (worst loss), radio, tent and lots of kitchenware and items not known till we unpack 

everything. We couldn’t find our records but I think they are at the bottom of a tea chest of books. A 

carton of books is ruined where the rain got in. They are all swollen and mildewed and rotten and 

they are mainly our big expensive books. We have to get a statement from the railways stating what 

was there and what was missing then we have to claim from them and then they deny liability and 

then the fun is on. Our claim will probably amount to $1000. Tomorrow Howard has to go to 

customs to fix all the paper work and hope we will get everything in duty free which we should do as 

everything is at least three years old. If that all goes smoothly it should be delivered to us tomorrow 

afternoon. 

While all this was going on, we, or rather Howard, was trying to find out what had happened to Chris 

and Gill Marshall and their two kids as they were meant to be arriving on an Indian Airlines plane 

this morning from Calcutta. Problem is there’s a lock out in Indian Airlines and there are no flights. 

Nobody knows anything and none of the other airlines are doing anything about re-routing the 

passengers. So Chris and Gill are probably stuck in Calcutta of all places, until AI start flying again 

which hopefully will be on Tuesday. 

Monday: There is a flight tomorrow morning so we are hoping they will be on it. Howard went to 

customs this morning to fix paper work and returned at 3pm after having achieved nothing. One 

thing India teaches us is the ability to sit around patiently waiting for something to happen. 

Letter arrived today. Thanks for the information which will be passed on and a decision sent back to 

you. It’s very kind of you Mum to offer to pay the postage but the lad buying the things comes from 
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the family that spent so much on that wedding so I don’t think he comes in the underprivileged 

category. Thanks for the cutting, I can’t imagine young Cathy Brown with all these high-brow in-laws. 

Father we have all the grains you sent us. Would you like them back again? Strictly against 

regulations this careless importing and exporting of seeds as could be transporting all sorts of dread 

diseases. Talking of wheat I saw Howard’s branched ears today. Quite magnificent specimens. When 

I went to England I don’t think I was escaping from anything. It was all a big adventure but coming to 

India was certainly a break away and now look at us going back to the same rut in the same place, 

Canberra. If it was a different place it wouldn’t be so bad. 

Jane is now walking very well and very rarely crawls or goes on her bottom and she can now bend 

down to pick up things without sitting down. Can’t think of anything magnificently new or clever 

she’s done, just general progress along the same lines. She had a new experience this week with Iain 

Smith’s paddling pool. She was very wary to start with and just sat on the edge, but as it’s a blow-up 

effort, the edge isn’t very stable, so she gradually slipped in and stayed in the same position. Jan says 

she was a bit more active on Saturday. When we went to collect Jane on Saturday afternoon, 

demonstrations were just starting outside the Pakistan High Commission. From reports in the Indian 

papers the situation sounds very bad with wanton killing of an unarmed civilian. General feeling here 

seems to be very pro Bangladesh. It will be interesting to read a less involved report in the Guardian 

Weekly. Tentative plans for return to Australia are that Jane and I will be back early September to 

spend nearly a month in Adelaide with you. Howard will come end of September and we will go 

straight on to Canberra. Would this be OK with you? 

Love to all 

Anne  

 

Figure 61 Three Marshalls who had been stuck in Calcutta here at Caernarfon Castle in Wales with Anne and Jane
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Letter 28. 06 April 1971. E Patel Nagar. Overseas visitors. Our depleted luggage is 5 

months late. 
Dear Family 

Sorry this is rather late but we have been very busy, to say the least. Letters received yesterday and 

very sorry to hear of Mrs Brenand’s death and worried by your turn mum. I gather there have been 

other times when you have eaten celery without these adverse effects. Here’s hoping it never 

happens again. Poor old Harvey Avenue is having lots of changes lately. It’s not the same place any 

more with its chief characters all departed. Heartfelt sympathy is also extended to Pip. What a 

chapter of disasters last week. Your suggestion about articles Father, has been seriously considered 

on a number of occasions and I have even put pen to paper several times but never seem to finish 

anything. I have some bits and pieces of an Indian article so perhaps I’ll make another attempt now. 

Our busy period started last Tuesday when the Marshalls arrived in the morning on the first flight 

after the lockout. Original plan had been to fly on to Pakistan Tuesday night but decided to give that 

a miss and stay here until Friday night. The house was fairly full with seven people in residence. So 

on Wednesday afternoon the luggage finally arrived and we had to unpack and check everything in 

rather confined quarters. The losses are what I told you about in the last letter plus 2 of the 4 bits of 

frame for our Alice Springs painting, one badminton racquet, most of the bouncinette and some 

linen. Of the sheets we have, all but one are badly mildewed and that one is a single bedsheet so 

that’s not much use to us. All the nappies are bad too. Fortunately we do have the records and 

record player and tape recorder are both OK. The washing machine has had it though and we are 

fairly sure this happened when the luggage arrived here. The way they rolled it off the truck was 

shocking. It landed heavily on one corner and end over end instead of on its bottom. The whole 

weight of the machine was finally resting on its switch system and this is what has broken. It is 

shattered and Howard couldn’t get it back together again. We doubt if those sort of switches are 

available here. It’s the same as yours Mum. So we now have our familiar pictures around us, not 

Richard’s though as there’s damage to all of them; glass broken. Frames mildewed and water stains 

on our naked lady. And we can listen to some decent western music which is lovely. 

On Wednesday morning I took the Marshalls to Qutb Minar and they were suitably impressed but 

other days they went out by themselves as our time was fully occupied with luggage. It was very hot 

so they didn’t see that much but I think they were fairly impressed with what they did see. One 

evening Chris and Gill went shopping and left the kids with us and we bathed and fed them and were 

totally exhausted at the end. I don’t think I could manage three kids. They left here at about 

midnight on Friday night. Saturday we spent tidying and reorganising the place. We are all sleeping 

in the front room as it’s the coolest place and has a fan. That night at midnight Peter Bremner 

arrived and Howard went to the airport to meet him. He’s a CSIRO bod and he and Howard worked 

together. He is on a three and a half month business trip, main reason is to find some alternative 

crops for Australia. Apparently the US Ag Dept. has an enormous section which has officers all over 

doing this sort of thing and doing it very well which is good for farmers and the economy. Apparently 

they found a native African crop which produces an oil which can be used to lubricate certain 

machinery. Before it was synthesised and now it can be grown by farmers. Just the sort of thing for 

Australia. 

Perhaps I could devote a paragraph to the weather. Last week it was 99F every day and the last two 

days have been 103F. So I guess it will be 103 for a week then 107F thereafter. Great. Actually it’s 

not too bad at all yet. The house stays cool and the temperature is dropping low enough at night to 
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allow us to opening everything up and let the breezes blow through. This means the bugs come in 

too but we have a mosquito net over Jane’s cot but they are not too bad yet anyhow. 

Jane continues to progress on all fronts. I am sure she is gaining weight more rapidly now that she is 

drinking vast quantities of milk. Her hair is growing and it’s curly and she seems to have very long 

legs. A number of people have commented on them. She’s very keen on steps and ramps so when 

we go to the shops it’s a very long walk because we have to go up all the steps we pass and there are 

lots. She now plays pretend games with her teddies and dolls, called lollies. She puts them to bed 

face down, gives them a kiss and a minute later they wake up and are given a drink and a biscuit. She 

decided to feed herself again tonight so we are hoping this interest continues. 

Father I think we found the Straw book very relevant to our way of thinking. In many ways it came 

quite close to home and as you say he got little joy, finally, out of rejecting Australian suburbia and 

in fact returned to it, though somewhat reluctantly. Well it just made us think and reassess motives 

for doing things and think of what we really want anyhow. I guess if you are content with what you 

have there’s no need to worry and it would all seem a bit pointless. I can’t judge if it’s a good book 

as I got too involved to look at it dispassionately. Mother, received licence and have sent it off to you 

to be forwarded. Hope you received it by now. 

Love. Anne  

 

Figure 62 Chris and Gil Marshall and kids. This photo was taken when we went to Wales a few months after this 
aerogramme was written
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Visit to the Butcher’s shop. An unexpected experience for Peter 
We had a visit from an old colleague, Peter Bremner, from Canberra. He was touring the world for 

CSIRO looking for unusual crops that might be grown profitably in Australia. Delhi seemed a good 

place to start the tour especially as he had our free accommodation. Sleeping on a bed that was just 

a wooden frame with criss-crossed strings supporting a thin, rag-stuffed mattress wasn’t what he 

expected but being originally a Scot it was all part of experience. We were quite low on meat so after 

a day checking crops at IARI I offered to take him in a scooter taxi to the old Muslim area of 

Nizamuddin where we could buy buffalo meat. I warned him that the last time we went they had run 

out of the cuts we wanted. The butchers had us waiting for half an hour while they collected the 

required parts off a beast that was standing waiting around the back. The meat was pleasantly warm 

when handed over the counter, but delicious. He was disbelieving but not phased. The put-put 

dropped us at Nizamuddin Gate from where we wandered through the narrow white-walled walking 

paths of the village into the butcher’s shop. There was an old man lying motionless on the bench and 

occupying its full length but we didn’t need to sit down anyway. The butcher seemed quite 

concerned about something but soon produced our meat. It seemed from our interaction while 

paying that the resting man was already in his final rest. We left. Peter commented that he had not 

been to a butcher’s before where the dead meat was human. India offers so many new experiences.  

Letter 29. 12 April 1971. E Patel Nagar. Jane speaks in Hindi. 
PPS Thanks for variety of stamps. 

Dear Family 

Holiday for you today, working day for us. Not a very inspiring Easter at all this year. Spent most of it 

working out our insurance claim. At least Howard did most of it while I did housework, entertained 

Jane and wrote the odd letter or two. So now we have to see what the insurance people will do. 

Jane had a rather disastrous day today. She fell of the bed this morning and now has a large blue 

bump in the middle of her forehead and her nose was rather highly coloured at the time too. This 

afternoon she was playing outside with a paintbrush in a bucket of water when there was a loud 

crash. She had pulled my bike over but fortunately not on top of herself. This week she did a very 

clever thing. There is a useful Hindi word ‘bas’ meaning enough or stop which is used when shopping 

to say you don’t want anything else and in taxis when you have arrived at where you want to go. We 

were coming home from somewhere, but this time we said OK, stop but Jane said ‘bas’. We were all 

most impressed, even the taxi driver. She’d never said Bas before. She loves the music we now have 

and dances beautifully with ‘Someone’ or Ted. She plays a good game of ‘Pretend’ with Howard, 

usually at meal times when she won’t eat. We sometimes get sparrows coming in if a door or 

window is left open. On one day to distract her Howard invented an imaginary bird which flew all 

round and whistled. Jane caught on very quickly and now introduces him herself pointing to him and 

then going ‘Oooh’ and pointing at where he has flown to. She’s very good at feeding other people. 

When we are reading a book and come to a picture of food or a spoon, she picks up a bit from the 

page and there’s some for her, some for Howard and me and now some for the people in the 

pictures on the walls. She gets disgusted with books that are all writing, shuts them and says ‘No 

pictures’. She’s walking very well now and particularly likes walking quickly which seems to entail 

much shouting as she burns along. Most days she wears a dress now and really enjoys it. She strokes 

them and says ‘nice’. 
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I’m afraid Neville won’t be able to stop with us here because we will be in England so we had better 

arrange to see him there! Perhaps I had better outline our projected itinerary. Leave for Shimla 

about 15th May and return from Kashmir 9th June. About two weeks in Delhi then we’ll go south for 

a trip of approximately 4 weeks and then fly to England from Madras via Bombay or Colombo. Have 

about six weeks in the UK. Some of this might be in Cornwall as the Rawsons have found a bungalow 

they like at St Agnes. We then return to New Delhi at the end of August (CSIRO pay for New Delhi to 

Canberra) so I have to come back here. Howard will stay and clear up any work and complete the 

year and will live in a student Hostel or bed down in someone’s place. (Have to go and cut Howard’s 

hair now). And I’ll come on to your place and he’ll pick us up at the end of September or very early 

October. Because he’s officially a student he’s allowed three months long summer vacation as well 

as wanting to go to the UK. Howard is planning to go to a number of Universities and Research 

Stations in India to chat to people and give lectures where appropriate. So that virtually means we 

have to get everything packed up and sent off before we go to Shimla, that’s four weeks off. So it 

was really worthwhile having our luggage! 

Thanks for sending bra and Napisan. Size of parcel is not the vital factor. If it’s valued over Rs40 ($4 

approx.) then about 100% duty is charged. Temperatures all this week were 103 or 104F. 

Thanks for the car gen Pip. All fairly expensive what! Anyhow, now that we’ve decided to go to the 

UK we really haven’t got a cent left to buy a car. I think it’ll be another old Consul for us at least for a 

while. Until we decide what to do about housing. So if you get this before you find out any more 

prices, don’t bust your boiler because it’s just academic interest. We’ll look up the UK prices though 

and see which method is cheaper for the cars you listed.  Mother, the Moghul emperors were here 

until 1857. The Brits took over very gradually and for a long time it was only the East India Company 

and not the government at all that were in India. Then it just sort of grew. Had to fight a few people 

to keep their territories safe and had treaties with a few of the princes here and there. I did it all in 

Leaving History but had forgotten just about everything which is a good thing as it was all 

disgustingly pro-British. 

Another interesting thing about the luggage came to light at the weekend. We received a copy of the 

receipt of the bits and pieces removed from our place by Wridgeways. This included six cardboard 

cartons. However, nine arrived here. We were led to believe that the crate was built specially for us 

but it had another bloke’s name on it too. It was obviously a bit big for our goods so they filled it 

with empty cartons. Great! We hope to make some stir over this when we return to Canberra. We 

paid a good bit of money for those empty boxes.  

Had a pleasant week with Peter Bremner staying with us. He’s very keen on this alternative crops 

business and so are some of the CSIRO hierarchy apparently, so there’s hope yet Father. He and 

Howard were very busy chatting to people and writing a paper so not much sight-seeing done. We 

did go shopping Thursday and Friday afternoons. Peter bought me ‘The First Circle’ by Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn (Nobel Prize) and I’m finding it excellent and highly recommended. I have run out of 

room so can’t answer you on Mrs Gandhi John. Will try another time. Hope you are having a happy 

holiday. 

PS Received reminder from GUOOF’s today send surface (!) for contribution for Jan-March. Has this 

all been fixed up because I’ll be wanting to claim soon, as we have injections coming up. 
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Figure 63 Hostel (or prison) that Howard will stay in on return to IARI after England. Nice lawn 
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Letter 30. 18 April 1971. E Patel Nagar. Repacking our luggage for Australia. 
Dear Family 

First two requests. We need some more money to pay for our holiday. I was wondering if you could 

send some, John, and Dad pay you back from our account when they get home again. We would like 

USD200 so that we can collect it in dollars NOT rupees and we can then change it as we go along. 

Our money situation is a bit complicated, especially if we sell the fridge and stove and get insurance 

money and refund of demurrage from the Port Authorities just before we leave. We’ll be loaded 

with rupees and won’t know what to do with them and we’ll have to send our luggage before any of 

this money is available. CSIRO are paying so we hope to get the High Commission to pay on their 

behalf. Anyhow if you could send a cheque for $US200 made out to me only, we would be most 

grateful. Then I alone can go and collect and Howard doesn’t have to go. First National City Bank 

gave us good service last time. Next is a spare part for the washing machine. As noted earlier, the 

switch that turns on the whole show and the heater is shattered. We’d like a new one so we can 

menthe thing and sell it as we already have two offers.  It’s a Wilkins Service Model No298488. It’s 

the main switch on the central front panel. Could someone do that for us please and airmail it out 

with costs taken from out account. I hope it doesn’t cause too much trouble. Many thanks. 

I seem to have lost the letter from No 6 but can’t remember anything that required answering. 

Thanks for the gen on the Range Rover Father. Perhaps by the time they are available in Australia 

we’ll be able to afford a deposit. Until then we will have to stick with something like a Ford Consul. 

Main event this week was a cool change. A mild one early in the week and yesterday lunchtime a 

dust storm and thunder storm blew up and we had some rain and it’s been beautifully cool since. 

Slept with a blanket last night. 

We have been busy most evenings this week packing our stuff and listing every item as we go. We’ve 

decided to pack everything ourselves this time as we think we can do a better job and get it into 

much less space than the professional types. Howard’s going to build a smaller crate to take 

everything out of the big crate. We will have to pay a bigger premium packing it ourselves but we 

think it’s worth it. We have discovered that a couple of things disappeared from a sealed wooden 

box inside our old crate that hadn’t been opened by the Indian thieves. There’s definitely Howard’s 

badminton racquet and my cookery book. We can only assume the Australian packers took them as 

well as giving us three empty cartons. We had various people come today to look over the stuff we 

decided to sell, two from Howard’s work and the landlord. 

Friday afternoon Jane and I went with Jan Smith and Iain to the doctor’s. We went first to the kid’s 

doctor and she gave Jane a thorough examination and has prescribed two tonics for her. Says she’s 

weak mainly from the absence of milk in her diet for some months. Nothing to worry about. She was 

due for combined Diphtheria and tetanus shot but they don’t have such stuff here so she only got 

tetanus. Even though Jane’s outgrown her milk allergy the doctor didn’t think it was worse to give 

her triple antigen with whooping cough as she hadn’t had it before. Then we went to the 

gynaecologist and I had a smear test with a lady doctor. Both were nice. 

Sorry but can’t think of anything exciting to tell you. Jane now has three of her eye teeth and seems 

to demand much more attention these days. Hope you have been having a good holiday parents. 

Howard says to ask you to buy the switch as soon as possible so he can mend the machine before we 

head off to Kashmir in mid-May. 

Love to all  Anne
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Letter 31. 24 April 1971. E Patel Nagar. Selling our goods and chattels. 
Dear Family 

After a week of cooler weather it’s warming up again and I guess there won’t be any relief now until 

September of October. We will have a break of course in Shimla and Kashmir though it’s going to be 

rather hot and uncomfortable getting there. Howard’s work has hired a bus to take people to the 

conference and back again and it will take them round on sight-seeing tours up there. We are 

included in this, Howard for free and perhaps for me as well but it will be only Rs40 even if I do have 

to pay. We are in cheap accommodation too and there are about six free meals so we should save a 

bit on this leg of the journey. Because of this we are thinking of flying from Jammu to Srinagar as it 

takes a day and a half by bus and would be gruelling especially for Jane. We have been reading up on 

the places we want to see down south and it’s going to be hot down there too but better than Delhi 

people tell us. We have decided to go straight down to Madras stopping only at Agra. It’s an air 

conditioned train with reclining seats and takes two nights and one day so we will probably be fairly 

shattered when we get there. This part of the country has been Hindu without interruption for a 

long time and there are magnificent temples and carvings there. We thought we see as much as 

possible of this stuff as we’ve done Muslim India pretty well, or will have after Agra and that will 

have to do. Then we’ll get another train through to Bombay perhaps stopping at Hyderabad. Spend a 

few days in Bombay (in July they have over 400 mm of rain so it will be a bit damp) and then we get 

a plane to London. Rawsons have sold their house in Skipton and bought the bungalow in St Agnes 

so we will go straight to Cornwall from London. 

Main item of news is that we have bought a carpet. We have been thinking about getting one off 

and on since getting here and we look at them every now and them. Anyhow we were in a shop last 

week looking at other souvenirs when we saw this rolled up carpet and even the back looked nice. 

Asked the guy to unroll it and it’s beautiful. All the others we have seen have been in red shades but 

this one is rich blues and greens. It’s perfect and like the man says will last for ever. So I hope our 

children’s children like it. We went away and thought about it and I went back and paid a deposit. So 

now $150 of the $200 you are sending will go on a carpet. We sold the washing machine for Rs500. 

We have still got it but the bloke’s prepared to pay to make sure he gets it. It is in great demand. We 

bought an ordinary switch that Howard fitted and that works fine but it will be much better if we 

have the proper switch. However, if there’s difficulty getting it don’t bother. It look as though we 

might be able to sell my camera for Rs500 and Howard’s tape recorder for Rs1000 so that will help 

things a bit. So we will wait until we get back from Kashmir to see what our financial position is and if 

we need more money we will sent a telegram. For our airfare and for the time we are in the UK we 

are going to have to draw on our building society money but we don’t know to what extent. Would it 

be possible for you to lend us some Father, so we don’t have to draw it all out? It’s the giving notice 

bit that makes it all a bit difficult. On second thoughts, perhaps could you give notice to withdraw 

$2000 and then put it in our bank? That will cover our airfares and some over and perhaps anything 

else we wanted you could lend us. Does this sound OK? Mr Kiss has suggested he pays for us in 

rupees and we pay him back in dollars in his bank in Frankfurt. We are quite happy to do this but it 

all depends on how many rupees we have got left. Sorry to bore you with all this money talk. It’s not 

a very exciting letter after all. 

Monday night we went out to Dr and Mrs Ranas place. They live two houses away and he works at 

the Institute. There were about a dozen of us altogether I guess. We had a delicious meal and 

interesting chats. Everyone else was Indian. One couple had spent two years in Wales and they 

started to show us their slides but the bulb on the projector went. The couple who live downstairs 

from the Ranas are very nice and this morning (Sunday) we went with them and their two children 
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to their club where there is a swimming pool. Howard and Jane had a swim but I thought my two 

piece might not be acceptable. There were only young girls swimming, no women, and they had on 

very discreet one-piece costumes. Bit silly when they wander round with bare midriffs all day. Jane 

and Howard are now rather sunburnt. While we were there we met Shastri’s son (the late Prime 

Minister). 

Thursday evening Jan and Rick Smith came to tea; our first real entertaining for a long time. And they 

brought a bottle of French grog with them. Rick told us some things about Shimla and I am really 

glad we are going now having previous thought we might give it a miss.  

It’s now Monday and this letter seems to be taking a long time. Had a letter from AJ and one from 

Net a week or two back, both most interesting. AJ says Jan wants us to pop in, so we will go to her 

place in Paris for a few days after leaving UK. Howard is keen because there’s a Phytotron there (Gif) 

he can go and look at. 

Jane news: Because it’s quite warm Jane wanders around a bit of the time with no pants on or just 

her training pants and suddenly she’s very conscious of her wees and gets all excited and a bit 

worried. Have to be quick off the mark to catch them though. And yesterday at long last got her 

sitting on the pot to do a poo-a little headway at last.  She now knows that she’s Jane Rawson and 

that we are mummy and daddy Rawson and sometimes we are just Rawson. She also says “naughty 

girl” though I’m not sure she knows it applies to her though. She always points to what she has 

spilled or dropped as though that were the naughty girl. She is going through a rather nervous 

phase. She gets frightened by noises and there’s plenty of those especially as they are campaigning 

for municipal elections now which means driving the streets and exhorting the masses with loud 

speakers. Hope you are reading this before 3rd at Keon Court. 

Love  

Anne
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Letter 32. 03 May 1971. E Patel Nagar. Doctors and potty business. 
Dear Family 

We were pleased to receive your letter from Mallacoota Nance. It certainly sounds like you are 

enjoying your holiday. You were there a bit earlier last time; April 14th was the melancholy day. I’ve 

been thinking of you all today on Cathy’s birthday. I’m sorry no acknowledgement of this event from 

our end but I will try to send her a postcard soon. Also received letter from Johnnie with cheque and 

gen on the switch for the washing machine. I will be writing to them separately on these issues. 

Last week we had quite a bit to do with doctors. Howard had his medical for joining the Australian 

public service and I had my cholera injection from a nice little man who lives just round the corner. 

He’s 74 and most active and he’s popped in a few times since for a chat. Jane had the worst time 

though. We went to her doctor on Tuesday and she had a skin test for TB and her cholera injection. 

The Dr discovered she had rather small glands behind her ears and in many cases this is caused by TB 

which is rather common here. But the test was negative. When we returned on Thursday for the Dr 

to check the test she suggested Jane had a blood test as well just to make sure so we went to the 

pathologist and she had a blood test, poor child. That’s quite OK too. So she’s just got small glands. 

We have been having some success with the potty business but she seems rather worried with it all, 

which is distressing. She has just learnt ‘Thankyou’ and says it very sweetly at every opportunity. 

Tonight she discovered her shadow which was most entertaining. She’s been very spotty with heat 

rash, especially towards the end of last week, but Howard introduced cold baths over the weekend, 

and this, or something, has improved the situation. 

We don’t seem to do much these days as it’s too hot I guess. I certainly feel very lethargic and quite 

tired on some days and it will be most pleasant to be in a cooler clime for a bit. Jane and I went for 

lunch at Hancock’s on Tuesday and spent a restful afternoon in their cool house before going on to 

the Dr’s. Learnt the art of eating mangoes there and we are now quite addicted to them. We went 

into town Saturday evening and did some shopping and Sunday morning we wandered round the 

local neighbourhood taking photos of things we see every day, and which we have come 

accustomed to over the months; they are the things that make Indian suburbia so different from the 

Australian variety. It must be the heat. Even though I write much bigger I still can’t think up enough 

things to fill this wretched aerogramme. 

Tuesday 4th May 

I did some sewing last week. Made myself a cool shift out of some lovely thin cotton. I borrowed Mrs 

Ahuja’s sewing machine which is of fairly ancient vintage and hand operated. Still it did the job well. 

Sunday was another election day, this time for the Municipal Corporation of New Delhi. The way 

they vote is still a mystery to me. At each polling booth there seemed to be a Jan Sangh tent and a 

New Congress tent. No old congress tent even though there was a candidate from our electorate. 

Still no sign of ballot boxes. Must ask someone to explain it. The Jan Sangh won very convincingly 

this time and claim this as proof of their ‘Soviet ink’ theory. They reckon that in the general election 

the ink used was some clever stuff that, while the votes waited the 3 or 4 days to be counted, the ink 

changed and somehow changed what the voter had put. A typical Indian theory and the trouble is in 

India that it is just as likely to be true. Anywhere else you would laugh it to scorn. Anything can 

happen here. 

The switch has just arrived. Many thanks. I presume you could supply some of the relevant data that 

Johnnie needed. This will be much more satisfactory than the Indian switch that Howard had 

modified to do the job. Love to all. Anne 
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Figure 64 Bike shop about 100m from our place as the crow flies (and there's lots of them) 

 

 

Figure 65 Hardware shop at our nearby market and parakeets for sale 
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Figure 66 Refrigerated cold-water booth just around the corner near the Montessori School 

 

 

Figure 67 Road mending in our suburb. Very hands on.
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Letter 33. 04 May 1971. E Patel Nagar. Hygiene or lack of it 
Dear John and Christine 

Thanks very much for the cheque which I am off to cash this morning and then we’ll collect our new 

carpet. Thanks for all the trouble you went to over the washing machine switch. When we received 

your letter we had decided to give it a miss as it all sounded too complicated and Howard had 

already modified things to use a local switch that was stuck to the front of the machine with masking 

tape. This morning the proper switch arrived. It will be a great improvement on the makeshift Indian 

arrangement. 

I’m just reading your letter again Christine, carefully preserved in case I did get around to writing to 

you. I’m afraid I don’t know a good general outline history of India. I wish I did. Perhaps I can do 

something about it before I leave. I’m afraid our knowledge is limited. To Muslim invasion and 

afterwards and then only associated with our region. 

The book we had in Canberra was Ronald Segal’s ‘The crisis of India’, and regret to say I haven’t 

finished that, but what I did read was most interesting and pessimistic. On thinking about it, it might 

be difficult to have a simple history as it all seems to have been very complicated with many 

kingdoms and dynasties rising and falling all over the place. 

Last Sunday we took some photos of local sights and will try to get more. We should have taken 

them when we first arrived and everything was new and strange. Now we see everything as the 

norm and it’s hard to imagine that others might find it strange and interesting. The shops are mainly 

small with a roller door that covers the entire front to the shop. When it’s up they’re open and when 

it’s down they’re shut and you can’t see a thing. No window shopping here, not in the suburbs 

anyhow. In the main shopping area, Connaught Place, there is plate glass. I keep thinking of writing 

an article full of interesting things about Indian suburbia but I never seem to get very far which is a 

pity as many people have expressed an interest in life here. 

This book, ‘story of England’, is that what Rawsons sent to Nance and Clarry? I must admit I know 

nothing about Alfred aside from the cake episode, but there must have been more to warrant the 

‘Great’ bit. I think I have exhausted your letter except to thank you for the ‘Blue Hills’ gen  and the 

soup recipe and I’ll have to think of something original to say. 

We went with some Indians to an elite club last Sunday to go swimming. The other entertainment 

provided on a Sunday is, believe it or not, Bingo and it’s all called in English though we were the only 

English-type people there. And it wasn’t for our benefit. There were a few Indian calls like 

‘President’s Honour’ (He has a 31 gun salute – they always have to go one or ten better) and 

‘Independence 47’. They also have ballroom dances for charity and fashion parades. They might 

change the street names but the English influence is still very strong and always will be I guess. 

Perhaps I can tell you about the edifying sight I saw the other night after we had been to the 

doctors. We were walking along looking for a scooter taxi when we passed a very large toilet block. It 

was almost dark and at first I didn’t realise what was going on. There were about a dozen little boys 

squatting on their haunches and doing their business and obviously lots of other little boys had done 

likewise at an earlier time. There were scores of piles of excreta all over the paved area outside the 

toilet block. We walked past on the other side of the block where little girls were making their 

contributions. This is one of the things that Seagal despairs of in his book. They have absolutely no 

idea of hygiene or they suffer from the sweeper mentality. It doesn’t matter what sort of mess you 

make as there’s always someone lower down the scale who will come and clean it up. Seagal quotes 

the case of labourers in Orissa who every evening go and line up in a given place. Next morning on 
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their way to the fields they walk the same way over the excreta and that’s the way that hookworm 

passes from one to another. Even our landlord who is intelligent and fairly westernised suffers from 

this mentality. His baby daughter peed on the table. He just brushed it off with his hand and that 

was that. Perhaps they cleaned it up later. We think the sweepers should go on strike. In two weeks 

you wouldn’t be able to move for garbage up to your knees everywhere.  Might teach them a lesson. 

Sorry to rave on about such unpleasant subjects. I had better go and write an article while I am 

inspired. 

Love to all 

Anne
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Letter 34. 09 May 1971. E Patel Nagar. Packing. Jane is a multilingual counter. 
Dear Family 

Two letters this week thank you. Sorry you feel your switch efforts were wasted but this is not so. 

The original set up when Howard just joined the wires was not satisfactory because to turn off the 

heater he had to undo some wires and the switch was not attractive as it was held on by masking 

tape. With the new switch we have an attractive and excellent job. Sorry my description caused 

confusion. I thought that the switch did turn on everything and that the heater had a thermostat 

that turned off automatically. I’d never turned yours on you see Nance. But then I thought about it 

and had turned everything off on your machine after we’d finished the wash and I never had to 

touch that switch. I’m sorry I had caused much confusion both at home and abroad. 

We’ve just finished a big wash of all the mildewy things so we can now pack them. We didn’t get any 

bleach as everything they use here seems rather too powerful. We thought the washing would kill 

any living things and we’ll worry about the stains when we get back. Just as we were finishing a dust 

thunderstorm blew up and we’ve had a bit of rain which has cooled things down a bit. Temperature 

got up to 106F this week, the highest yet. So far the heat isn’t bothering very much at all. Jane and I 

have gone out a couple of afternoons without being unduly uncomfortable and Howard cycles to 

and from work every day in it. We think we will feel it more when we come back from the hills 

where the present range is 50-75F, quite cool and jumper weather even. Today has been a lovely 

industrious day. This morning we finished packing the books which we had started last night and this 

afternoon we packed the crockery and glassware and this evening we washed. Plans for the luggage 

are under control. This time we are having it sent by road to Bombay which eliminates a lot of moves 

to and from railway stations and avoids the chance of it being held up in some obscure siding. There 

are probably as many hazards in this method as in the other but we just don’t know them yet. One 

other thing I meant to say about the heat. Every night Howard throws water all over the concrete 

floor of the bedroom where it pools a few mm deep. The ceiling fan is turned on. This seems to help 

a bit in that lately we have been sleeping better. 

Pleased and proud to hear of you winning that prize Johnnie and of your imminent venture into 

print. On a much lower scale my article for the Women’s weekly, if they will have it, comes on a 

pace. The carpet will nowhere cover a room Nance as its only 6.5x4 feet. However, this is a 

handwoven carpet. It’s possible to get carpets that would cover a room for the same price or less 

but they are not in the same class as this one. We’ll just have to hope it reaches Australia unscathed. 

We’ve got some Building Society forms and I’ll send one off straight away, which means Tuesday, as 

tomorrow is a holiday being Buddha’s birthday. There’s hardly a Buddhist left in the country but 

that’s beside the point. 

On Monday or Tuesday, I forget which, we gave succour to a blonde bearded American. I was 

coming back from the shop when I saw him at the school run by the American missionary, Mr Darcy, 

who wasn’t in evidence. He wasn’t at home so Dave came back to our place till he turned up. In that 

time he had a shower and first course of dinner, sausages and salads. Nice little spicy sausages they 

have here. Jane and I went to the High Commission one day to take a paper of Howard’s  to go in the 

bag to CSIRO (we can use the diplomatic bag for these important documents) and then popped 

round to see Jan and Iain. Our only other outing has been shopping, buying up the souvenirs we 

want for ourselves and others. Insurance people informed us this week that they are happy to pay 

the claim in Australia in dollars which gets rid of one lot of what might have been embarrassing 

rupees. We’ve also written to Comm. Union Insurance in Australia about insuring our luggage on its 

return journey. 
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Jane is now learning to count under Howard’s tuition. Five and six seem to be her favourite numbers. 

Despite appetite-inducing drops she’s still not interested in food much, especially anything that’s 

good for her. Her constant request is for a biscuit. She ate quite a lot of mango earlier this week but 

has now gone off that too. She’s still having potty trouble and hangs on to her wee for ages. She asks 

for and sits on the potty about four or five times for about 30 seconds and then gets off without 

doing anything and ends up making a pool on the floor. All rather distressing though we try to be 

encouraging and cheerful as instructed. Apart from these things she’s fine, mostly happy and very 

amusing to us anyhow. 

Please continue writing to this address while we are away. We leave here finally on 21st June 1971. 

PS Father: can you find out if you can buy an open-dated air ticket for us Bombay-London-New Delhi 

in Adelaide and send it to us. We have to pay in dollars and we lose money buying travellers 

cheques.
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Letter 35. 14 May 1971. E Patel Nagar. Taking off by bus for Shimla. 
Dear Family 

It’s hard to imagine all the rain and coldness, it seems impossible. It’s been cooler here for the past 

few days as a result of thunderstorms but it’s still in the 90s. So we are hoping it stays this way till 

Sunday and makes our bus trip to Shimla a bit more bearable. Did the Greeks who bought the 

McLachlan’s house decide not to have it after all?  Fancy Pip’s two years being up at last. I’m sure 

Australia has benefited mightily from your sojourn in the army. Hope your big trip goes well. Are you 

putting the car on the train to Alice Springs? Does this mean you aren’t going to Ayers Rock or that 

you’re intending to back track to it? We stayed at Stuart Caravan Park in Alice Springs and can 

recommend it. That’s where we bought our Camel Painting. They have a good gallery there and I 

think it has grown since we were there. We had a Christmas circular from them a week or so back 

sent on from Canberra. And if you are going up to Darwin I can thoroughly recommend Katherine 

Gorge. It’s a good camping ground and there’s been lots of development by the river with lawns and 

trees and the river is good for a swim. I can’t remember the name of the park we stayed in for one 

night. If I could I would tell you not to go as it was dreadful. The best ones are on the road into 

Darwin, a fair way out from the city proper. If you’re going to Cairns we can recommend a small 

camp site at a beach about nine miles north of the town. It’s small, cheap and quiet. The others all 

seemed very full to us but then you might like that. We were on what amounted to our Honeymoon 

and weren’t much interested in other people. There was an excellent fish and chip shop close by too 

that wrapped their wares in newspaper. End of advice. I hope you enjoy your trip as much as we 

enjoyed our two. I’d forgotten you’d be home when I am in September, so you’ll have two thirds of 

us back for a bit Nance, unless Pip has flown the nest again. 

15th May: We have just finished packing for tomorrow. We have to leave here by quarter to four 

(am) so we are off to bed. Unfortunately someone close by is serenading the neighbourhood for 

miles around which isn’t all that conducive to sleep.  

Hope you understood my earlier letter about tickets. Howard has since asked at BOAC in town about 

the possibility of buying tickets elsewhere and they said it’s OK. So I hope you’ll be able to get tickets 

for us. If that flight has changed by July (our timetable only goes to June) we would prefer a VC10 

flight if possible and as short as possible. That flight I asked you for through Cairo is about two hours 

shorter than the others. And if not on 15th then a bit after, not before. Thanks. I am booked on the 

flight from here on September 3rd and they are trying to get CSIRO to pay for accommodation in 

Perth. Anyhow they will book it for me. So I will be arriving on the same flight as when I came home 

from England though I hope it isn’t two hours late this time. 

Will write a more exciting letter, I hope, next week, all about Shimla. 

Love to all  

Anne
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Our round India travel plan. 14 May 1971. E Patel Nagar. Then it’s UK.  
Dear Parents 

It has at last been decided we can’t buy our air tickets in Rupees here. You remember our Hungarian 

friend was going to pay for us and we were to pay him back in dollars into his German bank account. 

One day he hopes to leave India! To do this is very difficult. Foreign Nationals have to pay in foreign 

exchange unless they have been here 12 months or more and can prove that they are gainfully 

employed. Howard’s scholarship doesn’t rate and anyhow he would have to work for donkey’s years 

before he would earn enough to pay for this airfare. So that’s out. Two alternatives remain. The 

better from our point of view is if you can buy a ticket for us. I doubt very much if you can do this as 

you probably need our passports. Anyhow, if you can, will you book us on BOAC flight 797 (VC10) to 

leave Bombay on 15th July at 1:10am via Cairo to reach London 8:35am. If this is not possible please 

send 716 pounds sterling from Chartered Bank as before. Please send either of these to this address 

to arrive soon after 9th June which is when we get back from Kashmir. Might be a good idea to 

register it. I’m sorry to give you all these jobs to do. If India was a respectable country we wouldn’t 

have to go through all this palaver. But they really get at the foreigner. Even though you send money 

in $ or sterling we can’t get it in hard cash, we can only get it in travellers cheques which can only be 

cashed into rupees. And they allow you to take out $20 two days before you leave and maybe 50% 

of the foreign exchange you brought in. We are not sure how you do this but they probably make it 

so difficult that you give up in disgust. 

As you have no doubt noticed our CBS book is enclosed. I sent off the withdrawal form yesterday, 

addressed to Mr Pearson, but I forgot all about the book. Then received your letter last night Mum. 

Thank you for starting proceedings but I’m afraid we messed that too as we have now asked for 

$2500. We seem to be making things very difficult for you and we are really grateful for all the 

sorting out and running round you do for us. So the money won’t be available until well into June so 

I am afraid you will have to lend us the 716 pounds sterling for the time being. Many thanks. 

Considering your confusion over our plans, Nance, I thought I should give you our itinerary. 

May 16 Leave Delhi on bus at 4:40 am for Shimla. Arrive 3 pm (this beats the heat a bit) 

May 16-22 Shimla 

May 22-23 Shimla to Pathankot, arrive 8:20 am 

May 23 Pathankot to Jammu by bus. Stay overnight in Jammu. 

May 24 Fly to Srinagar 

May 24-26 In Srinagar 

May 27-28 In Gulmarg; staying night of 27th only. 

May 30 to June 5 Pahalgam in a tent 

June 6 In Srinagar 

June 7-9 Back to Delhi by bus and train 

June 10-20 In Delhi 

June 21 Leave 7:15am for Agra 

June 21-23 Agra (Howard giving lecture and seeing people so we stay at University Guest House) 
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June 23 Leave for Hyderabad 6am 

From here we spend time in Hyderabad, Madras, Mahabalipuram, Madurai, Trivandrum, back to 

Madras. All these depend on the weather, interest and when the trains run. 

July 13-15 Arrive in Bombay about 13th and fly out to England on 15th 

August end Return by air to Delhi 

Sept 3 Jane and I leave Delhi 

Sept 4 Probable arrival in Adelaide from Perth 

We don’t as yet know Rawson new address in Cornwall but will let you know when we do. We will 

also have to get you to send money to England (the rest of the $2500) for our use there, but we 

don’t yet know where you can send it. We’ll let you know as soon as we can dream up something. 

I’m sorry our decision to come and live in this difficult country has got you involved in the difficulties 

as well. It seems hardly fair. You are not getting any of the benefits to balance out the account. 

Thanks once again. 

That reminds me of the table tennis bats. They seem to have lost interest. Sorry we put you to that 

bother needlessly. Howard lent his bat to the boy next door and it was pinched from his locker at 

school. So he really owes us for that one without buying another! 

Love from Anne 
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Letter 36. 23 May 1971. Jammu Kashmir and Shimla. 
We are sitting on the balcony of our room having a quiet beer at the moment. We are staying at the 

Tourist Reception Centre and have a palatial room with bathroom for Rs20. So far everything has 

gone more or less to plan, much to our surprise.  

We left Delhi very early, 4:40am last Saturday and had a good trip to Kalka, going through Panipat, 

Ambala and Chandigarh. We arrived at Kalka about 11:00am where there were meant to be some 

taxis reserved to take us to Shimla. They never materialised and finally at 12:30 we managed to get 

on a bus. The trip takes over four hours and is very winding all the way and the bus was over-full so 

it wasn’t too good. And about half an hour before we reached Shimla Jane was sick all over the three 

of us, so we were very glad when we arrived. Apart from this she had been marvellous. Later we 

found we had left one of her shoes on the bus so we had to buy her a new pair. We stayed at 

Himachal holiday home, run by the local tourist authority (Shimla is capital of Himachal Pradesh). 

This was only Rs10 per night, small but a comfortable and clean room with bathroom. And meals 

were available at Rs2.50 each for vegetarian, all ridiculously cheap. Here we discovered Ladies 

Fingers curry. Shimla was rather different from what we had expected. The main part of the town is 

built on a very steep hillside and at the top is The Ridge with a large promenading area. There are 

further buildings on the other side, scattered on hills and ridges. Much of it is very ramshackle and 

buildings that were once ornate Victorian masterpieces are looking very run down. Motorised traffic 

is limited to one road down the bottom of the town, while everywhere else is limited to walking, and 

what walking. We were very stiff to start with but are now feeling reasonably fit for some walking in 

Kashmir. Everything is very much up hill and down dale. The most important legacy left by the British 

is the liking for cleanliness. There are litter bins provided at frequent intervals with signs threatening 

prosecution if they are not used; there are other signs prohibiting spitting in the streets and there 

are gent’s loos every 100 yards. I only saw one man peeing against a wall. The streets were 

remarkably clean. However, what they didn’t throw out the front door onto the street they threw 

out the back door and there were screes of rubbish tumbling down the hillside. The weather wasn’t 

the best being rather cloudy the first few days and a bit too cool. Then on Thursday we had a hill 

storm and it rained solidly for hours and was definitely too cold. By Friday afternoon it had cleared 

and there were no clouds. The sun shone and the air was clean and crisp. Saturday was the same 

and we walked up a steep hill at one end of the town [via an old British Hotel that was ornate and 

maybe similar to Raffles in Singapore] to a temple. There were magnificent views across ranges of 

hills to snow-capped mountains; all fresh snow from the storm. There were lots of monkeys there, 

all with a baby, so Jane was very excited.  

The seminar was a reasonable success I think and there were a number of social events as well. On 

the opening day the university gave afternoon tea and on the last day the governor gave tea. This 

was the day of the storm so we didn’t go. There were two dinners, the first given by the Minister of 

Development at Himachal House. This was once the residence of the British Governor of Punjab. We 

were shown into a large room beautifully panelled with large, rich velvet drapes hanging over the 

four doorways. Two of these led into the conservatory. To get to this room we had passed a smaller 

dining room and the billiards room, both panelled as well. The dinner wasn’t as good as the cheap 

one at the Holiday Home. The other dinner was in one of the flasher hotels and was quite good. All 

Indian food of course. Poor Jane was always a great source of interest and received far too much 

attention from everyone. On the night of the first dinner she must have been passed around 20 

people and after that she wouldn’t go near anyone. Now that there’s not a great mass of people 

attacking her she’s resumed her normal friendly attitude.  
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We returned to Kalka by train [with special carriages at the front only for ladies. It was a rack and 

pinion system I think, going down some very steep grades and round sharp bends and through 

tunnels]. A six hour journey this time but much more comfortable and we got straight on to the train 

for Pathankot. We had a sleeper and managed to get some sleep. From Pathankot we went by local 

bus to Jammu. Now we have moved on a day and are in Srinagar. 

We really chose well in Jammu as the Indian Airlines Office was in the same building as the Tourist 

Reception Centre so was no trouble to check tickets, and the bus for the airport left from there this 

morning. It was a good flight over the mountains into the valley with snow-capped mountains on 

either side. We have spent the rest of the day booking buses to various places and buying a few 

things. We could spend a fortune here, if only we had one. We haven’t seen much of the fabled 

Kashmir yet but when we flew in the valley certainly looked lovely. Jane is bearing up well with all 

this moving and settles down very well in each new place which is a blessing. 

Love to all Anne 

 

68 Shimla Himachal Pradesh India 1970 
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69 Shimla Monkeys 
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70  Jammu Raghunath temple complex Jane draws a crowd as usual
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Letter 37. 01 June 1971. Srinagar Kashmir is nice, but Pahalgam is maybe nicer.  
Dear Family 

We are now in out tent in Pahalgam which is in the Lidder Valley to the east of Srinagar. We are 

camped on the bank of the river, a fairly roaring torrent and we are surrounded by snow-capped 

mountains. It’s hard to believe it is still India when you look at the scenery but other aspects are just 

the same. Jane and Howard have both been sick from drinking river water. Jane’s was boiled, but 

Howard’s wasn’t and I felt oomy last night. We (i.e. Howard) now go up the hill to a tap which we 

hope supplies some cleaner stuff. We are still boiling it though. Despite this down side it’s a beautiful 

place and we intend to have a fairly lazy week here. We don’t feel inspired to climb any of the 

mountains. We had done a stint in Gulmarg that left us shattered for days. 

Anyhow, to resume the story at when we arrived in Srinagar. We went to our hotel to find they had 

never heard of us despite a booking in March and a 50% deposit. However, everything was cleared 

up and they found us a room and continually asked if there was any service they could render. That 

afternoon we fixed up all our bus bookings for trips and for returning to Pathankot to get the Delhi 

train. We also went to the Kashmir Government Arts Emporium, a large mansion with ornate carved 

wooden doors, doorways, ceilings and set in extensive grounds. They had some beautiful things and 

as usual we succumbed and bought a few. I know you will understand our weakness when you see 

them. The workmanship is magnificent. On the way back to the hotel we were lured into a leather-

ware shop only to find that the old man made beautiful suede coats to measure. There were some 

there including a maxi that I tried on. So we went home, did some sums and went back the next day 

to order a short coat each, mine in natural colour and Howard’s a bottle green. Both have some 

embroidery on them. Also ordered a pair of sheepskin-lined suede slippers each.  

 

Figure 71 Srinagar crowded Bridge framed by snow-capped mountains and endless moored boat houses 

The second day we went walking through the old city. The houses are all made of very small bricks 

and many of them have carved wooden shutters and carved lintels and window sills. Where these 
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have finally collapsed they have been replaced by ordinary wooden shutters. Even here the old 

crafts are dying out. At street level it was a succession of tiny shops of all varieties except tourist-

type shops. In every one, without exception, the shop keeper had his hookah or hubble bubble, the 

thing they smoke with a flask of water at the bottom for the smoke to go through, ostensibly 

filtering it and getting rid of the harmful bits. Howard has decided to take it up and has bought the 

cheap pipe fitting [made of baked clay and bamboo]. He had intended to ask Kay Dunstone to make 

him a clay flask but now we have seen a lovely old engraved copper one. Anyhow, we managed to 

get ourselves lost but were rescued by a young man who proved to be a competent guide.  

 

Figure 72 Srinagar shopping street all manner of wares and shop keepers with hookah pipes 

In the afternoon we went by Tonga (a horse and gig) to Dal Lake where many of the house boats are, 

and had a short ride in a shiokara (Kashmiri equivalent of a gondola with a canvas or wooden roof) 

to Nehru Park which is an island. Somehow, somewhere, a leech affixed itself to my heel and when 

we got off the shiokara my heel was bleeding freely. Suddenly [after a crowd gathered probably to 

look at Jane (HR)], a man materialised with some brake fluid, a dressing made of the lining of a 

cigarette packet and a gauze bandage and I was all bandaged up in no time and he then vanished 

away before I even had time to thank him. It was one of the nicest things that has happened to us in 

India. After all the requests for baksheesh for doing virtually nothing and all the pained expressions 

because we don’t give them what they think is enough, it was marvellous. The baksheesh business is 

very annoying and we now carry everything ourselves, depriving the poor blokes of a living I guess. 

We had another walk along a backwater, this time with many Kashmiri houseboats, not tourist ones, 

and three little girls came with us. It’s very interesting for Jane here as there are always some ducks, 

goats, sheep, chooks, cows or horses around. The following day we went for a long shiokara ride to 

Shalimar and Nishat Gardens, both built on the shores of Dal Lake underneath the mountains by one 

Mogul or another. Shalimar are the most famous but too formal for our tastes, but Nishat had 

magnificent groves of enormous trees. I have never seen trees like these not even in England. The 

trip took a good part of the day and we were very tired from doing nothing and got rather sunburnt 
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at the end. There are very extensive floating gardens on the lake where they grow vegetables, and 

other parts where soil has been dumped and built up to the level where houses can be built and 

things grown. We saw an enormous houseboat being built and many men and boys were collecting 

barges full of weed. The lake is very weedy and there are large areas of rushes so there is very little 

open lake at all.  

 

Figure 73 Dal Lake weed harvesting seen from our Shiokara 

 

Figure 74 Dal Lake en route to Nishat Gardens  and Jane learning a new trick of squeezing sunscreen from a tube 
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Thursday we were leaving for Gulmarg and were staying overnight there so we settled up at the 

hotel and had them book us in for Friday and Saturday nights. We went by local bus to Gulmarg, or 

rather Tanmarg. It cost Rs1.20 in a taxi to the bus stand and Rs1.40 each in the bus to go 20 miles. 

Most of the valley is under paddy cultivation and much of that is under water at present, so the 

countryside is looking very wet, and in between are trees; poplars are very common. We had to 

climb to get to Tanmarg and below us we could see mountain streams rushing madly along, all 

guided to become irrigation channels. At Tanmarg we left the bus and went the last 4km up the 

track to Gulmarg, Howard on foot, Jane and I on a pony. It was the slowest pony on the track and I 

felt rather sorry for the poor beast. But it had its compensations, Jane wasn’t frightened and I didn’t 

get a sore bottom. 

Gulmarg is a large meadow shaped as a hollow with a golf course at the bottom and wooden 

bungalows dotted among the fir trees at its rim and behind are snow-capped mountains. We stayed 

at the Dak bungalow, very cheap but satisfactory with good meals served. We had delicious 

strawberries and cream. That afternoon we just wandered and spent a good deal of time sitting by a 

rocky stream looking at the flowers and playing in the water. Jane enjoyed the latter even though it 

was icy cold.  

 

Figure 75 The New Taj Hotel, a stopping off place for walkers who needed sustenance 

Next morning we rose early and climbed to the next village up the track. It turned out to be a few 

shepherd’s huts and tent hotels for tourists. We were the first arrivals for the day and had a good 

breakfast at the New Taj Hotel, a tent labelled as such. [We sat on the rough grassy hillock covered 

with tiny wild strawberries and enjoyed delicious chapattis stuffed with potatoes, onions and chillies 

while looking up at the mountains and back down to Gulmarg and beyond, to the waterlogged valley 

(HR)]. With new strength we set off to climb one of the mountains. We ignored the zig-zag track and 

went straight up. It was hard work. We aimed for a pole on the foremost point but when we reached 

it we found there was lots more mountain behind and the track had crossed to the other side of the 

valley. Anyhow, we had reached our objective of the pole and we were too tired and there wasn’t 
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sufficient time to go further so we turned and went down. We had reached the snow and were over 

11,000 feet (3,400 m, Kosciusko is 2,200 m) so it wasn’t such a bad effort. And as I say, we were stiff 

and tired for days so it was just as well we didn’t go further.  

We went back down the track that afternoon and I had a much better horse and got blisters on my 

bottom. We arrived back at the hotel exhausted to find there was no room for us. They were all 

surprised to see us, so I was cross and the manager thought I was sick and from somewhere they 

conjured up a room. All this bowing and scraping and offers of service and they can’t even do their 

job. It makes me sick. We rested up on Saturday, our main activity being a visit to a factory. We saw 

the intricate and painstaking work that goes into making of all these lovely things. Most interesting 

was seeing the carpets being made, where knots are tied around the cotton strings of the backing. 

Each knot is tied separately, the thread is cut and the next knot tied. Of course they had a 

magnificent collection of things for sale. The papier Mache room was like an enormous Aladdin’s 

cave with all the gold paint shining in the light. We were dazzled. We bought a tray with a design of 

King Akbar and his warriors fighting and we have ordered a hand-embroidered rug for you John and 

Christine. It will come by surface mail from the factory complete with the inscription “Hirsts from 

Anne and Howard”. No extra cost. Happy Christmas a bit early. Sunday morning we left early to 

come here to Pahalgam to do nothing but enjoy the scenery.  

Love to all Anne 

 

Figure 76 small part of our Papier Mache tray of King Akbar and his warriors destroying the enemy
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Letter 38 01 June 1971 Back in. E Patel Nagar. Reminiscing about our camping trip. 
Dear Family 

Well, I have a great load of letters to answer now that we are home again. There were the three 

weekly ones here and yesterday yours came Father, right on time. There was also a communication 

from BOAC in Bombay with relevant forms and guff. We have to go through some procedure with 

the Reserve Bank before we can get out. However, we can fix all this in Delhi before we leave, we 

hope, so that we don’t have to hang around in Bombay. Thanks for fixing everything for us so well. 

We still don’t know Rawson’s new address as in their last letter they weren’t sure when they would 

be moving. They might still be in Skipton when we arrive. So we don’t have an address for you to 

send UK money to yet. It will be best if we ask Rawsons to write to you with their relevant address. It 

will be difficult for anyone to contact us once we are travelling in southern India. Still not certain of 

the relevant amount to send either. We intend to hire a car in Britain. This means we will have to 

pay a largish sum to collect the car, far more than we will have in foreign currency when we arrive at 

Heathrow. I don’t imagine the Reserve Bank will be generous to us, so we will ask the hire firm to 

send the account to you if you would kindly send a cheque. There will be one other major payment 

and that is for our luggage insurance on the way home. We are doing it through Commercial Union 

who insured us on the way out. There will be a payment coming in as well. We have asked for 

Howard’s September salary to be paid in Australian dollars, Rs750 worth. I think that’s all on finances 

for now. Thank you once again. 

Jane news: Her walking is improving greatly and she can now run a little and go up and down small 

steps unaided. Also is very good at climbing up hills of small proportions and taking steps over small 

obstacles. Her foot now appears to be OK and points in the right direction. She really looked the 

picture of health on our holiday with rosy cheeks and bright eyes and a good tan on her arms. Now 

she’s all spotty again with heat rash. She talks lots and seems to have lots to say but doesn’t know 

the words. One clever thing she picked up was feeling her forehead for temperature. At Kalka on the 

way to Shimla she seemed rather warm so we took her temperature and felt her forehead and 

administered some Panadol. Afterwards whenever we asked her if she was hot in relation to 

jumpers on or off, she’d feel her forehead in a worried sort of way. 

Answering letters, CSIRO is a semi-government organisation so has the same superannuation 

scheme which is what the medical examination was for. Howard’s hearing is the same as it was 

before we left Australia i.e. operationally satisfactory [fairly monaural]. As it turned out one of the 

approved doctors for giving medicals lives just around the corner and is an interesting lively old man 

of 74 who pops in occasionally just for a chat. He used be the medic for the British High Commission. 

Anyhow he was most impressed with Howard as a physical specimen, mainly because he’s not fat 

and flabby and gave him an excellent report so all should be well. Thanks for Tivers jnr address. We 

will try to get to see them on our tour. Re cards. Full support also from this branch of the family – be 

strong Nance and press for swift resolution. You must be setting out on your big trip soon Pip. Hope 

everything goes OK and that you enjoy it all. Sorry to hear of continued unspecified car troubles. 

Congratulations John on officially being Dr and on signing of contract for book and for cheering 

words on training problems. 

Back to the holiday. We had a pleasant week in our tent in Pahalgam. The tent was rather larger 

than what we are used to being 12 foot by 12 foot and inside we had three beds, small table, two 

carved wooden chairs, wardrobe, meat safe and Kermode. It rained two afternoons but otherwise 

the weather was lovely, quite warm in the day time and very cold at night, especially right by the 

river. I had my turn at being sick after we had bought some dal at a local restaurant to go with our 
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vegetable curry to give us a bit of protein. We were camped on a fairly large flat area and Jane had a 

lovely time, running around, looking at the river water, chasing the ducks, watching the naughty 

horses pooing on the ground instead of in their pottys and taking an interest in the chooks, cows and 

hairy goats. She’s well up on animals now.  

 

Figure 77 Jane out wandering beside the River Lidel at Pahalgam 

 

 

Figure 78 Dhobis washing sheets and clothes at Pahalgam 
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It was also the main Dhobi area, and they were at it early in the morning, bashing the clothes on the 

rocks. There were other interesting activities. A chicken was killed on our doorstep and then they 

extracted its intestines. And two sheep were gutted close by. Many people bathed in the river and 

relieved themselves on its banks. The best was when a bloke was praying and not four yards in front 

of him two blokes bared their bottoms to defecate. It would put one off rather. I hate to think what 

it’s like in the refugee camps round east Bengal. It’s no wonder they die of cholera like flies. People 

haven’t the first notion of hygiene or a glimmering of consideration for others. The scenery however 

was magnificent and I hope we have some pleasing slides to show you Nance. We did nothing 

energetic the whole week, just went for quiet strolls and enjoyed them. 

 

Figure 79 Pahalgam tribesmen with their animals and families. Bridge framing our neighbouring Indian army tents 

We returned to Srinagar by local bus which had its moments of drama but I won’t go into that now. 

We were meant to be collecting my coat that day but it was Sunday and all the shops were shut so 

that rather messed things. It will now have to be posted. We left Srinagar at 7am next morning and 

14 hours later reached Pathankot. It was a rather gruelling trip, most of it being through the 

mountains and at times it was quite flat. Jane managed very well considering the difficulties and only 

towards the end got rather distressed, but then went to sleep. We had to wait three hours in 

Pathankot for the train so we were all very tired by the time we left but all managed to sleep fairly 

well. We were very glad we had decided to fly up. The rail trip takes one and a half days going up. 

We did enjoy our holiday and thought parts of Kashmir were lovely, like up the mountain in Gulmarg 

amongst the exquisite mountain flowers. It’s all pretty much on the tourist beat now. If one had the 

energy and time to go walking for days completely self-sufficient, it would be most rewarding. And 

now we have a lively two weeks before we head south. 

Love to all 

Anne
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Letter 39. 21 June 1971. E Patel Nagar. Luggage out complexities. Bookings for UK. 
Dear Family 

We thought it was difficult getting into this country but getting out again is proving a lot more 

difficult. Thursday night the agents presented us with a list of documents we had to have before our 

unaccompanied baggage could leave the country including an export permit for the carpet from the 

reserve bank and a guarantee on government stamp paper (special trip to stock exchange to get 

some), signed by our bankers, that we would leave the country within four months. The bank 

refused to sign it so Howard’s gone to the High Commission this morning to see if they will oblige. If 

not it will just have to sit in storage here until we leave and then we will have to wait for it in 

Canberra. Flippin’ nuisance. It also has to go through Customs on the way out! So we had to give 

them a complete list with values even though they didn’t get one when we came in. However, by 

Friday afternoon everything except the guarantee was fixed and they took the stuff away. They had 

measured it the day before and built a lovely metal-lined teak box just the right size and packed 

everything into it very tightly and the right way up. Much better job than at the Australian end. So 

that was comforting anyhow. We have managed to sell everything for about the price we wanted 

and now it only remains to pack and clear up. We catch the Taj Express at 7:10am tomorrow. We 

have fixed up all the ticket business too and sent it all off to Bombay so our tickets should be ready 

and waiting for us when we arrive. Within four weeks we will be in England. 

While on the travel bit I am booked for a flight from here to KL to Singapore, to Perth to arrive there 

at 10 minutes past midnight on the 4th September. I don’t know if I am flying TAA or Ansett or the 

time so I’ll try to send you a telegram from Perth. If this is not possible, I guess they still both run at 

the same time, unless like before mine is delayed by 2 hours. Still on travel but this time finance. 

Father could you please send a cheque for $1200 to Mr Rawson, payable to him. We think this is 

best as it can then be paid into his bank account and cleared before we arrive. Their new address is 

41 Polbreen Estate, St Agnes Cornwall, UK. They are moving in today. 

Sorry there has been a bit of a gap in correspondence from this end but thought I would wait till just 

before we went. Perhaps you could write to us in Madras as we will be there about 3-4th July for a 

couple of days. Write to Trade Wings (P.Ltd), 193 Mount Road, Madras -2. They are the travel agents 

we used to book up north and for the train down south. Don’t worry about writing to Bombay as we 

will be in Cornwall on 16th with any luck. When you write to Madras could you let us know if you 

have heard anything from the car hire people? Thanks for financial gen and account and receipt 

Father. Funds will be rather depleted when the $1200 goes though we hope we won’t be spending it 

all. Tax people are a bit useless. I wonder why they are taking so long. We would like to have seen 

you planting your wheat Father. We hope it thrives as it will look good along the median strip of King 

William Street.  Thanks for the cheery letter you wrote specially Mum. Pip with his accident and 

financial troubles. I hope they manage to have a reasonably trouble-free trip. Ian’s marriage 

collapsing and Aunty Mary in hospital. When next you see her send her my love and best wishes. Pip 

seems to have made a few friends in the army. Brightening up the old place. 

I fear you can’t have seen the P.S. asking for plastic pants on the Pahalgam letter which is rather sad 

as we have run out. Her flash ones are still holding together, but that’s all. At the moment she only 

needs them for night time and during the day wears those training pants.  She’s really got the hang 

of this potty business now. 100% success with poos [bangs] and 90% with wees. And after she has 

performed she shows it to both of us and we duly admire, then she goes and tips it in the big potty. 

No doubt there will be a relapse some time, and while we are on holiday it’s going to be rather 

difficult anyhow, unless I carry the potty on a string around my neck when we go sight-seeing. She’s 
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learning colours now and counts beautifully, 2,4,7. When I was sewing the other day she sat on the 

table and picked everything up off the shelf, and that’s lots of things, and wanted to know ‘What’s 

this?’, ‘What’s this? ‘Back to the plastic pants, perhaps you could try sending one pair in an envelope 

to Madras, still medium size. She has a small bottom and rather wide shoulders, like her Dad which 

is unfortunate, seeing she is female. Her hair is now growing madly and gets curlier every day, 

especially as the humidity is high these days. Temperatures are still high too, just over 100F and 

going down to 85F at night. Jane’s heat rash came back with a vengeance when we returned to Delhi 

but she’s adapted once more and it’s all gone, practically. 

I’ve finished my article and will be sending copies to Women’s Weekly (Australian) and tossing up 

between The Age and the Canberra Times. I didn’t do enough copies. I asked them to write to me 

care of you so could you pass on any information to England. If MS is returned feel free to read it. 

Howard has also been rushing round to finish a research paper and graphs so it can be sent off to 

various bods for comments before we leave. It has been a bit of a push and he is still at work now 

checking the typing. At least I hope he’s there and not still at the HC trying to get someone to 

guarantee us. Well, he got a guarantee of sorts so we hope it keeps Mr Giri happy (he’s the 

president). 

Love to all 

Anne
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The error of not thinking ahead 
An important All India Crop Physiology meeting was scheduled for mid-May and I wanted to attend 

maybe to present a paper on my branched ear work but more importantly to visit Shimla, a 

renowned historic holiday location for the British overlords. It is high altitude country so is cool 

when Delhi is almost too hot to bear. Anne was keen to come along, so Jane had no choice but to 

come too. By then I had completed all the 14C field photosynthesis experiments and collected the 

many plant samples needed for further analysis. The accumulated plant samples had been securely 

packed neatly into a deep freeze refrigerator and would be analysed when we returned to Delhi. The 

data from the analyses would be the basis for comparing growth and carbon allocation patterns 

leading to yield in the branched-eared and other wheats. 

The new Chief of the Department sensibly saw the departure of many of his scientists to Shimla as 

an opportune time to repaint walls and ceilings of the laboratories and adjoining corridors. This 

involved moving all unfixed items away from walls thus allowing plasterers and painters sufficient 

space to do their jobs. Naturally all wall power points had to be freed of their plugs and the plugs 

and their electrical cables moved aside. While it was the painters’ remit to remove plugs, the reverse 

did not apply after painting and appropriate drying time. All freezers defrosted, oven contents 

cooled but comfort fans and tea urns were returned to their normal business. 

At first on return to the department after some weeks away, I was impressed with the bright and 

tidy cleanliness of the rooms but discovering the brown water stains under my relocated 14C freezer 

didn’t make me happy, at least initially. I mentioned to the Departmental Head, now Dr GS Sirohi, 

my problem of losing all the unanalysed plant samples I had collected over the wheat season 

through this defrosting process, and the communal problem of the pool of radioactivity in the lab. 

He was understanding suggesting that I should remain in his department for an additional year to 

repeat the work next season. He would generously strongly support my further funding as an Indian 

post doc. during this extension. The room servants would clean up the unsightly brown floor stain. 

Acha. 

On the very bright side for me, Anne and Jane, we had already reallocated the several weeks 

originally intended for sample analysis, to other activities, like a science and tourist trip around India 

followed by an extension of that to England to see my relatives. I only had to pretend my 

disappointment now with a stiff upper lip. The data were probably hopeless anyhow, but who would 

know? It was comforting to think that maybe I could stay an extra year at IARI if necessary. Now I 

could spend the month after returning from England, before taking up my new CSIRO job in 

Canberra, writing up a couple of scientific papers on branched-eared wheats for publication. 

The following are the Abstracts from these papers published in the Australian Journal of Agricultural 

Research with Dr KN Ruwali as co-author. 
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Figure 80 Australian Journal of Agricultural Research, 1971, 23, 551-559 

 

Figure 81 Australian Journal of Agricultural Research, 1972, 24, 541-549 
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Letter 40. 26 June 1971. Agra and Hyderabad. 
It’s Saturday again and time to write to you once more. We are now in Hyderabad. Jane and I are 

having to amuse ourselves as Howard is very busy talking to people at the Rockefeller place here. 

They have big projects going on rice and sorghum. And he’s been roped in to do a seminar while he’s 

here. 

We managed to catch our train on Tuesday morning without leaving too big a mess behind us in 

Delhi. The Ahujas (that’s the landlord) gave us breakfast before we left which was most kind of 

them, so they waived us off and Dr Singh from the Institute. We had tea at his place one night the 

week before and sold the beds to him. He came to collect them that morning. We had a few worries 

about the fridge before we finally got rid of it. We arranged for the company to move it to the new 

owners on Monday but I thought it better if they collect it on Tuesday after we had gone so changed 

the arrangements. But consternation, any good Hindu can’t do anything of importance on Tuesday 

as it is not auspicious and they weren’t prepared to leave it till Wednesday because they didn’t trust 

our landlord. He might come and tamper with it. The company refused to change the arrangements 

back to Monday. By 8pm Monday nothing had happened and we didn’t have our money but then 

they finally turned up and moved it themselves in a horse and cart after trying their own car, a taxi 

and a scooter. They were going to put it face down on the roof rack of their car. And because the 

company didn’t move it they have lost the guarantee. All because Tuesday isn’t auspicious. We sold 

it to Dr Jain, arranged through Dr Bagga at the institute, all highly educated people. It’s incredible. 

And the bloke we sold the cooker to said that when his tenant bought a new one on a Saturday, he 

wouldn’t let him use it that day, as Saturday is a bad day 

for things made of metal. Anyway the fridge finally went 

and we got our money. 

The train for Agra was a very flash sitting up job with 

lay-back seats. We decided to go on the tour supplied 

for the day-trippers and so most of the sights fairly 

painlessly. The bus was all white people, all Americans 

except us and one Indian family. We went first to 

Fatepur Sikri, a new capital built by Akbar, one of the 

early Moghuls, because a holy man who lived in the 

village there blessed his wife who then bore a son, she 

having failed to so for some time. Its 20 odd miles from 

Agra. It was used for only a few years and then 

abandoned because of lack of water. Consequently 

most of it is very well preserved, and there’s lots of it, 

sitting up on a bit of a rise in the middle of a grey flat 

nothingness. It’s all built of red sandstone which is a bit 

hard on the eyes after a bit, especially because there’s 

nothing much in the way of greenery around.  The only 

bit of marble around is the tomb of the holy man which 

has magnificent carved marble screens and the canopy 

over the tomb is all inlaid in mother of pearl. The place 

is rather interesting as Akbar was a very tolerant fellow, 

especially for a Muslim, and had Hindus, Christians and Buddhists at his court and started a new 

religion which he called ‘Divine Faith’ incorporating all four religions. The architecture reflects it with 

Figure 82 Fatepur Sikri complex marble work 
looking pink reflecting the red of the main fort 
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strong Hindu influences and carvings of animals, strictly forbidden by the Muslim faith. A later rather 

unpleasant fanatical Mughal called Aurangzeb and all the animal heads obliterated.  

We returned to Agra for lunch then went to the fort. From 

here we had our first view of the Taj. The sky was very black, 

brewing up for a good thunderstorm and the Taj was brilliant 

white against it, as impressive as we had led to believe. The 

fort is another Mughal masterpiece of red sandstone and 

marble, full of palaces of all sorts with some beautiful inlay 

work. While we were there the storm broke with a 

vengeance, so when we reached the Taj we paddled up to it 

through the drizzle. It was still incredibly beautiful floating in 

the grey sky. It looks so light as if made of lace, maybe 

because every surface is broken either with carving or inlay 

work. To me it was a place to be entered in silence and some 

awe. Not so the wog Indians. It has a magnificent echo but 

they have to test it with yelling and shouting, not whispers. While we were inside there was a noise 

of drums. It was only a workman placing a can on the floor. 

 

Figure 83 Taj Mahal reflected early morning 

We left the tour there and went to our hotel but returned next morning when there was a blue sky 

but still lots of cloud. It was still beautiful but looked more solid in the brighter light. We didn’t go in 

this time but wandered in the beautiful gardens and looked at the outbuilding, chiefly a mosque. 

And it doesn’t matter how many raves you hear or pictures you see, it’s still well worth seeing. 

Howard went to Agra College in the afternoon and gave a seminar, and we left on the train that 

night for Hyderabad. That took two nights and one day. As before we had a two berth sleeping 
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compartment and Jane sleeps on the floor. They are quite comfortable and this time the carriage 

was newer and cleaner and meals were provided. 

 

Figure 84 Jane skipping in the puddles around the Taj Mahal 

We had one very interesting experience just before we left Delhi of which I forget to tell you. A 

number of blokes at the Institute had been telling Howard that their guru was coming and that he 

must come to meet him. So on Sunday night we went to Inderapuri to see him. Inderapuri is a colony 

south of the Institute grounds and marked on your map. Howard had been told that this guru was 

140 years old but only looked 25. It turned out he is only 25 but they believe him to be the 

incarnation of another guru who died at 115. Very tricky! A tent had been erected at the end of one 

street and a largish number of people were there when we arrived, the really keen ones had their 

foreheads painted in yellow stripes. For the duration of his stay the guru had instructed his disciples 

to eat only fruit and not to shave. He was clean-shaven though. He was sitting on a couch at one 

end, cross-legged and eyes shut, and in a trance. The devotees would go up to him and put garlands 

of flowers round his neck, bow and kiss his feet but he made no movement. Then someone else took 

all the garlands off and dropped them in his lap. A young boy fanned him vigorously and made his 

hair blow about. To the right was a little pavilion and an older chap sat there and began to read in 

Sanskrit from the holy books. Until this time there had been much movement and talking and things 

settled down a bit then. And it was then that they persuaded Howard to go up and meet the guru. 

He had come out of his trance or at least had opened his eyes. Jane, carried by Howard, went too 

and all attention was focussed on them. Jane’s reaction was interesting. She’s a very friendly and 

trusting child and goes to everyone and anyone but she was frightened. One of the Indians took her 

right to the guru and the guru put a garland around her head (very honoured) but she immediately 

removed it much to the Indian’s horror and he put it back on again and she removed it. She has had 

garlands placed on her since and she hasn’t objected. Howard said he had wild, wild eyes and looked 

as though he was still 90% in trance. (But I had the impression of seeing into and through those eyes 

a vision of the night sky, bright stars and darkness. Weird. I joined his trance. HR) 
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A request Mum. Jane has no winter clothes, non that fit her anyhow, and I don’t know if I’ll be able 

to buy much suitable in England as it will be summer there. If you happen to see any jumpers or 

pants of serviceable colour on any of your excursions to shops do you think you could buy at least 

one of each so she’s got something to wear when we arrive. I think she’s now fairly average size for a 

two year old. Or if you could buy some cord, I’ll make her some pants as soon as we arrive. Do you 

have the two-year old size of that good pattern? 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

 

Figure 85 there’s lots of these tombs in Hyderabad. Different architecture to Delhi 
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Figure 86 Hyderabad City Gate: where this letter was written. We climbed it for a good view of the city 
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Figure 87 One view across Hyderabad from the City Gate
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Letter 41. 04 July 1971. Madras (Chennai) and the wonders of Mahabalipuram. 
Dear Family 

Madras on a Sunday and we are resting having done our morning of sightseeing and temples, one 

Roman Catholic Cathedral and an aquarium for Jane’s benefit. She seemed suitably pleased. We 

arrived here on the first and spent a good deal of our time at Trade Wings making train bookings. 

We have had to modify our plans somewhat because trains were booked out on the days we wanted 

to travel. We are not stopping at Madurai where there is an enormous temple (but seen from the 

train) but going straight through to Trivandrum, and instead of going to Bangalore and catching a 

train from there to Bombay we are having to return to Madras (Chennai). Trains in India carry 6 

million people a day and you can believe it when you see them. We received you telegram. Many 

thanks.  We nearly didn’t ask for mail because on working it out there didn’t seem to be enough time 

for something to have arrived. Should have known you would do something intelligent like send a 

telegram. Doesn’t matter about the pants anymore. Jane is dry at night. I don’t know if this is for 

good or if it’s only because it’s hot and she sweats it all out. During the day she does wees to order, 

and I carry the pink potty everywhere anyway, just in case. It’s made life much easier but now I am 

carrying eight unnecessary nappies. Pleased to hear that car hire business is fixed but disappointed 

we didn’t get a Mini, our first choice, but the Fiat is the same price. 

 

Figure 88 Golconda Fort Hyderabad 

I think I wrote last in Hyderabad. Last Sunday was our sight-seeing day there. We had the use of a 

Rockefeller car with driver again and Dr Saxena came with us. In the morning we went to Golconda 

Fort, a genuine fort built on top of a large rocky hill, now rather ruined but very impressive and 

extensive, [particularly the air conditioning and water raising systems HR]. Plenty of scope for Enid 

Blyton and the Famous Five. We had lunch at Dr Saxena’s. He lives in true Indian style in a joint 

family. He and three of his five brothers share a house which has been in his family for over 100 

years. The other brothers are in Bombay and Agra, otherwise they would be here too. There is also 

the mother but we didn’t meet her because she was at the hospital looking after one of the 
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daughter’s in law who had just had a baby. When in hospital you have to supply your own food too.  

In the afternoon we went to the museum which had stacks of hideous 19C European furniture, glass 

and china plus some beautiful Indian work in ivory, bronze, jade and wood. For tea we went to Dr 

Sukai’s house and had a delicious meal of cold chicken, salad, salmon patties, with nothing being 

spiced for a change, He is a Japanese Plant physiologist brought in for their rice project by 

Rockefeller [later called ICRISAT, International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid tropics. I 

was offered a job there as pulses research chief, but eventually declined HR].  

 

Figure 89 Madras (Chennai) bus station in our bus bound for Mahabalipuram, 27 miles down the coast 

We left there on Wednesday afternoon and came south. The density of population increased 

noticeably, skins are darker, clothes scantier and there are many more beggars and deformed 

people. The villages became more picturesque with low mud walls and thatched rooves of straw or 

banana or coconut leaves and extending to a veranda out front. Arrived in Madras at lunch time and 

spent our first afternoon at the art gallery and museum (as well as at Trade Wings). They have a 

collection of famous bronzes. Next morning we went by local bus to Mahabalipuram, 37 miles down 

the coast. The bus stand was something to see, so many people, so much activity, and on each 

concrete footpath between the rows of buses, shanties were built. I took a picture of some with men 

making rattles out of balloons. We were then obliged to buy one. 

Mahabalipuram was the port of a mob of kings called Pallavas who ruled this area in the 7th and 8th 

centuries. They left some interesting stuff behind them. Right on the sea shore, lapped by waves, is a 

small temple to Siva and Vishnu. The carvings are rather worn now, but it’s still good. About half a 

mile inland there’s a large group of big rocks with a dozen or so small temple shrines cut into them 

at various places. Each consists of a small pillared hall and cells at the back. Sometimes there are 

rock carvings. Three of these were excellent, one a rural scene and the others of gods. There is also a 

large rock-carved bas-relief meant to be the largest in the world and called Arjuna’s penance. It 

shows the Ganges ‘flowing’ from a split in the rock. There are many sculpted people doing their 

ablutions and on the banks a family of very large elephants have come to drink. There are carvings of 

lots of gods and hunters and animals. Another half mile away is another group of five Rathas which 

are small temples carved out of a single rock, starting at the top and chipping down! We stayed at a 
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rather flash place overlooking the sea (P.W.D Guesthouse). It was good to see the sea. Jane had 

never seen it, not to remember anyhow. We wished we had brought our bathers. 

 

Figure 90 Mahabalipuram Shore Temple, Anne comfy with the cows, Jane controlling the cameraman 

 

 

Figure 91 Mahabalipuram fishermen on their fragile but portable outrigger canoe 
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Figure 92 Lots of fishing vessels with the Mahabalipuram Shore Temple in the background 

 

Figure 93: Anne and Jane watching Hay cart with buffalo passing carved out rock temple of Krishna Mandapa 
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Figure 94 Jane being friendly with one of the internal carved cows with calf 

 

Figure 95 Part of the massive Ganges carving of Arjuna’s Penance 
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Figure 96 One of several free standing rock temples dedicated to different Gods. This one is used. 

 

Figure 97 Lighthouse and Fort St George in background. Jane is tired even though she’s riding Durga’s lion 

Later: This afternoon we went to Fort St George, a hang out of the East India Company where Clive 

figured. An interesting old church, oldest Anglican church in India, with plaques to all sorts of noble 

bods who did their duty in India and other corners of the Empire. 
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Figure 98 Riding off into the sunset on Siva’s bull: Next to the Draupadi Ratha shrine which is guarded by females & dwarfs 

In a hurry. Off to station, though bull might not agree. 

Love to all  

Anne
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Letter 42. 10 July 1971. Tamil Nadu. Coimbatore. 
Dear Family 

We are now in Coimbatore in the State of Madras, now called Tamil Nadu. The town itself is like 

other Indian towns, a bit dirty and smelly and very crowded but it is in a beautiful setting. It is close 

to the Nilgiri Hills which are rather spectacular with many cliff faces and jagged peaks. Sugar cane, 

coconuts and bananas are cultivated here so there is much picturesque greenery in the foreground. 

The Central Sugar Cane Breeding Institute is here and Howard is spending his time there plus some 

at the Agricultural College. We are staying at the guest house in the latter and eating at the guest 

house in the former. We would have been staying there too but it was booked out. All research 

institutes and colleges have these Rest Houses attached which makes it very easy for scientists to 

move around and see people. They are very cheap too. It is costing us Rs1.50 per 24 hours plus 

Rs0.25 if we use the fan, a total of about 22 cents. We are being very well looked after with a car and 

driver again to drive us between the two places and he took me shopping yesterday too. 

 

 

Figure 99 Central Sugarcane Breeding Institute near Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 

This morning we all went to the Institute and heard about their breeding program and how they do 

the crossing, and walked around the fields and saw the cane in its various stages. We then visited a 

local farm, rather larger than the usual, and run by a consortium. It was most interesting and we saw 

many crops growing including bananas, rice, coconuts, nutmeg, chillies, peanuts, cotton, ragi (finger 

millet), bread fruit and jack fruit, some other sort of palm that is tapped for toddy, and sugarcane. 

Also saw a woman weaving the fronds of the leaves of the coconut palm. The leaves are split in 

halves with the main axis of the leaf left as the fan edge from which they start weaving. The ends are 

tied in knots to neaten it off. These units are then used for making houses or for fences. They get 15 

leaves for Rs2.50, so a small house doesn’t cost much. They also use the toddy palm for building 

houses, one palm one house, using the leaves for thatch. 
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Sunday: I think I wrote last in Madras as we were rushing off to catch the train. For the first time we 

had been put in a four berth compartment. One gent went only overnight to Madurai but the other 

went all the way with us and he was a real wog, wiping his nose stuff on the seat, leaving the toilet 

door open while he cleaned his teeth and spat in the basin, and being generally woggy and messy 

eating fruit. 

 

Figure 100 Hindu Temples down south can be fairly fancy. This isn't Madurai but a fairly modern building 
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We went through beautiful countryside over the Ghats, and Kerala is lovely with mile after mile of 

coconut palms with lots of tapioca growing underneath, and paddy as well. In Trivandrum Howard 

went to the Tuber Crops Research Institute which seems to be a more or less dead body. Not much 

work is being done and a couple of blokes he spoke to were very anxious to be off but finding it 

impossible because the Director blocked all applications for other jobs. In the afternoon we saw the 

local temple which had some outbuildings of most decidedly Chinese influence which was puzzling. 

We then went to the local museum in an enormous old house, every bit as splendid as the bronzes 

displayed. 

 

Figure 101 South India endless rice paddy and coconut palms 

 

Figure 102 Almost hidden villages with thatched roof houses 

Next morning we caught a bus to Cochin (trains run out a bit on the west coast) driving through 

more of the pleasant scenery with continuous housing but mainly scattered among the many palms 

and blending in. 

And so many people. Kerala is one of the most densely populated bits of India. We saw all the 

children going to school, and here it really is all the children. Kerala has the highest literacy rate in 
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India. It also has an enormous unemployment problem and there are many communist slogans and 

signs on walls. The Naxalites are growing stronger here. At one stage we were very close to the sea 

driving amongst fishing villages built entirely of the woven coconut leaves  and built on the sand 

right by the sea. The fishing boats we saw in Mahabalipuram were very rough, just three or so 

planks, big planks tied together lengthwise, with a sail like a dhow has, triangular, but somehow 

attached so the top of the mast is in the middle of the sail, I think. But the boats here were splendid 

affairs with a raised prow and stern that needed about eight men to run them. The monsoon has 

really come to this coast and it rained quite a lot. We stayed overnight in Cochin and left the next 

afternoon for Coimbatore. 

We intended to spend the morning going by ferry to Willingdon Island, a man-made island made 

when Cochin Port was deepened, but it rained madly before we even reached the ferry, so we gave 

it away. So we didn’t see much of the Cochin area, but then the monsoon season isn’t the best for 

sightseeing. The men’s’ dress in these parts is interesting. They all wear a straight piece of cloth 

wrapped around the waist and reaching to the ground. The bottom is then brought up and tied 

round the waist so it then only reaches the knees. They wear an ordinary shirt, have bare feet and 

carry a black umbrella, ideal for such a climate. The women still wear saris or long gathered skirts 

which must be rather uncomfortable in the wet, but also bare feet and the black umbrella. 

This morning we drove around Coimbatore and I have decided it’s much cleaner than usual after all.  

Tonight we leave for Madras. Altogether now we have three nights on trains remaining. We spend a 

day (Monday) in Madras, Monday night then Tuesday and Tuesday night is on the train to arrive at 

6am on Wednesday in Bombay. Our plane leaves there at 1am Thursday and arrives 8:30 am in 

London, rather exhausting. 

Love from Anne 

 

Figure 103 Cattle and Western Ghats
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Letter 43. 18 July 1971. Bombay then Cornwall England. Reverse culture shock. 
Dear Family 

We made it reasonably uneventfully. There was one bad moment at customs in Bombay when they 

decided they wouldn’t let us leave because we had been given concessions under transfer of 

residence. Under this we have to stay in India for 12 months or pay duty on all the stuff we brought 

in. But when we produced evidence that Howard was a student and that we were coming back to 

India they let us through. Everything else went very smoothly and we were surprised to hear from 

BOAC in Bombay that there had been anxious enquiries from Australia, wondering why the tickets 

had not been collected. I might have been misleading earlier saying we would fix everything before 

we left Delhi. We did this but still had to get the tickets in Bombay and didn’t arrive there until 6am 

on 14th and flew out at 1am on 15th. It was a good smooth flight but we were delayed for nearly 

three hours in Cairo, a bit of a drag, so we arrived in London a bit after 11am. We had no trouble 

with immigration or Customs and found the lady with our car straight away so were on our way to 

Cornwall by 10 past 12. London airport has grown enormously. It’s huge, and we were undercover all 

the way from our plane door to our car. Not that we needed it as we were greeted by a perfect 

English summer day. And you have no idea how clean and beautiful everything looked, so green and 

neat and lovely. And everything looks so attractive in the food shops I want to buy a bit of 

everything.

 

Rawsons have a very nice little bungalow, brand new, and the village of St Agnes is attractive with 

lots of old stone buildings. It’s rather straggly and leads down a bit of a valley to a sandy cove for 

swimming and surfing. We have not done much since we got here except try to recover which we 

are not doing as quickly as we thought we would. We are off to the doctors tomorrow to have a bit 

of a check over. We have both had sores that festered for weeks and wouldn’t heal (one of mine is 

still going) so there’s probably badness that’s still in our systems that is holding us down. Fortunately 

Jane didn’t have any of this but she does have a cold at the moment. She’s taking quite a while to 

get used to the Rawsons and after being so friendly with Indians. She obviously prefers brown 

people. When the Rawsons are around she is totally silent and after a while drags Howard or myself 
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outside so she can have a chat. As soon as she’s outside she gabbles away like mad. So don’t be too 

disappointed if she doesn’t settle down with you right away. It might be even more difficult in 

Adelaide because of Howard’s absence. 

 

Figure 104 Jane sand mining at Perranporth beach Cornwall 

Our last days in India were fairly uneventful. We spent the morning in Madras shopping. Bought 

some flash snake-skin belts. There were beautiful bags that were outside our price range. We had 

noticed on our previous visit all the enormous churches, St Martin in the fields type churches set 

down in the midst of Indian slums. We had a look over one that was being redecorated, no shortage 

of money. It was a round church with a dome, plus portico and a very tall graceful spire. All the 

interior had been painted cream with the dome blue with gold stars. They were also working on the 
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outside, white, with all the woodwork, doors and shutters painted a rich brown. It will look 

magnificent. All around its grounds are tatty huts.  

In Bombay it rained and we didn’t feel very energetic anyhow, so we took a short walk to the 

Gateway of India where George V and Mary came ashore and then round Marine Drive. Later that 

night we drove around it on our way to the airport and it really does look good with a string of lights 

encircling the harbour.  

There were three letters waiting here when we arrived and another came yesterday. Gratified to 

hear the Canberra Times is interested in my article but no mention of cash. This was meant to be a 

lucrative enterprise. I will wait till your next letter to see if the Australian is interested before writing 

to the Canberra Times. Your suggestion of splitting it up Father, is worth considering. But I am afraid 

I may never get it finished again. But I will wait to see what the Australian says before I decide 

anything. Pleased to hear that Pip’s trip has been trouble free, at least there’s been no mention of 

trouble. What stopped them continuing to Ayer’s Rock by road? Our trip back from Green Island was 

rough too and cold and miserable for me. 

We are off this week up North for about two and a half weeks, going to Bangor and Liverpool and all 

friends and relatives in Yorkshire. Will probably stop off at Tewkesbury to see son et lumiere at the 

abbey. But please continue writing her though. Please note address is now 41 POLBREEN.  

Am going to bed now so that’s it. 

P.S. Thanks for sending the money which arrived safely and is now being put to use. 

Love to all  

Anne
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Letter 44. 29 July 1971. Cornwall. Visiting relatives and then Wales and up north. 
Dear Family 

Sorry I am late this week and sorry the aerogramme is rather messy. It had milk spilt on it. The same 

milk spoilt a postcard of Tewkesbury Abbey I was going to send you. We are now in Burnley Lancs., 

staying with George in his council flat on the fifth floor, no lift. WE left Cornwall last Wednesday and 

stopped at Gloucester that night. In the morning we went to the Heath kit factory and Howard 

bought a radio to replace the old one which was stolen. It comes in kit form so he’s going to have a 

lovely time putting it together. Sadly Australian Customs have just changed their regulations on such 

items. Previously you could bring in one portable radio and one portable record player duty free. 

Now they have imposed a weight limitation of 4lbs for radios and 12lbs for record players. So that’s 

one too small radio that’s duty free. We are going to have to pay 69% on ours which is a bit of a blow 

[but Howard wanted it to listen to BBC and Radio Aus shortwave while he lived without his family in 

India HR]. From there we went on to Tewkesbury and spent some time at the abbey. It’s still good 

even though Richard didn’t stab young Edward on the altar steps. We decided not to stay to son et 

lumiere and drove on to Bangor, hoping that Chris and Gill would be at home. They are the 

Marshall’s who had a year in Canberra and stayed with us in Delhi. We stayed there till Monday. 

Howard spent Friday seeing people at the University and I went to a coffee morning with Gill and in 

the afternoon we went to Beaumaris shopping. The weather had been bad as soon as we arrived in 

Wales and it was showery all the time we were there. Marshalls live on Anglesey in a village called 

Llandegfan just past Menai Straits on the way to Beaumaris. It’s a good position with a view over the 

Straits to the mountains and there are good beaches close by on the island. Saturday we went to 

Caernarvon and went round the castles. The slate dais and the thrones are still there so everybody 

has their photo taken sitting on them. It’s a good castle, lots of it intact and you can walk round the 

walls, in them and on them and into big rooms in the towers with big fireplaces. I wouldn’t like to 

live in it in winter, in summer come to that, too many arrow slits letting in the draughts. WE went 

into the mountains from there and did a sort of round trip around Snowdon. Weather too inclement 

to do any walking but it certainly suits that sort of scenery. Grim mountains with good rock faces and 

bleak barren passes stranded in the rain. Like Scotland even to lakes like lochs, stone bridges and 

brown streams. You really should come to this country. There were lots of tourists, but it is the 

season and school holidays. Sunday morning Howard and I went into Bangor to see Howard’s old 

haunts and in the afternoon we went to Holyhead and the lighthouse at South Stack. Ewe had our 

first English beer with the Marshalls on Friday night when we went to a couple of local pubs.  We 

never managed to go to one in Cornwall as we always felt too tired and when we had recovered we 

went to the pictures, our first movie since Australia. It was ‘Anne of the 1000 days’ and I really 

enjoyed it. Unfortunately, while we were at the Marshalls, both of their kids had a half day illness 

with vomiting and diarrhoea which was going the rounds and then Jane was sick in the night, Sunday 

night and also Monday when we were in Liverpool so don’t know if it was the same thing. She seems 

OK now but is eating virtually nothing. We came to Burnley via Liverpool so I could see the two 

cathedrals there.  The Anglican one was started in 1904 and is enormous but still isn’t finished as 

they ran out of money. I have never seen such a high church, but it’s rather grim, built in a dark 

reddish stone. The Roman Catholic Cathedral is very modern, circular with a large circular lantern of 

stained glass climbing from the centre of the roof. It is very simple inside with a very plain crucifix 

and one wooden statue of Madonna and Child. Most impressive. We lunched in their tea room then 

came on to Burnley. Yesterday we went shopping and in the afternoon went over to Skipton to see if 

Barry and Carole were there or on holiday. Saw Barry and arranged to go for the day on Saturday 

and had a quick walk down the High Street and saw 25, Regent Crescent (their family home in 

Skipton). There’s plenty more to see yet. It’s a very historic place with associations with Richard III. 
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The country around here is lovely with heather-covered moors on the higher land and heavily 

wooded valleys. Many of the towns and villages are black and monotonous and even a bit of bright 

new paint doesn’t lighten it. But there is a surprising amount of lovely countryside for such a heavily 

industrialised area. Today we went to Diggle where Howard lived from age 3-11. He has told me 

what a dreadful dirty barren place it was but since thills have been closed the grass and trees have 

had a chance to grow and the place looks quite presentable. It’s notable in that it is the start or end 

of the tunnels under the Pennines for trains and canal. The latter has been closed and only one of 

the three train tunnels is still open. Went on to Hebden Bridge where Howard was born then to see 

Auntie Winnie, Uncle Harry and Grandma and stayed for tea. All relatives have so far been very 

friendly and it’s not been an ordeal at all. Tomorrow we’re going to Wilmslow, south of Manchester, 

to see Auntie Jean and Uncle Don. Winnie and Jean are Tom’s sisters, elder and younger. 

Love to all 

Anne 

 

Figure 105 Introduction to Ivy Dene, Sam Rd Diggle, and Saddleworth where the Rawsons lived 

 

Figure 106 Diggle School; Tom was Headmaster and Barry, Howard & George were pupils 
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Figure 107 blowing a dandelion in Diggle
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Letter 45. 11 August 1971. Cornwall. Reminiscing about our UK trip. 
Dear Family 

Sorry I am so late again. Seem to be getting out of the habit. We are back in Cornwall again after a 

good trip up north and have three letters to answer. Thanks for the birthday money. I think I’ll be 

spending mine along with some Lessa sent on a pair of shoes. I only possess sandals and it’s a bit 

chilly. Trouble is I don’t like the new styles very much. Lessa by the way is expecting, due in mid-

February. I spent my birthday in Leeds and went shopping. Got two pairs of badly needed pants. I 

have worn a hole in the seat of my blue jeans. Bought a cheap pair and an expensive tapestry sort at 

Lewiss’s. 

Sorry that your neck is not so good Mum. You mentioned it in the first of your three letters so I hope 

you have had some improvement by now. The Rawson’s bungalow is brand new and there’s still lots 

of building going on over the estate. Pleased to hear the trip went well for you Pip, especially the 

boat trips. Thanks for the financial information Father. Doesn’t sound like we’ve got much money 

left but with any luck we will have about 300 pounds left of what we brought over here. So that is a 

help. You will be pleased to know that Jane is now friends with white people. She really took to 

George when we were staying with him in Burnley and then transferred her affections to Adrian. 

And she talks to everyone and we have left her with Rawson’s senior a couple of times during the 

day and she’s not bothered. So she’s not relying on us quite as much which is a good thing. We are 

still worried as to how she will react to Howard’s absence. She’s very keen on playing with balls and 

Rawsons bought her a bucket and spade and she’s had a good time playing on the sands with them. 

The weather has been a bit poor though, very changeable and with some rain every day. Howard 

and Adrian have been pleased though because they have been able to build the radio. It’s finished 

now but they seem to be having some trouble with the tuning for short wave stations. 

 

Figure 108 Limestone pavement above Malham Cove, Yorkshire Dales 
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I really enjoyed our time up north. We had two trips to Hebden Bridge to see Grandma, and went to 

Wilmslow south of Manchester to see Auntie Jean (Mr Rawson’s younger sister). She and Uncle Don 

have just adopted Vietnamese twins, two big energetic girls, just two years old. Jane found them 

rather overwhelming. We called in at ICL at Manchester to see Uncle Don. He’s a very big nob in 

Britain’s computer firm. As I told you on a postcard we went to Barry and Carole’s for the day on 

Saturday and stayed Sunday and on Sunday night left there for a tour of the Dales. We were lucky 

with the weather. It was one of the few sunny days. It’s beautiful country with the great contrast of 

bleak moor on the tops and lush green dales with rushing rivers. We saw Malham Tarn and Malham 

Cove and giant limestone pavements, great flat outcrops of flat limestone worn into paving stones 

with deep narrow gaps in between. Also saw the Buttertubs, holes that go down and down and 

down, but only a few feet in diameter. There were lots of attractive villages with many old buildings. 

We finished up at Bolton Abbey, which is mainly ruined, standing on the green banks of the River 

Wharfe. There were many tourists gaily disporting in the water and to me it seemed a blasphemy. It 

had been so great and beautiful and now all destroyed. There should only be silence and grief.  

 

Figure 109 Watching chooks at Witches cottages near Pendle Hill

 

I think our best day was looking at the Witches Houses at the bottom of Pendle Hill. We walked 

along a little brown stony creek, two old men sat on a bench, the air was warm and still, a perfect 

Indian summer of a Forsythe day. We went through one lovely village called Downham and there’s a 

guest house on the outskirts; a perfect place for you to stay. There’s plenty of scope for walking in 

these parts with signposted public footpaths going all over the place. We spent my birthday (5th) in 

Leeds and stayed in Adrian’s flat that night. Left early that morning, collected Jane from Skipton, and 

arrived in Cornwall about 6pm. A fairly hard day’s travel. 

It’s now the 13th August. I seem to have lost the urge for letter writing! Since we have been back we 

have had a trip to Marazion and walked over the causeway to St Michael’s Mount. Everything was 

closed though. The tide was coming up as we walked over so we had to get a boat back. Another day 

we had lunch at a pub that Lois and I had been to a couple of times. Delicious Cornish Pasties. And 
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then went on to St Ives but there were too many people for it to be enjoyable. We have been to the 

beach a couple of times and Jane really enjoyed it. She likes having a lot of space to run around in. 

Monday night, Mr and Mrs Rawson, Howard and I went to a restaurant near Marazion to celebrate 

birthdays. Adrian and Jane baby-sat our Jane. It was a most pleasing evening, a very relaxed 

atmosphere. You sit in a lounge for drinks and order and only go to your table when the food is 

ready. 

 

Figure 110 Gloomy Leeds and Adrian's place 

 

Figure 111 with Barry, Carole and Rachel at Skipton canal basin 
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Figure 112 Jane friendly with George in Burnley Lancs 

 

Figure 113 Jane in Tom's hat with Adrian 

Jane is now doing very well for clothes. She was given three summer dresses by Gill in Bangor (still a 

bit big for her), and two dresses, long pants, T-shirt, viyella blouse and three jumpers from Carole.  

Also a bikini. And we had already bought her one pair of overalls and a jumper. So you can stop 

making and buying things now. I would like you to buy me some pyjamas though please. Warm and 
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big. I won’t need them till Adelaide, and it seems silly to cart them round adding to the weight of the 

luggage. That’s all. Sorry it’s so boring. 

We are leaving here Monday probably for London and Cambridge and going over to Paris to see 

cousin Jan about the 26th. Will be back in Delhi about 30th or 31st I think. 

Love from Anne 

 

Figure 114 Cold for Anne at St Agnes with Tom (Grandpa)
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Letter 46. 24 August 1971. Cambridge, London and Paris. 
Dear Family 

Late once again and so late I can’t remember when I wrote last. And having fallen down so badly on 

the letter writing lately I have decided that this will be the last effort. After all I will be in Adelaide in 

less than two weeks. 

I presume I wrote last from Cornwall. Our last few days there the weather improved so we went to 

the beach every day which made Jane happy. One day Howard and I went to Falmouth in search of 

radiator fluid for the Fiat. It has to have a special brew, not just common or garden water. Falmouth 

looked most interesting with docks and we wished we had longer to look around. During the time 

we spent in Cornwall I was often wondering in which particular parts various Howard Spring books 

were set, or didn’t he pinpoint things too exactly? I somehow associated the River Fal with ‘O 

Absolam’. 

 

Figure 115 Wild flowers at St Agnes Cornwall. Tom and Doris like it here 

We left St Agnes on Wednesday morning and reached Reading early afternoon. Stopped off in Wells 

for a look at the cathedral and for lunch. Prof Donald is at Reading at the moment on sabbatical so 

Howard saw him in the remainder of the afternoon and next day he went to Hurley Grassland 

Research Institute. Two blokes there spent a year in the Phytotron while Howard was there. We had 

tea with one of them that evening.  

We arrived in London Friday morning. It was a dreadfully grey rainy day. Went to Australia House, 

the first time I have been there, to find the address of some friends without success, but lunched 

there and contacted Mike. Also went to CJB. Mrs Bourton had left and Madeleine is now in charge. 

Michael is now living in middle class or even upper middle in a very nice flat with two other fellows. 

There are even carpets and a colour TV. Quite a change from dingy bed-sits. He is also sporting a 

beard, sends love and regards to all and sundry and complaints to you John because you didn’t 

forward a letter to me with his new address. 
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We met Neville Hicks on Saturday and spent a good deal of time at BOAC fixing our tickets. We are 

going to Paris on Friday 27th and leaving Monday 30th going via Rome to Delhi. We have a Qantas 

flight for the Rome-Delhi bit. Neville is coming to Paris with us as its Bank Holiday weekend. We 

spent the afternoon walking to Buckingham Palace, St James Gardens and past St James Palace to 

Piccadilly and Piccadilly Circus.  This was the sum total of our sightseeing apart from a visit to the 

British Museum on Friday afternoon. Oh and we did go to Hampstead to see my old haunts. On 

Sunday we went to Brighton and Eastbourne and took Neville with us. Saw the Royal Pavilion at 

Brighton, a fantastic incredible bit of oriental splendour. Went to Eastbourne to see an old friend of 

Howards who was out and stopped off at Tunbridge Wells on the way back. Forgot a vital bit of 

information. Lois came to tea on Saturday. She looks well and reasonably happy with the world and 

sends love to John and Christine. Monday we went to the laundrette and to Madeleine and Ahmed’s 

for a very pleasant evening. During our stay Mike managed to teach me Piquet so I can now teach 

parents if they can summon the energy to play. 

We are now in Cambridge staying with John and Anne Hamblyn. He did a PhD at the Waite Institute, 

gave us a rolling pin as an engagement present and stayed with us in Canberra just before Jane was 

born. 

Not looking forward to leaving this place, yet looking forward to seeing you all 

Love from Anne 

 

Figure 116 Goodbye Jane and see you in Adelaide in my Lewis pants. Pompidou building in background 
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Figure 117 Cousin Jan in Paris where she lives and works 

 

Figure 118 Paris 1971 Old cars now 
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Figure 119 Jane checking out Paris from the Eiffel Tower from her Karrimor 

 

Figure 120 Jane unpacking the crate back in Canberra. India and Europe over, till next time
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After India: Life consequences (Anne) 
India had taught us that you could live happily and well in not much space, with not many 

things, and with not much money. This is a lesson that has coloured the rest of our lives. 

When we returned to Canberra, friends told us it was a good time to buy a house; prices 

were going up. Howard was earning a good salary from CSIRO, so we bought a house, even 

though we thought we would still travel. It was a standard three bedroom one bathroom 

house that cost $17,000. It had a gum tree out the front and a veranda. Ben was born in this 

new house. Fifty years later we are still in this house and it is probably worth approx. 

$500,000. 

We furnished the house with second-hand furniture, including a very small fridge and a 

washing machine with a wringer. When the children were at school their friends would 

come to see these items which were so different from things in their own homes. We 

bought second hand chairs which we still have, though recently re-upholstered. We bought 

two metal single beds which were bolted together to make a very wide double bed. We 

have only recently bought two new single beds. We made our own lounge suite, measured 

up and copied from an expensive store. 

Money went on holidays. Every two or three years we would go to the UK to see Howard’s 

family. We went to Thailand on the way and occasionally to India on the way home. We 

went to Adelaide and Melbourne to see my family. We went camping in the Flinders Ranges, 

in Queensland, to Yorke Peninsula, round the Great Ocean Road, and in 1981 we went on a 

three-month round Australia camping trip. 

Jane and Ben are now grown. Jane worked for Lonely Planet in San Francisco for a number 

of years and went travelling. Ben did his PhD on monkeys in the jungles of Cambodia and 

now lives and works in Vietnam. 

 

Figure 121 Jane7 and Ben 4 above the Finders Ranges at St Marys Peak saddle after an early morning walk up. 15 km that 
day
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After India: Science Consequences (Howard)  
In the years that followed our Indian experience I continued to work in the sub-continent, in India, 

Pakistan and finally Bangladesh. All this work was made easier by the personal contacts I had made 

during that year, particularly with Dr Sinha who rose to become Director General of IARI. This was 

one of many productive relationships that developed over the years that followed. I had become 

completely comfortable with the peoples and the environment of the Indian subcontinent. 

Wheats in some parts of south-east Asia are severely sterile in some years in some places. I was 

involved in a two year project designed to find the causes of this sterility and provide solutions. It 

was funded by Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR). I visited all our 

collaborating researchers in the sterility regions in Nepal, Thailand, China (along the Burmese 

border), and West and East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). Each location seemed to have different 

guesses for the primary causes of the problem. All their guesses and their interactions were tested 

for effect along with stage of plant development using both regional field and Phytotron studies. We 

found that sterility hinged on the movement of boron within the plant when the cell walls of the 

flower anthers are developing, a period of only a few days in the life of the crop. Boron is critical to 

cell wall strength. Boron moves through the plant with water, so if water movement is reduced by 

drought, high humidity, low radiation, dense fogs, and waterlogging at that critical developmental 

stage, sterility results because the anthers are malformed. Or if there is little boron in the soil to 

start with. Complex, but easily overcome if the farmer understands the signs at the right stage of 

plant development. 

In 2000 IARI finally got its real Phytotron, replacing the little room I had seen during my year in India. 

This project was run by the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization and I was employed as chief 

consultant which meant involvement in designing, building, equipping and staffing of this National 

Phytotron. Dr Sinha was closely involved. The project took several years. Now the facility is used 

primarily to generate and test new crop varieties through biotechnology techniques. The Canberra 

Phytotron was used as one early training base for the staff.  

Then in 2002 along came another FAO project, this time for Bangladesh, to study how to increase 

wheat production in the north of the country. Would I be interested? At that time Bangladesh was 

increasingly importing wheat from India as its middle classes slowly moved from rice to chapattis for 

breakfast. Years earlier I had fiddled with a simple crop model that when structured for Bangladesh 

conditions indicated that if wheat was planted at the right time, when there was water in the soil 

profile, and if the wheat was short-duration so it ripened before the weather got too hot, good 

yields of 3-4 tonnes per hectare could be achieved. I had experience with growing wheat under hot 

conditions so I accepted the offer. This two year project with many treatments and farmer’s 

locations confirmed the model and showed the potential for higher yields in northern Bangladesh, 

and how to achieve them. Some farmers reached 6 t/ha. It also indicated from a few trials that there 

was potential for wheat in southern Bangladesh where most land remained fallow after the rice 

harvest. That fallow land, often saline, was estimated at 400,000 ha. A possibility for wheat. 

To follow this idea to expand wheat into southern Bangladesh needed funding, so I approached 

ACIAR. They agreed to fund a one season test project managed by CSIRO. Funding with this 

arrangement continued for a decade as the idea developed. Again, we found that the production 

window for good yields was very narrow depending on planting when the monsoon had leached the 

salt down the soil profile, and on selecting varieties that would pass flowering before high 

temperatures raised the salts back to the surface. Wheat is relatively little affected by salt once grain 

filling is under way, as much of the carbon needed for fattening the grains can be translocated from 
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other parts of the plant. By successfully tip-toeing around these constraints, yields in many tested 

fallow lands could reach 3t/ha. Hundreds of collaborating farmers on the southern mainland and the 

island of Bhola used their farms to help develop and test the methods while Bangladesh cereal 

scientists and Agricultural Extension officers ran the local programme and bred new short duration 

wheat varieties for the regions. These were included in the trials on farmer’s fields as the project 

grew. 

During these ten years I spent a lot of time in Bangladesh, travelling by car on congested roads, on 

over-laden ferries, visiting farms, collecting and analysing data, and exchanging information with 

farmers, many of whom were women. All this travel and shared accommodation was with my 

Bangladesh co-workers, so we got to know each other well and had lots of time to talk about 

everything. I was asked to their homes, ate their food, and even spent Ramadan on the road with 

them. I really enjoyed my time in Bangladesh. 

A review in 2018 of that ACIAR project six years after it ended highlighted the social impacts of the 

outreach studies on wide areas of southern Bangladesh. Increased agricultural productivity and crop 

diversity had led to increased family incomes, family food security and improved child health and 

education. The cropping methodologies developed allowed farmers to successfully grow wheat and 

other crops immediately after their traditional monsoon crops of rice. The farmers were now 

convinced that salinity and very high temperatures did not preclude achieving economic yields on 

lands that previously remained fallow, providing the methods were carefully followed. This was a 

change from traditional thinking by the farmers. A pictures and word manual distributed to farmers 

and agricultural extension officers described step by step methods and solutions to difficulties. It 

complemented the Bangla and English booklet we had published earlier under the FAO scheme. 

Saifuzzaman M, Hossain ABS, Rawson HM 2010. How to grow wheat in southern Bangladesh and fit it in a 

timely sequence with other crops. Manual. Bangladesh Wheat Research Centre. Bangla and English languages 

Rawson, HM, Subedi, KD ed. 1996. Sterility in wheat in subtropical Asia: extent, causes and solutions. ACIAR 

Proceedings no 72, 154 pp 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266023733_Rawson_HM_and_Subedi_KD_ed_1996_Sterility_in_w

heat_in_subtropical_Asia_extent_cause_and_solutions_ACIARProceedings_no_72_154_pp 

Rawson H.M. ed 2011. Sustainable intensification of Rabi cropping in southern Bangladesh using wheat and 

mungbean. ACIAR Technical report No. 78: Canberra. 256 pp. 

http://aciar.gov.au/files/node/13919/sustainable_intensification_of_rabi_cropping_in_so_97245.pdf 

Rawson, HM, Gomez-Macpherson H, Hossain, ABS, Saifuzzaman, M, Rashid, H, Sufian, MA, Sarker, AZ, Ahmed, 

F, Talukder, ZI, Rahman, M, Siddique, MMAB, Hossain, I, Amin, M. 2007. On-farm wheat trials in Bangladesh: A 

study to reduce perceived constraints to yield in traditional wheat areas and southern lands that remain fallow 

during the dry season. Experimental Agriculture 43, 21-40.  

Rawson HM, Romer MJ 1991 Phytotron Facility at IARI Project review. UNDP IND/90/007/C/01/12 
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Figure 122 IARI Phytotron New Delhi India in 2015; the glasshouses are attached to the other side of the building. A pretend 
1971 Phytotron, about 1/4 its real size is pasted in on the lawn. Several years from concept to fruition  

 

 

 

Figure 123 Discussing causes and signs of wheat sterility with Plant Breeders in SW China in 1995 
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Figure 124 Travel in southern Bangladesh can’t be rushed: distances are not great but obstacles are many. Visiting new 
wheat farmers takes a while. Much of the land is only 2-6 m above sea level. Patuakhali-Amtoli region 2012 

 

Figure 125 Back garden Weetangera, Canberra, almost 50 years on even for the statue 
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